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Director of Student Media and Manchip
of Mace Communication Instructor
Director of LSU Student Media and Manship School of Mass Communication 
instructor Steve Buttry died February 19 of pancreatic cancer. He was 62.
The news was released via a final blog post on Buttry’s blog that he wrote 
himself Buttry served as a University staff member after a 45-year career in journalism. 
Buttry’s resume includes earlier jobs at The Shenandoah Sentinel, The Des Moines Regis­
ter, The Des Moines Tribune, The Minot Daily News and the Omaha World Register.
Buttry was a reporter and editor before moving to teaching and newsroom 
training later in his career, he said in the post He became known as a digital journalism 
advocate while leading newsrooms transitioning to a digital-first media model
Buttry was first diagnosed with cancer in 1999, and then again in 2014, He 
was diagnosed for the third time in 2016, this time with pancreatic cancer that was 
unrelated to the previous two cases.
Buttry came to the Manship School in 2014 as the Lamar Family Visiting 
Scholar. He accepted the position as Student Media Director in 2015, according to
Buttry’s post Buttry also taught media writing and advanced print news gathering al 
Manship School.
As Student Media Director, Buttry worked closely with student leaders fr 
The Daily Reveille, Tiger TV, LEGACY Magazine, the Gumbo Yearbook and KLSU 
Buttry served as an adviser to student media leaders and offered guidance to individ 
students.
Buttry included that he received three major awards while on staff at the 
University: the Glamann Award from the American Copy Editors Society in 2015. d 
Rich Jaroslovsky Founder Award from the Online News Association in 2016 and th 
Chairman’s Citation from the National Press Foundation in 2017.
Buttry’s family held a memorial in Minneapolis, Minnesota and request® 
that memorial tributes were made to the Stephen Buttry Scholarship Fund, which v 
created in Buttry’s honor by his friends and family through the Manship School. Bu 
survived by his wife, Mimi, his three sons and daughters-in-law and two granddaugt
Design • Taylor Gonsoulin
In Memory of 
Steve Buttry

In memory of Mike V
Obituary
After nine years of frolicking in his enclosure, swimming in his pool 
and devouring intricate designs made from meat, Mike VI was humanely 
euthanized in his night house Tuesday, Oct. 11. Although there was to be no 
formal service, LSU Student Government hosted a memorial the following af­
ternoon in front of Mike’s habitat. The LSU Tiger Band played the alma mater 
at sunset
Mike’s death came shortly after he was moved into hospice care. 
LSU Veterinarian David Baker held a press conference after a press release 
announced Mike’s cancer had spread to his legs and lungs. At the press confer­
ence, Baker said Mike might have one-two months to live, though he would be 
euthanized before he succumbed to the cancer.
Over the summer, Mike was diagnosed with spindle cell sarcoma and 
received radiation treatment A University press release said the tiger might live 
one-two years with the treatment In the weeks following Mike’s diagnosis and 
with the recent update on his condition, students and community members 
adorned Mike’s habitat with notes and words of encouragement
Sports administration senior Clay Cardenas was at Mike’s enclosure 
after his passing to remember the tiger and “everything he served.” Cardenas 
said seeing Mike was a peaceful stop on his way to class.
“He was something more than just a tiger for all of us students,” 
he said. “[He was) a symbol for all of us to remember and to see everyday — 
something different most campuses don’t get”
Marissa Roushar, a sports administration sophomore, said she was 
saddened by Mike’s loss and didn’t expect to lose him during her time at the 
University. While bittersweet, he’s in a better place now, she said.
Clinical psychology graduate student Paige Ryan said she’ll mis 
visits to Mike, where merely the sight of the tiger would improve her m<
“I always came to visit Mike during study breaks and in betwe< 
classes, and he always made me smile and lifted up my day. I’ll miss him 
Ryan said.
Psychology junior Khristian Guidry and pre-vet junior Kayla M 
were also present at Mike’s former home subsequent to his passing Altht 
they knew of Mike’s importance to the Baton Rouge community, the stt 
said they did not expect such a strong reaction from people at the news 
passing Although sad, Guidry said it was cool to see how much people c 
about Mike. In a statement released the day of his death, PETA said the I 
sity should honor Mike by making him the last live tiger mascot.
Motin agreed, saying that after the death of Mike VI, the Unive 
should not adopt another one. “I don’t like the fact that we even have a 1 
tiger. I feel like it’s a very small, little box for a really big animal” Motin s
Bradley Champagne, a junior in mechanical engineering said I 
would like for the tradition of the University having a live tiger mascot 0 
continued. “I would like to think that LSU would keep it going but ther 
I don’t truly know [if they would!,” Champagne said.
Mike VI made his debut on Oct. 6,2007, at a home game agaii 
University of Florida. Baker announced last week that the school had bej 
search for Mike VII.
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It never rains in Tiger Stadiun
Saturday, August 13, 2016, flooding creeps up on campus streets.
Louisiana in August. Though campus did not sustain much physical harm, many 
University employees and students were affected. While the University's damage was less 
significant than other areas, the faculty and staff had to put in work to make up for the
Publications.
“We have had problems with leaks in the past Every time we have heavj 
rain, water comes in to the basement of Middleton," Kelsey said. “Each time it happ
“From the facilities and the grounds of the campus, we were affected not 
very much," Layzell said. “Obviously we had some flood-related damage, we had some 
buildings that got water in them ... but none of them were inhabited buildings. So I
areas, the flooding caused little to no damage to the majority of campus.
Buildings such as Pleasant Hall, Hatcher Haff Middleton Library, the Student 
Health Center and the Edward Gay apartments were not affected by the flooding itself 
but by the severity of the rainfaff said David H Maharrey Jr., executive director of Facility 
Services. “A lot of the rain events, it all depends on how the rain comes," Maharrey said. 
“A lot of times, it’s not the inches, it’s when they come."
Most of the buildings affected were built with basements, origjnally intended 
for use by mechanics. As the University has grown, these basements now house rooms 
used for classes, Maharrey said. Buildings were also left vulnerable because of improper 
sealing of the basements, meant to prevent water from entering
For example, Middleton Library’s basement, which houses state government 
documents, had been sealed halfway for water intrusion, but still lacks sealing around the 
other half of the building said Sigrid Kelsey, director of Library Communications and
fixing leaks that did not pose immediate threats, still remain on a list of repairs bed 
made campus-wide at any given time, Kelsey said. Other significant issues were the 
in which the University’s faculty and staff were personally affected by the flood. Mo 
in Baton Rouge and surrounding areas, making their residences susceptible for floo 
Layzell said.
Amid the devastation, some University offices reported only being staffe<
be done." Maharrey said. There are certain projects that are waiting that we’re goin 
get done." Since the week before students' return to campus is usually a critical tint 
University preparation, being understaffed forced administrators to reevaluate for a 
appropriate end date for many projects slated for completion at the beginning of th 
semester, Maharrey said.
Assistant Vice President of Residential Life and Housing Steve Waller sai 
those able to make it back to campus following the flooding some of whom had 1 
ing left at their homes, helped out with understaffed move-in day activities. The 
thing is our staff stepped up," Waller said. “Our graduate assistants, our live-in prof 
als and resident life coordinators... they were out there moving the traffic and sup 
ing with the volunteers."

Back to School in Style
Class, Sass and Business Cas1
Jeremy Mason sported these cool, circular shades on a sunny day on
As students returned to campus in August to kick off the fall semes­
ter, some made their back-to-school outfits a top priority.
While most students chose their outfits based on comfort, these 
Tigers sought other inspirations.
Statement Sneakers
Spotted on celebrities such as Rihanna, Kanye West and Kylie Jenner, a pair of 
bright and bold sneakers can transform any simple outfit to a memorable one. 
Mason paired his statement sneakers with a simple outfit, enhancing his hat 
and shoes.
Jeremy Mason, 21 Marketing Senior
“I was going for a casual look that wasn’t just a great outfit, but it was a cool 
and relaxed outfit to move around campus in."
also to students. Johnson wore black jeans, a tucked-in button-up and cort 
pleted her business look with pointed-toe flats.
Jalynn Johnson, 21 Psychology Senior
“My first day back look was inspired by me becoming a senior this year. I 
wanted to dress for success and still be cute!”
Skater
Rips, tears and baggy clothes essentially make the skater style. Robinson « 
the skater look by creating a green theme, displayed in his Vans, tie-dye si 
and corduroy hat
Kerrell Robinson, 22 Communication Studies Senior
“My favorite part of my outfit is my shirt because it’s tie-dye, so you can’t 1 
that it’s wrinkly."
Pin-Up Dress
Although some trends go out of style, others never die, and the pin-up girl look 
is one of them. Classic and feminine. Stone’s dress is timeless — whether it is 
worn in the 1940s or the 2010s, her dress will always be in style.
Amanda Stone, 19 English Sophomore
“I really love the ‘40s, ‘50s and ‘60s sun dresses, so I think that kind of inspired 
my outfit.”
Business Casual
The phrase “look the part be the part" doesn’t only apply to professionals, but
Grunge
Grunge trends didn’t end in the ’90s — now, they’re just as popular as e 
Mallow layered her dark top and skirt with a leather jacket, tied a long-s 
shirt around her waist and finished the outfit off with combat boots. 
Bella Mallow, 21 Forensic Anthropology Senior
“My look today was inspired by my desire for autumn because I love la] 
and it’s so much easier when it’s not sweltering outside. Since it’s super! 
had to find a way to make layers somewhat bearable in the heat, by hav 
legs exposed and only wearing the jacket inside."
Story ■ Cynthea Corfah 
Design • Karsyn Young
Jalynn Johnson rocked this business casual outfit in class. Kerrel Johnson showed off his eye for greens and whites in the Student Union.
Chef on the Rise
Healthy Eating Healthy Living
Though University alumnus Craig Lawson, Jr. only graduated this 
year, his experience in the kitchen is on par with more seasoned chefs. Known 
as “Private Chef Craig" to his faithful clientele, the LSUBRCC Culinary Arts 
School graduate’s star is on the rise.
Serving athletes like LSU running back Leonard Foumette, LSU 
safety Jamal Adams and LSU Shooting guard Jenna Deemer, Lawson gives back 
to his alma mater community through the most delicious means possible.
While in school, Lawson worked at Sullivan’s Steakhouse. During his 
two-and-a-half-year stint there, he said he took all the information he learned 
in classes and enhanced his teachings to fit the needs of a fast-paced work 
environment
“The most important thing you can do is practice,” Lawson said. 
“Never stop cooking and just follow your dreams.”
Inspired by MasterChefJunior, Lawson said his interest in food 
sparked from his simple love for the actual taste of food. Although he was 
raised in Louisiana, he said he loves Vietnamese and Asian cuisine more than 
anything
Lawson, who describes his food as having a “cool, tasteful swag” has 
been featured as a vendor for multiple Baton Rouge community events. He 
also catered for the 1st Annual NOLA Basketball League in New Orleans, 
where he said his seafood pasta nachos were the talk of the event
“Catering the event was fun for me, and everyone talked about how 
good my food was,” Lawson said.
Not only is Lawson familiar with catering for large crowds - h
experience with detailed meal preparation. His clients have enjoyed ever 
from blackened chicken pasta with steamed broccoli to lean beef lasagrt 
topped with a chunky tomato sauce served with fresh sautSed spinach. £ 
cued chicken wings served with yellow rice and green beans occasional® 
an appearance as well.
When Lawson prepares meals for LSU athletes, he especially fl 
on individual athlete’s health goals, designing food to help his clients gal 
or maintain weight
Women’s guard Jenna Deemer experienced Lawson’s cooking 
comfort of her own kitchen over the course of four days. Lawsonpersonj 
prepared Deemer’s meals, which she said she thoroughly savored.
“I enjoyed being able to eat healthy while still maintaining thl 
propriate amount of proteins and carbs to perform each day,” Deemer si
While he hopes to open a restaurant someday, Lawson said hd 
not know what he would name it Despite his success, Lawson still looH 
uncertain future for motivation.
Though unsure about what the future holds, Lawson is certaid 
several things.
While he generally endorses healthy eating he said his last nw 
would be a cheeseburger from Raoul’s. He plans to debut a food truck fl 
and between he and his mom, he is the better chef
Story • Semaj Atkinson 
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Craig generally enjoyed cooking healthy meals while adding 
his own twist to make it different.
bU Culinary School alumni Craig Lawson Jr. in his house on Saturday Aug. 20, 2016, in Baton Rouge. Craig, after graduation, has started making a name for 
himself by catering to local athletes around Louisiana.
After recieiving the new title of LSU Assistant Professor of Voice, Brandon Hendrickson plans to share his knowledge of 
music with students but also learn more himself.
A New Voice on
Campus
The School of Mucic welcomes a new assis- 
tant professor of Voice
Brandon Hendrickson, the new assistant professor of voice, was wel- 
ed this fall semester to the LSU School of Music. After instructing for six 
s at the University of South Dakota, Hendrickson, a University alumnus, 
med to continue to teach as well as perform. Hendrickson brought with 
a resume of operatic, vocal and teaching experiences he plans to use in his 
uction.
Not only did Hendrickson always have music around in his child- 
d home, but his mother, father and sister are all music educators. “One 
d say I was just bom and bred for music education,” Hendrickson said.
Outside of general music education, Hendrickson has a particular 
ion for operatic performance, which he said began his freshman year at 
pson College in Iowa. Coincidentally, this is the same university where he 
ted about what he described as “the greatness of LSU."
Operatic performance not only involves singing but also includes 
es of dialogue, costumes, scenery and sometimes dancing These perfor- 
ices are typically accompanied by an orchestra and are performed in an 
a house.
Hendrickson said that associate professor Dugg McDonough, the ar- 
: director of LSU Opera, would come during the summer to assist with the 
1 festival season in Indianola, Iowa. After meeting McDonough, Hendrick- 
decided to pursue his graduate degree at the University from 2004-2006 
then go on to complete his doctorate in 2010.
“It’s truly an honor to be serving with a faculty of this nature,” Hen- 
cson said. “[I hope] to be able to give what I can and share my knowledge 
with the students here and continue to learn while I’m here as a faculty mem­
ber.”
The LSU School of Music expects professors to continue practicing 
their craft in addition to teaching in the classroom, something Hendrickson 
is happy to oblige. He added that, coming into the semester, he already had 
about one performance lined up per month and plans to actively audition for 
more in places like New York City.
“I hope to bring through the different performances that I have 
around the country, a network back to the students here, the knowledge that 
I’m gaining on those performances, different performance ideas, styles and 
techniques, while I’m meeting with different performers around the world,” 
Hendrickson said.
Although Hendrickson carries a lengthy r&um6 packed with a variety 
of performances, he said his favorite moments are when he sees his students 
being impacted by his teaching Hendrickson said this is because, as much as 
he loves to perform, he is an educator at his core.
Upon his move back to Baton Rouge, Hendrickson lost his car and 
the home he was slated to buy in the historic flood. But Hendrickson said, 
“much of the beauty of southern Louisiana is in her people.” As Hendrickson 
put it, it is the joie de vivre, or the exuberant enjoyment of life, that provides a 
source of inspiration.
“The culture’s great, the food’s great, there are lots of artistic oppor­
tunities down here but die beauty truly lies within her people,” Hendrickson
Story • CJ Carver 
Photo • Michael Palmer 
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A committee headed by Dan Layzell, vice president for Finance 
I Administration, convened last fall to discuss transferring the University’s 
ild Care Center from Auxiliary Services to another source. In early May, 
committee decided to house the Center under the College of Human 
mces and Education. After deciding on a bid, the transfer to CHSE brought 
>ut changes that have affected the Center’s day-to-day operations. “We were 
king at this as an important service that we provide for our faculty, staff and 
ients who have children, but it’s really not our core mission,” Layzell said.
“It might make sense for us to partner with an outside organization 
t has expertise in running these kinds of facilities on college and university 
ipuses.” The process began by creating a committee of on-campus experts, 
ents and the Center’s management The committee then solicited proposals 
n outside organizations to be considered. The committee’s criteria for 
‘Sideration were expertise and experience with handling similar centers on 
er college campuses.
The committee also looked at the salaries and benefits the 
anizations pay to recruit and retain high-quality teachers and staff and the 
<s in which the organizations could enhance opportunities for students 
I staff, Layzell said. “We’re bringing somebody in to be a partner with 
University, not just a vendor,” Layzell said of the proposals. While one 
posal did meet the criteria posed by the committee, members decided that 
sourcing the job would not be best for the Center.
German assistant professor Gundela Hachmann, the parent of a child 
at the Center, was a member of the committee representing the University’s 
Faculty Senate. “The committee reviewed, very thoroughly, and discussed the 
offers that were available and the committee decided that these offers were 
not what we wanted for LSU,” Hachmann said. After that decision, a separate 
committee was formed to evaluate the bid presented by CHSE, which already 
houses the LSU Child Development Laboratory Preschool and University 
Laboratory School.
Not only did CHSE offer expertise in the field, operating two other 
on-campus learning environments, but taking control of the Center would also 
create research opportunities for students studying early childhood education 
The transfer to CHSE brought many efficiencies in the consolidation of the 
Child Development Laboratory Preschool and the Child Care Center, Layzell 
said. Because the Center had been without a director for some time, appointing 
the Child Development Laboratory Preschool’s director and staff resources to 
take over the operation allowed the Center to have more direction, Hachmann
In addition, new teachers have been recruited, and renovations have 
been made to the facilities. “It’s not just superficial changes,” Hachmann said. 
“They’re also changing the way they think about the education, the way that 
they want to teach the children. They’re doing extensive training for the staff 
that is there ... so all of these things are really good, positive changes.”
Story ■ CJ Carver
Photo • Haskell Whittington 
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New Changes
The Child Care Center upgrades
Somnium
Miriam Buckner uses chemical plants
as art inspiration
Studio art senior Miriam Buckner opened her photography exhibit in 
the University’s Art Building on Aug 22. Buckner’s exhibit, entitled Somnium, 
is featured in Gallery 229 and includes a series of chemically degraded photo­
graphs in a monochromatic scheme.
The conceptual work featured in the exhibit was drawn from her 
childhood dreams about chemical plant leaks.
“I grew up nearby in Plaqumine, Louisiana," Buckner said “Where 
I grew up there are a lot of chemical plants really close by ... so I think that’s 
what caused me to have these nightmares."
Throughout her childhood Buckner found inspiration by looking 
at fashion photography and its conceptuality. Additionally, her mother was a 
children’s book illustrator, which peaked her interest in narratives.
Buckner said photography has allowed her to more realistically inter­
pret narratives in her work
These narratives can be seen throughout her exhibit The pieces dis­
played in the exhibit depict color-drained people, places and objects distorted 
as though veils were draped over all the images. At first glance, die pictures may 
not even come across as photographs but rather, as paintings.
The distorted look given to the photographs was an intentional deci­
sion made by Buckner. To achieve this specific look she developed the pictures 
in certain chemicals.
“First I took the photos digitally, and then I printed transpare 
fives,” Buckner said. “And then it gets complicated.”
She used the negatives to print silver gelatin prints, giving hei 
graphs a metallic tint Buckner used a process called mordan?age to fin 
die photographs.
Mordan?age gives silver gelatin prints a degraded look Not o 
this process chemically bleach the photograph, but it creates veil-like p; 
by lifting the emulsion from the paper. The veils can then be brushed
Buckner’s chose not to brush away the emulsions, keeping th 
like patterns in most of her photographs.
Out of all the photos in the exhibit, Buckner’s favorites are d 
which she says are almost like one piece — a street view. A figure in or 
shots has a shadow drifting onto the street of the next shot, which Buc 
says is her favorite aspect.
Looking ahead, Buckner is scheduled to graduate from the C 
of Art & Design with a degree in studio art, focusing on photography, I 
December. After graduation, Buckner says she may look in to photojot 
but her hope is to keep making fine art that compels her.
“I really wanted to create so that people could experience, toe 
dreams,” Buckner said.
Story ■ CJ Carver 
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pha Delta Pi was active on LSUs campus for 70 years, until the Omega chapter of Alpha Delta Pi 
seed in 1985.
Photo • Caroline Magee 
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And Still We Rise 
Kandy Jackson, and Harry Connick Jr. 
host "Louisiana Rising" a flood benefit 
concert
Audience members relaxed and listened to singer and guitarist Zachary Richard perform at the Louisiana Rising concert for flood victims on Monday] 
Sept. 5, 2016, in the Baton Rouge River Center Theatre for the Performing Arts.
A night filled with music, performances, laughs and support. A night 
that took away the pain of the Flood of 2016. A night that Louisiana rose.
Native artists from all over came together to help and support Loui­
siana after the Great flood of 2016. The flood took 13 lives and 154,00 homes 
and left tens of thousands of people in need of help.
“Louisiana Rising” was a concert created to benefit victims affected by 
the flood. It was hosted by Baton Rouge native Randy Jackson and New Or­
leans native Harry Connick Jr. Many more local artists also came out to support 
the hurting city. There were performances by Hunter Hayes. Aaron Neville, 
Rebirth Brass Band, and Luther Kent. Although unable to attend, Louisiana na­
tive entertainers such as Ellen Degeneres, Britney Spears, and Tim Megraw also 
made their presence felt through video testimonials that played for the people 
on hand.
Many artists mentioned that they were moved by Louisiana’s courage 
and wanted to help this great state in any way possible. Quiana Lynell a local 
artist that performed, said “I’m honored to be apart of this program. Fve written 
this song called Baton Rouge and I’m dedicating it to the city of Baton Rouge, 
and any artist that was affected by the flooding and Louisiana in general.”
Throughout the concert both hosts constantly encouraged everyone 
watching to donate money to Red Cross and help flood victims recover« 
this tragic event
Concert attendee’s Zach Tompkins and Lauren Lambert-Tornf 
acknowledged that this concert was a great way to bring attention to wfr 
happened in Louisiana. Zach noted that Louisiana needed some help get 
national attention and this concert was a great way to do that
Many first responders and local community members who hel| 
out during the flood were also honored during the concert
“It is great that they are honoring our first responders because it 
shows that we really took care of ourselves, and that our first responders a 
amazing" said Lauren Lambert-Tompkins
Natasha Stricklend, who also attended the event commended d 
local artists who performed at this show. She also mentioned that if she h 
the opportunity to speak to the acts, she would say thank you and that sb 
appreciative of the exposure.
Both Jackson and Connick agreed that they will not give up tb£ 
efforts to help flood victims in Louisiana and that the state will always s^ 
strongActor John Goodman in his testimonial said “ Louisianians are re$“ 
but even the strongest communities can’t do it alone.”
26 J
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luitarist and front man Kevin Criffin from the hand Better Than Ezra per- Singer and guitarist Zachary Richard performed at the Louisiana Rising concert
brmed at the Louisiana Rising concert for flood victims on Monday Sept. 5, for flood victims on Monday Sept. 5, 2016, in the Baton Rouge River Center
M6, in the Baton Rouge River Center Theatre for the Performing Arts. Theatre for the Performing Arts.
Randy Jackson and Harry Connir.lt Jr. hosted the Louisiana Rising concert for flood victims on Monday Sept. 5, 2016, in the Baton Rouge River Center
LSU Assistant Professor of Pathobiological Sciences, Rebecca Christofferson, explains her research on mosquito-borne viruses, including Zika and chikungUR
Sept. 6, 2016. She has been awarded a 1.2 million dollar grant to study the viruses, effective from September 1, 2016 to August 21, 2019. I
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Swamp Monsters
The bugs you don't want Bayou
Story • Lauren HeSker 
Photo ■ Anjana Nair
Design • Marlie Lynch
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While increased exposure to the Zika virus is a valid concern amongst Baton assistant professor in medical entomology and public health entomology at the LSU
3uge residents due to the recent flooding in the region, three University experts agree AgCenter.
at West Nile, not Zika, is where people should focus their attention. Rather than looking at the virus like Christofferson, Healy studies the mos-
The Zika virus is spread by the bite of infected Aedes aegypti and Aedes al- quito itself She looks at variables such as mosquitos’ temperature dependency, develop-
jpictus mosquitoes, also known as die yellow fever mosquito and Asian tiger mosquito. ment rates and the effectiveness of pesticides.
.osquitos breed in standing water from flooding and heavy rainfall, leading some to With over 60 species of mosquitoes in Louisiana alone and 3,000 worldwide,
ilieve Louisianians could be more vulnerable to contracting Zika. not every mosquito is a potential vector, or carrier of the disease, so Healy looked at the
Residents should refocus their concerns about Zika, according to Rebecca reasons why some insects are infected and others aren’t To test this, she infected the
hristofferson, an assistant professor in pathobiological sciences at the LSU School of mosquito with the virus and collects data on which are capable of transmitting the virus,
-terinary Medicine. Christofferson conducts her research in the Vector-borne Disease and die reasons behind why or why not
iboratory at the LSU SVM. “It’s like a numbers game," Healy said. “We look at the individual population
“For Zika, at this point there’s no risk because there’s no local transmissions of species and what those pressures are that are on those mosquitos that contribute to
■ Louisiana,” Christofferson said. “For floodwaters and those types of things, you actually that factor, and what goes into that”
ive to be more concerned about West Nile because West Nile is in Louisiana, and In past research projects, Healy studied different strategies to better control
todwaters do affect those mosquitos.” mosquitos — how to better trap them, what types of habitats they prefer to lay eggs in
For Zika to be locally transmitted, the mosquito would have to contract the and source reduction.
ness from a human or animal host who has the disease and spread it to others. An Healy’s stance was similar to her colleague’s, in that Louisiana residents
iported Zika case occurs when one travels to an area with infected Aedes mosquitoes shouldn’t be worried about contracting Zika from floodwaters.
id is bitten, bringing the disease back with them “To have increased risk, you need more imported cases and a higher popula-
Louisiana has 26 reported cases of imported Zika, but no locally transmitted tion of those mosquitos. In this area, we’re really just not seeing that many. We don’t 
ses- have the virus and we don’t even have those high levels of mosquitos,” she said. “We
To precaution against West Nile, Christofferson advised people to wear bug should always think about mosquito-borne viruses annually anyway, because that risk is
pellant with DEET, dump out standing water and wear protective clothing when pos- always there, and it’s never going away."
Jle. Alma Roy is the assistant director of the Louisiana Animal Disease Diagnostic
Christofferson’s research centers on the transmissions that drive arboviruses, Laboratory, which works to improve public health and prevent mosquito-bome infec- 
id how temperature affects the efficiency of the virus in a mosquito. Christofferson tions in people.
as recently awarded a $1.2 million grant from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) LADDL collects mosquito pools found in areas across the state and tests them
id the National Institute of General Medical Sciences. The grant will last until Aug 21, for three different viruses: West Nile, Encephalitis and Eastern Equine Encephalitis. West 
)19. Nile is more prevalent than any oilier mosquito-bome illness in Louisiana right now,
Christofferson is looking to characterize some of the variability of Zika in Roy said.
osquitoes by using math modeling to regulate transmission outputs. With predictive Testing yields a positive or negative result, and if positive, the lab reports back
odeling she can compare data and see how the simulated transmission differs. to the parish which pool is infected. The parish is able to identify exactly where the
“Depending on temperature, there was this interesting interplay between how sample originated from and from there, take preventative measures such as spraying the
ng the mosquito lives and how long it takes for the virus to get out It wasn’t as one- affected areas.
-one as we expected," Christofferson said. “The cool thing about this project is that our “We don’t have it here in our mosquito population, so we’re not too con-
lath models will be directly tied to experimental data" cemed about the flood increasing that potential. Zika’s really not on our radar right now,”
Christofferson’s research data could predict what seasons would have an Roy said. “Floodwater’s bad for increasing the number of mosquitoes and the potential
tense concentration of mosquitos and where to effectively get rid of them for the same infections we have, like West Nile and Encephalitis.”
Another University expert on Zika, Kristen Healy is a mosquito biologist and
Kitchens on the Geaux
Since Baton Rouge flooding more students are 
finding out about the pantry's existence
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, one in six Louisiana house­
holds struggle to put food on the table. Kitchens on the Geaux helps to alleviate 
some of that burden. While the food pantry has existed since 2013, during the Fall 
semester it was undertaken as a project under Kitchens on the Geaux in conjunc­
tion with the Office of the Dean of Students.
The mission of KOTG is to eliminate local food insecurity through sustainable 
means and community partnerships. Members sign up for volunteer opportunities 
the club offers throughout the year, such as its annual potato drop and bringing 
leftover food from University dining halls to Baton Rouge shelters.
KOTG adviser and higher education administration graduate stu­
dent Natacha Rivera-Ruiz describes food insecurity as students who do not 
know where their next meal will come from After the flooding devasta­
tion in Baton Rouge, the food pantry underwent a resurgence. Donations 
poured in by the cart full every day, and more students discovered the pantry’s 
existence.
“I think people now see the genuine need for LSU students here for it, so I think 
it’s kind of a revival a little bit,” Rivera-Ruiz said. “As much as I don’t want to use a 
natural disaster, it assisted in that manner to bring us exposure, and now we’re a 
somewhat well-known resource on campus, and were going to continue to push 
forward for that” University faculty and staff now use the food pantry temporarily 
as a resource for those affected by the flood.
Camille Prejean, volunteer coordinator for KOTG, s 
club is glad to assume responsibility of the food pantry as it I 
perfecdy with KOTG’s goals. “It’s been nice to see how many people are i 
use the food pantry, especially since the looding,” Prejean said. “It’s a great' 
be proactive about f ighting hunger on the LSU campus and not just in the
The pantry is a choice pantry, meaning students can pick and choose" iti 
their leisure up to twice a week. At the food pantry, students swipe in witl 
-Tiger Cards and have the option to fill out a confidential form to receive otl 
sistance from the Off ice of Student Advocacy and Accountability. “We wai 
to come in, because the more you come in, the more we see a reason to & 
campus,” Rivera-Ruiz said. “It’s the essentials we’re trying to provide - we wa 
to get those basic needs completed and taken care of as much as LSU can o 
you can be a successful student here in whatever capacity that is.” r
The pantry is located in the Student Union. Its hours are Monday 
Thursday from 10 a.m to 6 pm. and Friday from 10 am. to 4 pm. 
tions and traffic are going well — the only thing I’d say were struggling 
volunteers," Rivera-Ruiz said.
SO
The LSU Food Pantry has canned goods and soft 
drinks available for pick-up on Sept. 6, 2016 in 
room 358 of the Student Union.


A rainy home-opener against Jacksonville State University provided a 
ft launch for the University’s new “Geaux Clear” bag policy at Tiger Stadium 
id the change was apparendy accepted by fans, athletic officials said.
Assistant Athletics Director and Game Event Manager David Taylor 
n,™e Pre'^c^°ff rain helped ease bag checkers and fans into the new policy, 
pen die rain came, it kind of changed the dynamics a litde bit,” Taylor said, 
>ting the crowd was lighter than usual but still “busy.” The crowd arrived at 
ferent times, he said, instead of the normal tidal wave in the 30 minutes 
ior to the game starting
Geaux Clear” is a new initiative instituted by LSU and most other 
C schools for all athletic events. Approved bags include clear totes that are 
-by-6-by-12 or smaller, Ziploc bags a gallon or smaller and small clutches 
>-by-6.5 or smaller. Other items allowed inside Tiger Stadium include seat 
shions, diaper bags no bigger than 12-by-6-by-12 and binocular cases. Taylor 
a nothing on gameday or the morning after indicated fans reacted negatively 
the new rule. “I am waiting to see if we get emails or any kind of complaints 
is week| that weren’t reported” he said
The game against JSU was the first time the company worked with 
namark Event Staffing Services as the stadium’s bag checkers, Taylor said 
ndmark Event Staffing Services has been on campus since late August in 
eparation for the home-opener. Taylor said the bag checkers have experi- 
ce with the same sort of security procedures at New Orleans’ Mercedes-Benz 
iperdome with the NFL’s clear bag rule.
“These men and women were prepared, so I think from the bag 
checking standpoint, having this group was a huge asset to us,” he said. LSU’s 
Athletic Department had about 5,000 clear bags and 20,000 large Ziplocs to 
hand out to fans who were not aware of the new policy. Boy Scout volunteers, 
internal staff student interns and parking attendants were instructed to ap­
proach fans with noncompliant bags, inform them of the “Geaux Clear” policy 
and offer a free bag as an alternative, Taylor said.
He isn’t sure everyone received the message, but he said word of 
mouth is spreading. Season ticket holder Patricia France heard about “Geaux 
Clear” on Facebook The New Orleans resident was prepared for the new 
policy, already owning a clear bag from attending Saints games. “Don’t say you 
weren’t informed,” she said, noting the policy’s heavy coverage on social media. 
Brenda Smith first heard about the policy on the news and then saw it on 
Facebook Terry Huber wasn’t aware of the new policy, but France and Smith 
got her up to speed prior to the game, they said, and loaned her a clear bag
Leah Patemostro, a digital advertising LSU freshman, said at first 
she didn’t see a lot of coverage on “Geaux Clear” until school sporting events 
started to pick up. The policy has been in use at LSU soccer games for the past 
three weeks. “I’m hoping that it’ll get us in the stadium a lot quicker,” she said. 
Political science junior Caitlyn Broussard decided not to attend the game, but 
she was out on die Parade Grounds in the afternoon. She said she sees how the 
policy will make checking bags quicker, but she doesn’t intend to purchase a 
transparent bag “I won’t bring a bag most likely,” she said
Story • Meg Ryan
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Clear bag Policy
"Geaux Clear" or geaux Home
Valencia Jones sworn in 
to board of Supervisors 
Jones brings diversity and passion for service 
position
Valencia Jones is honored for being sworn 
into the Board of Supervisors.
341 I
The LSU Board of Supervisors swore in University alumna Valencia 
hes as its newest member this year. Jones is Gov. John Bel Edwards’ fourth 
Ipointment to the Board of Supervisors since he assumed office in January, 
e will replace former Board Chairman Ray Lasseigne as a representative for 
e Fourth Congressional District In May, Edwards announced the reappoint- 
ent of New Orleans businessman Stephen Perry as a member-at-large, as well 
I the appointments of New Orleans attorney James Williams and Lafayette 
lomey Glenn Armentor.
Jones said not many people outside of the University’s faculty and 
iff understand the complexity of University operations or the full depth of 
e challenges the University faces. Her first meeting was an eye-opening expe- 
mce, she said. The meeting included the approval of the 2016-17 fiscal year 
idget, a report from President F. King Alexander highlighting the University’s 
brtcomings in faculty compensation and retention and a briefing from the 
>U Foundation addressing below-average alumni giving participation among 
:er institutions in the Southeastern Conference. Board members also entered 
I executive session to review Alexander’s performance as system president, 
terward calling his review overwhelmingly positive.
Improving the University’s fundraising efforts and facilities are two is- 
es Jones said she’d like to focus on during her term. Ensuring students of the 
JU Health Sciences Center in Shreveport receive the best possible education 
Id resources is another issue worth significant attention, Jones said. On Aug. 
, the Louisiana Board of Regents released a financial health report identifying 
U HSC Shreveport as being under significant financial stress, well below the 
ter system campuses. Jones said she sees a number of opportunities for the 
diversity system to become stronger and hopes to be an asset who can help 
ide as much growth as possible during her term Leadership, business experi-
ence, and a willingness and aptitude for service are several of the characteristics 
Jones hopes to bring to the position, she said.
Jones also brings diversity to a Board comprised overwhelmingly of 
white males. Jones is the second woman and third African-American currently 
sitting on the Board. Jones said it’s important that all students feel equal owner­
ship of the University, and increasing diversity on the Board is one way to 
achieve that goal “Sometimes, when people are not minorities, it’s difficult to 
see something from the perspective of a minority,” Jones said. “There are a lot 
of minority students that we serve, and we hope to bring more here, and we 
need to make sure that we are properly engaging those students.”
The University graduated its most diverse class in University history 
this May, including 697 African-American graduates and 3,485 female gradu­
ates, according to die University’s media center. Ensuring all students’ needs 
are met will be important as the University aims to continue growing Jones 
said. Jones said her colleagues on the Board have openly welcomed her, and 
she’s honored to serve the University. Service is one of her greatest passions, 
and being able to serve students and advance the status of the University is an 
incredible opportunity, she said.
“Education is one of the ways that people are able to elevate them­
selves in life, and get the things from life that they need,” Jones said. “I was 
amazed just to have this opportunity because I’m able to touch the lives of so 
many young people, in hopes that it will help them have more opportunities.” 
Outside of her service on die Board, Jones is a financial services professional 
with New York Life Insurance Company and NYLIFE Securities, according to 
the Board of Supervisors’ website. Jones also serves on the board of Natchi­
toches Jazz and R&B Festival and volunteers with the Les Amies of Natchi­
toches service organization, she said.
Story • Katie Gagliano 
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LOL with LSU
Laughing through, the pain.
Two LSU students helped the community recover from devastating 
events by laughing through the pain.
Best friends Nam Vu and O’mar Finley have done comedy together 
for almost a year now.
The duo started off by doing performances every week at local 
venues’ open-mic nights before their first apperance at a venue called the Guru 
located on Government Street Vu stated that the venue liked them so much 
the owners offered them a permanent gig
Since then, Finley and Vu have started their own comedy show 
called “NO show” that happens once a month at the Guru
The comedians had an idea to combine the initial letter of their first 
names for the title of their show.
Finley and Vu had their first show in May, and according to the 
comedians, the show has been a huge success. After their first show, Vu said 
that he realized that “this comedy show was going to be bigger than I could 
imagine.”
The show has a natural comedic chemistry due to the fret that the 
comedians are best friends and they understand each other’s sense of humor, 
Finley said.
Vu and Finley have had several comedians featured at their shows
Story -Raykael Morris 
Photo -Ryan McCarble 
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including local comedians Reggie Raw, Tim Smith, Mike Honore, and 
Hall
Even though the comedians have had great success, they hav< 
mained humble.
Seeing that Finley and Vu are Baton Rouge residents, they fel 
compelled to help the community after the devastating floods in AugU 
comedians were able to raise almost $500 to donate to the American 1 
Cross, during that month’s show.
Finley thinks that their comedy show is important to the cor 
because Baton Rouge had a “long and eventful summer” and he believ 
their show will help unite the community. For this reason, they will 
hosting a roast in December where they will donate all of their procefl 
three charities.
Finley stated that Baton Rouge is a great place to live and he 
that their comedy show is a great way to showcase local Baton Rouge; 
Finley added that “I just want our comedy show to be something that 
community can be proud of and look forward to every month." They 
agreed that they plan on expanding their show to New Orleans, and 




New snake species sneaks up on researchers
Postdoctoral fellow for the LSU Museum of Natural Science Dr.Sara Ruane counts snake scales on Sept.13,2016 in Foster Hall.
With the discovery of a new species, post-doctoral fellow Sara Ruane 
is helping define the evolutionary patterns of snakes in Madagascar.
In February 2014, Ruane and a team of researchers from the Ameri­
can Museum of Natural History and the University de Mahajanga in Mada­
gascar discovered a new snake species in Madagascar’s Ankarana Reserve. The 
team named the species Madagascarophis lolo, derived from the Malagasy word 
for “ghost,” because of the snake’s distinctive pale gray coloring and elusiveness.
On Sept 1, the team published its findings in “Copeia," a scientific 
journal dedicated to the study of fish, amphibians and reptiles. The article 
detailed lolo’s alternating light and dark gray scale pattern, smaller, gracile body 
type and genetic relationship to other species in the same family, Ruane said.
Ruane focused largely on the snake’s genetic composition, comparing 
the ghost snake’s DNA profile to other snakes in the same genus. Lolo’s nearest 
relative in the Madagascarophis genus was only discovered in the last three 
years, she said, possibly indicating the snakes are specific to the northeast of the 
country.
Like many scientific breakthroughs, the ghost snake’s discovery hap­
pened by accident.
The overarching goal of the two-month expedition was to capture and collect 
DNA samples from about a dozen predetermined rare snake species, Ruane 
said. After an unsuccessful weeklong mission in Ankarana, heavy continuous 
rain forced the team to abandon its search and focus its attention on other 
areas of the country.
Before returning to camp, the team explored an under-surveyed path 
near the park entrance that traverses an area of "tsingy” rock, which are sharp 
limestone spires that mean “where you cannot walk barefoot," in Malagasy. 
Ruane said. Malagasy master’s student Bernard Randriamahatantsoa captured 
the ghost snake while on the path.
At first, the team gave little consideration to the discovery, she 
said. The Madagascarophis snake family is common in the country, and the 
discovery didn't create much initial interest It wasn’t until the team conducted 
further morphological analyses and genetic studies that it realized lolo was
considerably different from members of the same genus, Ruane said I
She said lolo’s discovery illustrates Madagascar’s biodiversity fl 
proves the importance of continued study and species surveys.
The thing that’s most important about it isn’t necessarily the 
itself but that it really illustrates that even among these really common! 
there’s still this hidden diversity that we don’t know about," Ruane saw] 
goes to show that even in a moderately well explored area like Ankara^ 
don’t know what’s out there.”
Frank Burbrink, the associate curator of amphibians and repfl 
for the American Museum of Natural History, said there are 3,500 speA 
of snakes identified worldwide, but it’s possible the true number is cM 
double. Lolo’s discovery is one piece of a much larger, complex evolutfl 
puzzle, he said
"There are many, many more snakes to be found” Burbrink | 
you think about it in the old record days, this is a top single, but the rfl 
going to be coming out soon.”
Madagascar is a hot bed for biodiversity and speciation, provfl 
scientists a living laboratory for the study of evolution, he said Many °l 
cies on the island are endemic to Madagascar, including 99 percent of i 
on the island
The rarity of the island’s species means their identification 4 
conservation is especially important, Burbrink said Oftentimes scientiB 
know evolutionary gaps exist until the missing links are discovered 
cies die out before discovery, it makes it more difficult to trace the evol 
processes, he said
Madagascar’s habitats are suffering from deforestation bec-n1^] 
spread of agriculture and the native population’s need for charcoal. 
continued discovery of new species is critical for conservation, Burbriflfl
Story • Katie Gagliano 
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Researching Microbes In Space
Noelle Bryan researches bugs in space. Bryan, a biological sciences 
Ph.D. student, has researched and identified the bacteria, or “bugs,” as she calls 
them, surviving in the stratosphere as high as 36 kilometers since 2009 as part 
of the MARSLIFE project
MARSLIFE is an acronym for Modes of Adaptation, Resistance and 
Survival for Life Inhabiting a Freeze-dried-radiation-bathed Environment “We 
wanted to go back and be able to do multiple samples and verify with multiple 
measurements that there are microbes and things out there and determine if 
they’re alive — and if they’re alive, who are they and how are they surviving 
up there,” Bryan said. Bryan said microbes are captured in a high-altitude bal­
loon and automated mechanical device designed by a team of undergraduate 
students each year.
The variety of students who participated in the creation of the device 
ranges from electrical and mechanical engineers to design students. Bryan has 
consistently worked with adviser Brent Christner, currendy an adjunct faculty 
member in the LSU Department of Biological Sciences and a research profes­
sor at University of Florida, and physics and astronomy professor T. Gregory 
Guzik and Space Science Research Group researcher Michael Stewart
The project was funded by NASA’s Experimental Program to Stimu­
late Competitive Research and the Louisiana Board of Regents. Bryan said this 
project is unique because it’s attempting research on bacteria higher in 
stratosphere than any other place in the country.
Bryan said the purpose of sending microorganisms into the i 
sphere is to record and discover the ceiling height of altitude these or£ 
can survive in stressful conditions, as well as to identify how they char 
brought back down to Earth in the lab. Bryan hopes to actually send t 
croorganisms to Mars one day. “It’s a very challenging environment,” B
In the stratosphere, environmental conditions including pres
temperature and radiation levels, are similar to the environment on
Bryan said microbe measurements are made using microscopes count! 
total amount of bacteria cells, as well as dust particles and other items 
beyond the atmosphere. The microbe capture device looks like a simp 
box, but is much more complex
Bryan said the device has two chambers on each side that o[ 
target altitude. Inside each chamber bacteria are caught with small stic 
Once the device reaches the desired altitude, it seals and returns to Ear 
think we’ve laid some really important groundwork for hopefully othe 
to maybe start giving attention to atmospheric microbiology — that rt 
there is a reason to look at higher altitudes and maybe not just limit K 
to the first few kilometers of Earth," Bryan said.
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Noelle Bryan has researched microbes for 
eight years to learn how they survive in 
the different atmospheres.
Bryan had numerous petri plates filled 
with microbes she used to conduct her 
experiments on.
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'Cubiculum (2), (3) and (4)‘ by Jacqueline Dee Parker hung_ on display Friday, Sept. 14, 2016 at 
the LGU Alfred C. Glassell Jr. Exhibition Gallery. These piece are made of vintage paper, arylic 
and graphite on canvas.
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Al for Show
The School of Art host their biennial Faculty 
Art Show
To help bridge a gap between professors and students, LSU’s School 
Art faculty members express themselves —just like their students — 
rough art. The School of Art Faculty Exhibition opened in the Shaw Center 
I the Arts’ Glassell Gallery from Sept 6 until Oct 16.
School of Art director Rod Parker dubbed the show “a venerable 
idition that goes back into the mists of time.”Each of the school’s faculty 
embers have substantial regional, national or international creative practices, 
irker said Ultimately, they did the same work they assigned to their students, 
: said even if that work was displayed in a farther venue.
“It is the single biggest opportunity of the year for students to see the 
ork of the faculty with who they study, and for faculty to show each other 
id the public the direction their work is taking" Parker saidThe full show 
-cure every two years. With 24 to 28 artists on staff a full show only allows 
r^about one or two works of art from each. During off years, a smaller show
“This is an opportunity for them to show their work and for their 
udents to connect with what their teachers are doing” Parker said Leslie 
pedman, an artist featured in the exhibit, is the school’s newest staff member, 
r, specializes in printmaking sculpture and installation. Between her under- 
iaduate and graduate degrees, Friedman spent two-and-a-half years in Buenos 
ires, Argentina, during which time she built a screen printing studio in her 
fertment.
The faculty at the School of Art are talented artists from right here 
Louisiana, all over the nation and beyond — a real world class faculty — so 
iving my work in this show really makes me feel like Wow, I’ve arrived”’ 
iedman said
An active player in the alternative gallery world Friedman cofounded 
NAPOLEON, an art collective comprised of 10 artists and curatorial members, 
in 2011. Three years later, she completed a fellowship at The Center for Emerg­
ing Visual Artists and won the Fleisher Wind Challenge.
“It is always interesting to get to see artists’ work up close, especially 
after getting to know them personally first,” Friedman said “It is like getting to 
see inside someone’s mind” Her work has been shown both nationally and 
internationally, with solo shows in Philadelphia, Providence, Rhode Island and 
Wilmington, Delaware. Focusing on political and social themes, her work often 
explores identities, stereotypes, gender and religion.
“I am passionate about art because it is the best way I know how 
to communicate my point of view, my concerns of the day and my feelings,” 
Friedman said She has three prints featured in the School of Art exhibit, all 
of which stray from her usual methodology. The prints are black and white 
collographs from “Vivianus” — a body of work she debuted in January — and 
have a gritty, earthy quality that depicts a utopian society.
Another featured faculty member, Hye Yeon Nam, is a digital media 
artist She works on interactive installations and performance video. Nam “fore­
goes the complexity of social relationships by making the familiar strange and 
interpreting everyday behaviors in performative ways,” Parker said
Her work has been showcased in the Smithsonian National Portrait 
Gallery in Washington D.C., Times Square, on the Canadian Discovery Chan­
nel and in several festivals in places ranging from China to Istanbul to Ireland
“The faculty exhibition has, for me, always been an awesome oppor­
tunity to see, view and experience the incredible diversity and immense talent 
of my colleagues in the school,” Parker said
LSU's School of Art Faculty Exhibition displayed pieces by LSU Art professors on Friday Sept. 14, 2016 at 
the LSU Alfred C. Glassell Jr. Exhibition Gallery.
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Bengal Reuxbotics
Competition is not just for the athletes
Bengal Reauxbotics is a new organization targeting science students 
on campus. Within the organization, students build robots to compete “sumo­
style” across the country. Sumo-style fighting means that the robots only push 
without destroying each other. Some of these robots can push with up to 65 
pounds of force. Electrical engineering senior Marlou de Guzman is the organi­
zation’s current president. All of the current members, including de Guzman, 
are robotics engineering minors.
De Guzman said the organization got its start spring semester in 
another College of Engineering organization, the Society of Peer Mentors. The 
organization got help and support from mechanical engineering professor 
Marcio de Queiroz from a Society of Peer Mentors meeting “Overall the club 
provides a valuable, professional-like experience that includes engineering 
design, teamwork in an interdisciplinary setting leadership, budgetary issues 
and strict deadlines,” Queiroz said.
De Guzman said the organization is funded by their own fundraisers 
and sponsors. He said they’re actively looking for more sponsors to contribute 
financially. The club uses scrap metal from Patrick F. Taylor Hall and de 
Guzman’s father’s shop to save money when building De Guzman said 
engineering students aren’t the only ones limited to joining the club. He 
looks forward to meeting with new potential members with backgrounds in 
mathematics, design and digital art
Anyone who has an interest in robotics can give the club a s 
Guzman said He said the club does not require a background in robe 
and having a range of majors involved in the design plans can provide 
new insight on problems and reach solutions more quickly. So far Ben 
Reauxbotics has competed in several competitions at conventions as fi 
Tennessee.
“We all learn something new through competitions,” de Guz 
said. He said working together teaches the members teamwork and he 
think differently. Recendy Bengal Reauxbotics competed and won the 
round at Dragon Con 2016 in Atianta, Georgia, over Labor Day week* 
of right now, we have three projects," de Guzman said. “One is a condi 
and two are new.”
De Guzman said one of the club’s future projects is creating 
robot for a photographer in New Orleans. He said drat project will bej 
spring along with the creation of another robot “Moving forward, my 
is for Bengal Reauxbotics to expand its membership and activities,” Q1 
said. “I would also like to see the club participate in other types of robe 
competitions beyond combat robotics.”
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LSU's Bengal Reauxbotics prepares their robot "MikeReauxbot" for an upcoming event.
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Model is wearing a violet dress with a beaded necklace paired with!Pictured near the LSU stadium model wears a yellow floral patterened dress 
with nude heels.
The closets of women on campus just got a little bit bigger. Curtsy, 
an application that allows users to rent casud and formal dresses, launched at 
LSU this month. The app aims to help college women find fashionable dresses 
for low prices. The application first launched in January at the University of 
Mississippi. Ole Miss students and roommates Clara Agnes and Sarah Kipp 
founded the company after realizing they needed dresses for a sorority formal 
Knowing that they had already borrowed all of their friends’ clothes, 
Agnes and Kipp toyed with the idea of peeking into the closets of other 
women on campus, said LSU campus representative Margot McNeely. Agnes’ 
brother, William, suggested that the two create an app, and the business 
has grown from there. The company’s goal is to offer a cheaper alternative 
to shopping allowing women to rent a dress rather than pay full price for 
something they will most likely only wear once.
“Girls have been sharing their closets with their friends forever. Curtsy 
just allows you to broaden that circle while also making money off your own 
closet,” said LSU Curtsy campus director Virginia Stewart The application 
was well received at Ole Miss, and with such high demand, the entrepreneurs 
expanded to other college campuses. Curtsy is now at 13 other universities, in­
cluding Auburn University, University of Alabama, Mississippi State University 
and Clemson University.
The app is free to download in the Apple App Store, with a 
description written from the perspective of a sundress begging to be 
again and asking for a “night off this hanger.” “College women have fo1" 
it’s much more convenient to rent a dress for the day at a cheaper costj 
then return it to its owner," McNeely said. To make an account and W 
shopping users must register with their campus email address. After 
profile, users can begin uploading photos of their dresses as well as the I 
name, style, size, original retail price and rental price.
Rental price depends on the original retail price and the user’s pe^R 
preferences — some may charge more than others. The company erriffl 
“Curtsy Coverage’ fee, in case of accidents or damage, McNeely said SR 
can “love” another user’s dress, saving the dress to their profile for futtfR 
The company operates by the motto, “Their closet is your closet," as p°\ 
their website. Users have the opportunity to try the dress on beforeha1! 
contacting the owner of the dress in advance.
"I know how hard and expensive it can be to find dresses f°r 
and date parties, so it’s a great way to find dresses right here at LSU,’ 
said. Campus representatives have reached out to sororities and the 
team plans to hold trunk shows at various sororities’ social events. “Cfn 
will make it more efficient and more affordable for all college worn#1 I 
outfits for any occasion," said McNeely.
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Curtsy App
A way to rent casual & formal dresses
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Model is wearing a perriewinkle pink dress with a brown braclet with nude heels.
Dear World Tour
A picture is worth, a thousand words
Robert Fogarty and Jonah Evans found a way to work around the 
initial discomfort of self-expression to strangers through photography. Dear 
World, a photography project with New Orleans roots, came to the Student 
Union on Thursday from 10 am to 4 pm. The project allows people to tell 
their personal stories through body art
Participants wrote phrases on their bodies that summed up their 
lives, and then a Dear World crew member captured that story by taking the 
participant’s photograph. “Dear World is an amazing program and it is truly 
your message to the world," said assistant director of leadership and involve­
ment Kathy Jones. “You can express a dear moment through a photograph’
Dear World has been telling people’s unique and inspirational 
stories for five years. Fogarty, Dear World’s founder, and Evans, the project’s 
executive producer, met at a bar when Fogarty hosted the first Dear New 
Orleans photo shoot. Evans said the day he got involved with Dear World 
was the best day of his life because the Saints won the Super Bowl he met 
his wife and he met Fogarty all on the same day.
Once Fogarty realized that this photography project could stretch 
further than New Orleans, Evans said Fogarty decided to name the project
"Dear World." Today, the team has traveled from places like NebrasH 
Nepal "Dear World is a way that people can come together and tell j 
that they don’t often talk about," Evans said. Dear World came to cad 
after information systems and decisions sciences junior Tyler McMod 
reached out to them several months ago.
McMorris said it was important for the University to have 1 
like Dear World because he felt like the school was not talking abod 
issues that affected students on campus. “There are so many issues W 
community that are not being talked about that should be brought! 
so more people can be aware of them and fix them in a positive 
Morris said. Evans said he felt honored to be able to come to the Un
“Some people don’t like to express how they feel so it was 
that this event allows them to write their stories on their bodies and 
themselves," said marketing sophomore Carly Leday. Coordinator fof 
ship and Involvement Delia Madrid-Nothdurft said the event emp^ 
people to be able to open up at their own speed. “You see everyone j 
sage and you get informed on who your community is, but also y0'1 
vulnerable," Madrid-Nothdurft said.
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U C??rdillator of aquatics for_the University of Recre- 
ion Matthew Dantism during the Dear World event on 
Thursday Sept. 22, 2016, in the LSU Student Union.
Dear World event staff helped students with writting their mes­
sages before getting their photo taken during the Dear World event 
on Thursday Sept. 22, 2016, in the LSU Student Union.
Students and faculty speak during the Office of Diversity open house on Sept. 21, 2016 in Thomas Boyd Hall.
Story • Lauren Heffker 
Photo Jordan Marcell 
Design • Chloe Bryars
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Vice Provost <S Chief Diversity Officer 
Dereck J. Rovaris, Sr. meets with attend­
ing faculty members on Sept. 21, 2016 
during the Office of Diversity open house
Diversity is Good for
Everyone
The Office of Diversity holds open, house
doors ,annua' °Pen house on Sept 21, the Office of Diversity opened 
m™ q° j niversity students and faculty to discuss and promote diversity on 
offD • J jnts were able t0 learn about programs the Office of Diversity has 
LtAr’ ey.ents at ^e Women’s Center, African American Cultural 
inter and Office of Multicultural Affairs.
hv k e.^®ce °f Diversity aims to make the University comfortable for 
idenN h - gidiversity With its motto “Diversity is good for everyone.” If
■ aven t eai'ned to live, play, and study with those of different back- 
L Diversity Dere luF W°n t PreP^d ^or a ^verse workplace, Vice Provost 
idersMr,JDOu. corne t0 LSD and you leave this place and you don’t have an 
niv . ng a“°utDversity’ then we’ve failed” Rovaris said Although the 
L even/ Saw a shght tick” in overall enrollment, diversity continues improv­
es is th LSU President F. King Alexander said This incoming freshman 
r-re argeSt Afacan-American class in the University’s history and the 
gest Hispanic entering class.
□ next lifetime, many of our graduates are going to be working
“ ediir h at, 00^s the United Nations,” Alexander said “I think part of 
ing to be°lffie Pr°CeSS ensurin8 that our students know what the world is 
lali/ed University administration is working to close the gap between mar- 
d Studminohty students and the white student population, Alexander 
d int-« entS are more likely to respect each other when they know each other 
d interact together, he said 
uinoed t* ^osrehng a diverse learning environment, students are ill-
P 0 enter the real world at the fault of the University, according to
Baton Rouge had a tumultuous summer, from state budget cuts to 
the shooting of Alton Sterling and three police officers and the flooding of epic 
proportions in August With the start of the semester and return to routine, the 
effects of these events can become an afterthought in people’s minds.
“We get on with life, and that’s good, because it is a sense of nor­
malcy for many of those that are affected,” Rovaris said “But we always have to 
remember those that are still hurting”
Rovaris said he thought many were forgetting about the racial ten­
sion in the community, until media reported the recent shootings of Keith 
Scott in North Carolina on Sept 20 and Terence Crutcher in Oklahoma on 
Sept 16, both African-American men.
“There seems to be this pervasive interaction of police officers and 
African Americans, particularly males, that ends in death. That is just not ac­
ceptable,” Rovaris said
King said access to education could have prevented Sterling from ever 
being in the situation in the first place, and blames the opportunities he didn’t 
have for his death. Not acknowledging the tragedy and the apprehension sur­
rounding it means the conflict may never be resolved
The Office of Diversity sponsored a community meeting regarding 
the protests following the Sterling shooting
As part of continuing the conversation, the University will host a presidential 
symposium, “Moment or Movement? A National Dialogue on Identity, Em­
powerment, and Justice for All” on Oct 3 and Oct 4.
The symposium will discuss and examine the events of the sum­
mer and their effects on the communityPaying attention, practicing an open 
dialogue and addressing students’ concerns about the shooting will be vital as 
decisions regarding those involved are made, Rovaris said
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Dr. Bouchard awarded Boyd Professorship
For Dr. Claude Bouchard of the University’s Pennington Biomedical 
Research Center, there are not many more awards left to be won.
“In the fields of obesity and exercise science, I have received all the 
honors and awards that one can aspire to,” Bouchard said. Now, Bouchard can 
add one of the University’s most prestigious awards to that list
The LSU Board of Supervisors named Bouchard an LSU Boyd Profes­
sor earlier this month. To be awarded a Boyd Professorship, a faculty member 
must be recognized on both national and international stages.
“It is clearly a restricted circle and a very prestigious one. It means a 
great deal to me,” Bouchard said. “Given the number of people |who| have had 
the chance of being recognized this way in history, it is particularly important 
and dear to me.”
Bouchard specializes in studying the genetic differences related to 
obesity and human variability.
“It is an exciting field because there is no limit,” he said. Bouchard has 
been at Pennington for 17 years. For the first 11 years, Bouchard served as the 
research center’s executive director of the research center. He has devoted the 
past six years to scientific research. Before Pennington, Bouchard was involved 
with University Laval in Quebec City, Canada, for about 30 years.
In 1962, he received his bachelor’s degree from University Laval 
He then went on to the University of Oregon to earn his master’s degree. 
Bouchard received his doctorate from the University of Texas at Austin, after 
which he conducted postgraduate research in Germany and postdoctoral 
research in Montreal
Bouchard was the president of both the Obesity Society and the 
International Association for the Study of Obesity. He has also been awa« 
honorary doctorate degrees from universities in the United States, Europe 
Canada Bouchard has trained roughly 25 doctoral students and aroundI 
post-doctoral fellows.
“[My studentsl are largely responsible for the little success that I 
have achieved and the recognition I get because they were doing the wot 
Bouchard said. “They made a big difference."
Bouchard said he reminds students to stay mentally engaged at 
times because training is not a one-time experience. Bouchard also insists 
students be passionate about the studies they are pursuing Passion is the1 
success, he says. 1
“If you are lucky enough to feel that passion, you are going to r 
fantastic life,” Bouchard said.
In a news release, LSU President F. King Alexander congratul® 
Bouchard on becoming the University’s 73rd Boyd Professor and the fo1? 
from Pennington. J
“We are honored to count Dr. Bouchard, one of the world’s p1* 
nent experts in the field of exercise science, among LSUs faculty," Alexafl 
said in the release. "It is our great privilege to bestow upon him the title ° 
Boyd Professor — LSUs most elite honorific — in acknowledgement of 
expertise within the global obesity research community."
Story • Madeline Adams 
Photo • Caroline Magee 
Design • Madelyn Curtis
Highest Academic honor
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Newly appointed interim head coach Ed Orgeron'e wife, Kelly Orgeron (left), and eon, Tyler Orgeron (right), eat in at the pree con­
ference on Monday Sept.26,2016 to eupport Ed.
LSU athletic director Joe Alieva epoke to the preee about the changee being made 
to LSU etaffing and about the new interim head coach Ed Orgeron on Monday Sept. 
26,2016 in the preee conference room in the LSU Athletic Administration building.
Story • Christian Boutwell 
Photo • Haskell Whittington 
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LSU fires Les Miles
Ed Orgeron new coach
I ^d offens^eAiT8 "A 10SS of 2016 t0 Aubum’ coach Les Mites
University confirm 1?ator Uam Cameron were relieved of their duties, the 
Tlie d m a neWS release'
i J°rdan-Hare Stadi^ Came. ^SS tban 2^ hours aher LSUs five-point 18-13 loss at 
^tadium in Aubum, Alabama.
said. nyone is going to miss him,” senior wide receiver Travin Dural
announced the d LA direftorJoe Alieva and interim head coach Ed Orgeron 
“He was vp10n t0 d'e team in a meeting following the game.
shocked right now^^^^00^ sa^etY Jamal Adams said of Miles. “I’m
Junior running wA ^Ut V same time we understand it’s a business,”
' Miles’ e Foumette said.
tor Joe Alieva, LSUc°R°n rJlade die joint decision difficult among athletic direc- 
der. * » Board of Supervisors and LSU president F. King Alexan-
i has d^nTaAA A never easY ones t0 make,” Alieva said. ‘Coach
°Ur University whirk en ,ous Job here and he’s been a great ambassador for 
“It’s apZ makes thiseven more difficult’
e season that a chaL in,evaIuating die program through the first month of 
excellence and com nA made'" Alieva said. ‘Our commitment to 
e remainder of A a , e highest level is unwavering and our goals for
nsrninger would n A t0 media that former tight ends coach Steve 
“We have an neW °ffensive coordinator.
oo gation to our student-athletes to put them in the 
best position to have success on the football field each week and we have great 
confidence that coach Orgeron will do just that,” Alieva said.
Miles’ 12th season at LSU ended after only four games and there 
was no exact figure known for Miles’ contractual buyout Miles’ closed his LSU 
career with 114 wins and 34 losses and a 70-10 record in Tiger Stadium Miles 
was the Southeastern Conference’s former Dean of Coaches, a title given to the 
longest-tenured coach.
This season was Cameron’s fourth season as LSU’s primary play caller 
after being appointed LSU’s offensive coordinator on Feb. 15,2013. Cameron 
spoke to NOLA.com after Saturday’s news.
“It was a privilege coaching at LSU,” he said.
Defensive line coach Ed Orgeron immediately assumed interim head 
coaching duties.
“Coach O has the will and the power to bring new energy,” Foumette 
said.
Orgeron’s son, Cody, who is a quarterback at McNeese State, tweeted 
that his dad would be LSUs interim head coach prior to the official announce­
ment
“I couldn’t be prouder of my dad,” he wrote. “With that being said, 
my dad is the new interim head coach at LSU.”
Prior to joining LSUs staff in 2015, Orgeron paced USC to a 6-2 
record as interim head coach after Lane Kiffen was fired in 2012-13. Orgeron 
was also Ole Miss’ head coach from 2005-07.
“We’re all going to be out there playing for Coach O,” senior center 
Ethan Pocic said.
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Newly appointed interim head football coach Ed Orgeron speaks to the press about the changes 
being made to LSU staffing and tactics to move forward on Monday Sept.26,2016, in the 
press conference room in the LSU Athletic Administration building.
Bad to the bone
Going Back to the Stone Age
University students took learning — and fresh animal bones — into 
their own hands.
On Sept. 21, students in assistant anthropology professor Juliet 
Brophy’s paleoecology and taphonomy course used found rocks to break open 
bovine long bones outside the Howe-Russell Geoscience Complex
In the course, students studied the processes that affect bones follow­
ing an animal’s death, Brophy said.
The actualistic study replicated the marrow gathering processes used 
by hominids in the Stone Age.
Students used fresh bones donated by the AgCenter and aged bones 
from an area farm for the study, striking the rocks with stones until die bones 
fractured and marrow could be extracted, Brophy said.
Early hominids relied heavily on scavenged meat and marrow’s high 
caloric value for nutrition, and increased meat and marrow consumption often 
coincides with the enlargement of the human brain.
Studying how the bones were broken apart and what processes were 
used to extract marrow provides great insight into hominid lifestyles, Brophy
The idea for the interactive assignment struck Brophy while she was 
pursuing her master's degree at the University of Tennessee.
Brophy was studying bone accumulation in South African caves 
when she realized she needed a method to differentiate the varied fractures 
and markings on the bones, she said.
Brophy decided to reenact the markings herself She acquired fresh 
long bones and used stones to break, crush and scrape the bones in a variety of 
ways to replicate the fractures and markings on the bones she was studying
When developing the model for her course, Brophy realized a similar 
approach would help bring the material to life for her students.
Brophy said several students were skeptical about the project, but 
each attacked the task with gusto. Brophy directed the students through the 
process, teaching them about the thick cortical bone that ensheathed the hol­
low marrow cavity, she said
Brophy said many of the students were shocked by how strong 
bones were and how much effort was required to break them open.
It’s a lot of work even for fit, young college students, and it tool 
some students hundreds of strikes to break open the bone, she said. 1
The fracture patterns provide insight into how and when the b 
were broken. Different stones produce varied strike marks, and fresh bon< 
fracture differently than weathered ones, allowing the students to conned 
personal experience to the examples in their textbooks, Brophy said.
The study concluded Monday. Students were responsible for be 
the bone fragments over the weekend, and they reassembled the particles 
study the stones’ effects, she said.
Brophy said a hands-on approach is the best way to learn when 
sible. I
They’re not going to forget that they got to break open bones, 
Brophy said. “It makes the whole thing real It changes it from being som< 
you’re memorizing to something you’re actually understanding”
Anthropology senior Briana Rauch said the opportunity to get 
close and personal with bones is what drew her to the course. Rauch said 
actualistic study allowed her to assume the mindset of an early hominid < 
contemplate the process from their perspective.
Hie next day, the students’ hands were sore and shaking from t 
work and writing was nearly impossible, Rauch said. The work was labot 
and yielded little returns because of the small amount of marrow availab® 
the effort was necessary for the hominids’ survival, she said
The study also allowed the students to think more deeply abot* 
sues that would have affected the hominids.
While the dry, aged bones were easier to break open, they als< 
significandy less marrow content, she said. Rauch said seeing this firstha 
pushed students to question the caloric intake differences between the 1 
and aged bones, among other questions.
Story • Katie Gagliano 
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The bones used in this experiment were donated by the 
AgCenter and proved to be tougher to break than the 
students realized.
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Anthropology students used rocks to break open old bones to collect marrow 
and determine if it had a direct corolation with the size of a human brain.
Roarin' Twenties 
Marketing Senior/ Jana Richards/ starts her own 
public relations-based blog
Upon turning 20, marketing senior Jana Richards made plans to start 
her own public relations-based blog, “ROARIN’ Twenties.” Since the Aug. 1 
launch, Richards has used ROARIN’ Twenties as a site to promote her clients’ 
upcoming events, including art shows, concerts and benefits. With talent rang­
ing from poets to organization founders, Richards knows just how important 
marketing can be.
Tve always wanted to start a blog, but I just didn’t know what kind,” 
Richards said.
She said she knew creating a blog specifically to market people tran­
sitioning to the professional world would be the way to go. Richards suggests 
waking up every day and following your dreams before it is too late.
“Nobody should be waiting last minute to figure out what they want 
to do in life,” Richards said. “They need to start now.”
Richards said so many 20-somethings go unrecognized for their 
talents and accomplishments.
Richards provides bi-weekly updates on photographers, poets, disc 
jockeys and artists. She informs readers of her members’ upcoming even 
accolades as she shines a spotlight on herself as well. With hopes of bri 
her blog to a global audience, Richards constantly searches for talent Ri1 
wants her blog to become a major resource for people and businesses. D 
anyone is looking for a photographer, event planner, poet or designer, st 
she wants ROARIN’ Twenties to be the spot to find one.
Housing multiple talents under one roof has proven to be a le 
experience for Richards.
“I believe that everyone has a story,” Richards said. “As much a 
work for me, this has also been a learning experience.”
Richards has future plans of working behind the scenes in rets 
music, and she said she dreams of opening a chain of event venues simi 
the House of Blues.
Tm always thinking of ways to get more people involved with 
blog’ Richards said
LSU Student, Jana Pochards uses her blog as public relations platform for
establishing artists, philanthrophists and organizations on LSU Campus.
Story • Semaj Atkinson 
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During the Fall semester, the University and surrounding areas 
underwent various changes — and The Golden Band from Tigerland was no 
exception.
After former Tiger Band director Roy King’s firing in April, Dennis 
Llinas served as the band’s interim director. Before die change, Llinas served as 
the assistant director of the band. Overall the transition between band direc­
tors was smooth.
Though the band ran under a new director, drum major Daniel 
Wendt said he doesn’t think the overall dynamic has changed.
“We’ve had a lot of different directors over the years, but we are the 
same Tiger Band —just with new things being added,” Wendt said.
As the University’s interim Director of Bands, Llinas boasts an exten­
sive background in music, ranging from composition to show design.
After working as a band director two high schools from 2003 until 
2008, Llinas joined the University staff where he has conducted for LSU 
Symphonic Winds, taught undergraduate courses and directed the LSU Bengal 
Brass Basketball band, according to his bio on the School of Music website.
Despite King’s abrupt departure, Wendt said the band respects Llinas 
and and enjoys him as interim director. He said he believes Llinas is a fabulous 
director, fostering positive relationships with the band members.
While traditions have always been a core feature of Tiger Band, 
trombone section leader Christopher Stephens said Llinas helped the band to
improve beyond its old-fashioned ways.
“This year, the staff has challenged us with more difficult drill a*1 
music than we were used to, but the response from the students has beer* 
fantastic," Stephens said. Stephens said that overall the band’s rehearsals 
focused with the continual motivation to push themselves to give the beSt I 
performances m
Because Llinas was a familiar face to the band, clarinet section lc 
Gabrielle Gilbert said it helped members accept him as their new leader-
“[Llinas] really makes you feel like you’re heard," Gilbert said. I 
feel like an individual and not just a part of a huge organization.” >
Mimi Webb, one of the Mellophone section leaders, said she 
Llinas as a mentor. “The students all have a great time in the band under 
direction." Webb said. I
Though she acknowledges a slight difference in leadership style' 
Webb said she believes the band is still the same Tiger Band that supports I 
University. j
Trombone section leader Ryan Williams said he developed a ® 
relationship with Llinas, who is also one of his professors. . £
As a director, Williams said Llinas stands for all the traditions 
directors before him have stood for. “He has such a good connection wit*1 
students and knows everyone’s name,” he said.
Story • Raykael Morris 
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LSU student sports an LSU Tiger Band "What day is it?!"
The LSU Golden Band from Tigerland played fan favorites before at the LSU Campus Life concert 
on Thursday Sept. 29, 2016, on the parade grounds.
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Bio-blogging Teacher
Jasmine Brown writes about her passion.
for cooking
Since she baked her first chicken with her brother when she was five 
years old, biological sciences PhD. student Jasmine Brown has harbored a love 
for food. When she is not in the lab, she experiments in the kitchen and whips 
up fresh content for her food blog “Jasmine’s Kitchen.”
Sharing an equal love for both biology and cooking Brown’s idea to 
create a food blog emerged when she faced the decision of choosing a career 
path. Though Brown still wanted to pursue biology, she also craved an outlet 
which would allow her to share her culinary creations.
To experience the best of both worlds, she launched “Jasmine’s Kitch­
en” in June of 2016. Going back to her roots for inspiration, Brown ultimately 
credits her passion for cooking to her grandmother, although she considers 
herself the best cook in the family.
Generally, Brown considers cooking a family tradition. “I want to be 
able to create my recipes for my family and share them with others,” she said.
On the blog Brown uploads her recipes and reactions to her cooking 
Though her comfort zone consists primarily of southern cuisine, she is open 
to trying a variety of cooking styles, including Asian-style meals. Still in its early 
stage, Brown’s blog features four detailed recipes ranging from “7-Up Biscuits’ 
to shrimp and grits. Once her impending wedding festivities start to subside, 
she plans to jump right back into her monthly food posts.
Tweaking recipes while in the kitchen. Brown correlates her
experimental cooking flare with her educational background in biological 
sciences. She said she loves the excitement of not knowing what to exped 
her “kitchen freestyles.” Often using paprika as her go-to spice, Brown likes 
her food to have a “buildup of flavors," capitalizing on the flavor compand 
she feels most restaurants lack by either excessively seasoning or not seasos 
enough. I
Though Brown does not have children of her own yet, she alrea 
has their health in mind as she creates distinctive recipes to pass along I 
“I don’t want my children to just be stuck with fatty Louisiana & 
beans and rice as their go-to recipe,” Brown said.
Describing her palate as “diverse, festive and fun," Brown const® 
refers to her “Spice and Herb Bible” for inspiration. She considers her fa^ 
recipe to be strawberry beer can chicken, which is a spin-off of her moth® 
original recipe Brown learned when she was 10 years old.
Always working on something tasty and new, Brown is alreadyj 
practicing and perfecting her turkey recipe to impress her grandfather as 
holiday season approaches.
Whether she prepares a meal straight from a cookbook or intf - 
as she goes. Brown can count on her fiance as a loyal guinea pig Since h<L 
always willing to critique her, Brown is continuously able to perfect her c& 
“Food is love, and I love food,” Brown said
,pp>
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The Music 6 Dramatic Ans Building hosted the play "Secretaries" on October 2, 2016.
M
The Secretaries
The Five Lesbian. Brothers put on Music and 
Dramatic Art's first ensemble
^e, these,
’rw°men T<ngSaid- ^OsthaT^P^'
irag with a binTi? TT get w^en y°u mix murder, lumberjacks and a man in 
>ecretaiies; C ° aug^s- the University’s lab season production of "The 
0 °Pen the ^3ian Brothers’ play The Secretaries’ was the first show 
tester. ege Music and Dramatic Arts’ lab season during the Fall 
^nt clJee?? Which ran from SePL 27 t0 2 was directed by PhD. 
'Osed of Mam. & he Pive Lesbian Brothers are a theatre company com-
,Isa Kron. n Labs Davy, Dominique Dibbell Peg Healey and 
leatre fOr t0 ^*eir website, the company “[creates] provocative lesbian
. As a comSeS ™rougtl fine feminist art of collaboration.’
York Dan j ^“P was awarded the Village Voice Obie Award, 
'est PerformanhCGrou Performance Award and a New York Award 35 
T"'Work at a^umb?C ^orror P^Y tQld the story of five secretaries in the ’90s 
tch about the <s er in fi^onal town of Big Bone, Oregon. One 
lenw~- , ecrefaries — they’re a cult And once a month during their 





zing for the show, which was why I was originally 
always looking for ensemble pieces with good roles 
with a lot of issues that were very potent in the
Some of the issues the show tackles include the way women internal­
ize sexism and create conflict among themselves, as well as dealing with body 
and eating issues, King said. While tough topics to cover, the issues are hyper­
bolized and handled in a satirical manner.
One of King’s choices for this all-female show was to cast a male as 
a part of the ensemble. Skye Bocage, in drag plays the role of Ashley Elizabeth 
Fratangelo, one of the secretaries.
“When you are casting an ensemble, you have to find the right pieces 
to fit together to establish the group dynamic,” King said. “I went into the 
auditions expecting to cast all women, as it is written that way ... [but] when 
Skye had his audition, it was so good, and it was so on theme with what “The 
Secretaries’ deals with.”
The show had to be put together quickly as it was the first lab season 
show of the semester. The entire production had a little over a month to 
rehearse and put together the almost two-hour play.
The rehearsal process, while consolidated, consisted of scene work, 
improvisation, meditation and ensemble-building activities, working toward a 
goal of building the energy of the ensemble and creating a sense of listening to 
the others in the ensemble before scene work was ever started, King said.
“I think that the comedy comes from all of that listening to the mo­
ment," King said. “I think all of that lends to a certain upbeat kind of energy 
that makes the comedy work”
Story • CJ Carver 
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Tyler Ellis, a graduate student studying physics and astronomy, 
recently discovered "Tabby's Star" on October 3, 2016 in Nich
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University Professor Tabetha Boyajain discusses the recently discovered 
"Tabby's Star" on October 3, 2016 in Nicholson Hall.
Tabby's Star
Tabetha Boyanjian working to solve the mystery 
of an unusual star
si°n to solveTh^University’s newest faculty members spearheaded a mis- 
bght patterns C m^Stery surrounding KIC 8462852, a star exhibiting unusual
Sabetha Bovai^ pro^essor °f physics and astronomy at the University 
exploring thP, Wa$ lead author of “Where’s the Flux?”, a research paper
Ue^?^ pattem of KIC 8462852 
doctoral fellowT™8 Endings were published while Boyajian conducted a post- 
I w iPatYale ^4 in 2015. P
jbe credits “Plan °yaJian investigated the star, she didn’t actually discover it 
®e fluctuating jCt hunters,” a part of the Citizen Science Alliance, for noticing 
the star’s light curve.
Were able to tak ™nters’more than 300,000 regular science enthusiasts 
Craft in order tcTPart in research by observing data from NASA’s Kepler space- 
, S ^er exoplanets.
Ue to their orbiTet ^unters monitored the drops in light of host stars, usually 
°n rather than a conT*350^ P^anetS’ on human pattem recogni-
becaS'T Said,a machine would never have found KIC 8462852, 
11 Wt looking for it
n°body re be sitting there in the data set for decades forever because 
eye to recnoT°°™g f°r something like that," she said. “It took the hu- 
wheXe if and ‘Hey’
tn S noticed Cltizen observers were monitoring the brightness of certain 
111 exoplanet * ^'ant drop in stars Eght, which couldn’t be attributed
finally thought TUTe exb’bited large dips, so much so that Boyajian 
PP^ea more than 1 non U Was Whatever is blocking the star’s light has 
ita . ^alk In her tali, n tin?es t^le area op Earth. Boyajian said in her February 
'n ’be univers^- B°yaJian dubbed the KIC 8462852 “the most mysterious
doesn t fit a normal classification, and researchers still don’t
have a physical explanation for the dips in light Boyajian and the Planet Hunt­
ers are still studying it but don’t see finding a conclusive answer for a number 
of years.
In “Where’s the Flux?” Boyajian and her colleagues detailed more 
than a dozen different theories that could explain the light curve, such as a 
collision between two planets or a protoplanetary debris disk Boyajian said the 
most consistent theory was that a swarm of comets could be blocking the star’s
One of Boyajian’s colleagues, professor Jason Wright, discussed the 
star in his paper on alien megastructures. Wright and Boyajian co-wrote a pro­
posal to observe the star in a study for the search for extraterrestrial intelligence, 
which was leaked to the press.
Once people thought extraterrestrial life could be linked to Tabby’s 
Star, news of the star grew in popularity, according to Boyajian.
Wright is also responsible for KIC 8462852 becoming known as 
"Tabby’s Star,” as he called it that in a press interview and the name stuck ac­
cording to Boyajian.
Ryan Ellis, a graduate student in physics and astronomy, conducted 
research with Boyajian.
“I don’t think this is super relevant in terms of are we the only bits of 
life in the universe," Ellis said. “But I like this star because this is something no 
other star of this type does without a normal explanation. It’s a mystery."
Ellis said he doesn’t think they’ll have a probable answer on the star 
for a decade.
Boyajian likened the star’s dips in light to a waiting game. The dips 
aren’t periodic, so researchers have to wait for the light curve to change again 
before they can study what the object could be.
Boyajian is conducting other research projects in addition to her 
study of Tabby’s Star, including an observational program to learn and study 
about the fundamental properties of stars that has been in the works for more 
than ten years.
Story ■ Lauren Hefiker 
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Above: Local artists put their culture on display 
throughout downtown Baton Rouge.
Right: This artwork has a frighteningly beautiful 
Halloween aesthetic to it.
baton bouge Street Art
Local artists color the culture of Baton Rou^e
mecca for Ln exP oring capital city, it is found that Baton Rouge is a 
sure to take aU.lsiana'insPired art As the art scene in Baton Rouge takes off be 
Baton RoUge d°° ] at tbese bidden gems. With many attractions, downtown 
historic districts'^ citizens t0 wew while perusing the streets of the 
the USS KlddAA mura^s Seated across from both foe River Center and 
landing walls e hurals, painted on both foe back and front of two free- 
°n one wall is A A?°maSe f° ®aton R°uge and its sights and sounds. Painted 
brown pelican b State Capitol building and foe Louisiana state bird, foe 
siPpi River with A °™er wa^ Matures foe bridge that goes across foe Missis-
Whilp A riVer Visible in Plain sight of foe murals.
Choctaw Dri A”/ tbrou§h the Baton Rouge warehouse district, located 
Warehouses that A ^outb Baton Rouge, keep an eye out for abandoned 
initially a little s ° Ae coPious sphshes of graffiti and tags from local artists, 
pooky, the haunting backdrop sets the perfect mood for the
Halloween season. The abandoned warehouse’s dilapidated walls, covered with 
vines and an occasional spider web, contain plenty of graffiti to accompany foe 
intriguing setting
The graffiti includes a woman of foe night, dressed seductively in all 
red Next to her is a small round creature whose likeness is left to foe viewer’s 
interpretation. Filled with tags from different local artists, foe warehouse 
highlights foe emerging art scene in Baton Rouge. Closer to foe campus, seated 
right outside popular nightclub Spanish Moon, is a mural full of bright colors 
and geometric shapes.
Exploring foe psychedelic effects of drugs, foe mural depicts differ­
ent types of shrooms, emphasizing the effects of foe drugs with bold yellows, 
purples, blues and greens. The mural catches and captures viewers’ interest for 
quite some time. Its chaotic, colorful bustle mesmerizes foe eyes of all who 
view it For a chance to see an underground art culture brimming with under­
stated relevance and elegance in Baton Rouge, just look to foe streets.
ov« the Baton Rouge area lies hidden works of art painted by local artist on Monday Oct. 3, 2016, in downtown Baton Rouge.
Story • Salimata Lala Fall 
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Halloween or Hallowrite?
LSU's Creative Writing Department celebrates
Halloween in a fun way
The University’s Creative Writing program started off the Halloween 
season with an event called Hallowrite, where writers dressed in Halloween 
costumes and wrote whatever came to mind for 24 hours. Hallowrite’s host, 
English senior Savannah Wright, said the purpose of the event was to bring 
attention to the creative writing fiekTThe creative writing department doesn’t 
really have a lot of creative writing events, and I feel like a lot of people are 
interested in creative writing but are kind of nervous about taking that on as a 
major because they think are not going to get a job in it,” Wrightsaid.
At the event, people were able to explore their imagination and write 
the night away. The event provided refreshments and writing prompts through 
the night to keep the writers’ creative juices flowing The movie “Corpse Bride" 
was on to keep the writers company. Writers were encouraged to write about 
whatever they wanted, but Wright favored spooky stories. “It is whatever you
t,” Wright said. Tm obviously totally down for people doing Hallow® 
red.” Ithemed." J
Wright’s personal goal was to encourage people to start writing! 
of the writers who attended Hallowrite were first-time writers working®^ 
own novels. Hallowrite was not just put on to promote the Creative Writ 
.program but to raise money. Each writer that participated was encourage! 
have a sponsor who would donate a certain amount of money based on < 
number of words written. All the proceeds were donated to Book Aid In® 
tional a charity that supports education in sub-Saharan Africa.
Wright said her goal for the event was to write 50,000 words. T 
basic length for a novel She spent the time working on her young adult ® 
novel “I drink that creative writing should be certainly endorsed and de® 
celebrated,” Wright said.
Hallowrite was a writing marathon held in Tureaud Hall
room 102 on October 08, 2016.
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Creative writing majors celebrated Halloween with a 24-hour 
creative writing event where donations were received based on
Story - Jade Butler 
Photo • Ryan McCarble 





fraternity requirem^^ 35 a quick last-minute program for his Alpha Phi Alpha 
ktk became Phr Tinter<^isciplinary studies and psychology senior Breelin 
110 Mea the imoart Dk l “ eti(luette program for local youth. Clark had
a few months later W°U^ bave on Baton ^ouge community, 
social events^'requires its members to create multiple programs 
nt body and lorai COmP'ete service hours throughout the year for their stu- 
e<fucate yOun„ communities. Based on his natural interests, Clark decided 
, As a trf 1 hddfen °n social 8^
Which helped rrMt-IUn’rC^ran h's own summer camp through the YMCA 
^henet f°Undation t0 structure his program
m dark beaar Di.art day in the morning I think Phresh,” Clark said. 
ete Providing thP11 • $tarts in as a mentoring program for young 
?§ht students tahb W'^ essons *n etiquette. He traveled to local schools and 
er irnP°rtant life'skil^1061’5’ b°W t0 3 tie’ h°w tO comP'ete a resume and
!J“ette. 35 can remember, he has been familiar with
ther — wl as eight years old, he attended etiquette classes while his
UlSes ~~ also taiiJk/i-T111 things like which silverware to use for different 
Though rk h™ basic etiquette.
ut himself in rAHere t0 teacb the children, Clark said he felt he learned a lot 
return.
kids are what I do it for," Clark said. "All the preparation and 
headache is worth [it] once I get to meet with them.”
Aside from the opportunities his program presents, Clark’s key to suc­
cess is motivation from his supporters.
Facilitated by East Baton Rouge School Board, Clark said he has high 
hopes for Phresh Starts. Always looking to expand his team, Clark looks for 
team members who have something unique to offer the kids in his program.
To ensure program participants grow in their social skills, Clark 
implemented a survey called “Fashion Deviants” to gather research. The survey 
bridged the gap between underprivileged young men and professional pre­
paredness. He used these questionnaires to decipher if low income correlated 
to youth fashion sense.
Although Clark has job offers awaiting him, he plans to continue to 
focus on Phresh Starts upon his May 2017 graduation. Since securing his own 
office in YMCA Clark said he hopes to host seminars that will be open to the 
public
“Phresh Starts is going to be big as long as I’m around, and even after,” 
he said.
Clark uses an original quote to motivate his participants, showing 
them how nothing happens overnight and everything takes practice and dedi­
cation:
“I’ve stumbled before, and I’ll stumble again. To learn I must be bold 
and faithful, and to try again.”
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Mike VI: One Last Roar
LSU's mascot passes from cancer
The University community gathered on Wednesday, Oct. 11 to 
mourn the loss of a loved one. Hundreds of students, faculty and community 
members came together for a memorial ceremony organized by Student Gov­
ernment to remember Mike VI.
“I think that it was absolutely necessary we had a memorial" said 
University student and attendee Lily Sewell “I think that he was such an im­
portant aspect of our community and LSU as a whole.”
When Mike VI was brought to the University back in 2007, he was 
set to make his Tiger Stadium debut on Sept 22 during the South Carolina 
game. Mike VTs veterinarian, however, thought it might not be a good idea 
to bring the new tiger in for a day game. Mike Vi’s Tiger Stadium debut was 
played against the University of Florida Gators, whom the Tigers were slated to 
play the weekend prior to the tragedy.
University student Carrigan Johnson said she thinks Mike’s passing 
put any remaining frustration regarding the game into perspective.
“With the cancellation of the Florida game, there’s been a lot of mess 
that’s been going on [between] us and Florida,” she said. “I feel like Mike's
death...forget a football game. We’re all supposed to be one as a communi 
regardless of the situation.”
Before guests of the service were offered a chance to share one h* 
message with Mike, the Tiger Tenors led the singing of the University alm 
mater. Many gathered arm and arm, some with a tear or two in their eyeM 
sang along with the quartet. Many of those in attendance, like Denise Leofl 
of Denham Springs, had a long history with Mike.
“We arrived here in January of 2007, after Katrina, and Mike wad 
to greet us not very long after,” Leonard said. “We went through some thfl 
after we got here and he was always such a wonderful source.” J
The heartfelt display made apparent what Mike VI meant to th’5] 
University and surrounding community. The students showed appreciate 
his presence that was like none other, and it could be felt by those who fl 
past his cage. J
As students and LSU community members walked past his hab> 
— now empty, but adorned with messages of love — they shared one thoH 
Mike VI, forever the symbol of the University, would never be forgotten. 1
Staduim Rd.
Mike's cage stands empty as he is transferred to 
hospice for the last time.
Mike was not only loved by the students,
staff of LSU but by future tigers. 1
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Facts About Mike VI:
onlv^h,0?.^ 'iVe ti?er c°Uege mascots in the US. He was the 
y e tl8er hving on a college campus in the US.
, and camTJo Kn U.nive[sity «ger mascot. Mike VL was bom July 23,2005, 
he WeiXd^n " h<l WaS yeaK old At of his arrival at 
eight cydes thro k Pounds- Mike currently weighs about 420 pounds. His throughout the year. He weighs most in the summer and least 
in the winter.
' Mike Vi Was
9* facility for Great Cats of Indiana, a nonprofit sanctuary and res 
(Mike IV and ? f and other large carnivores, located in Idaville. Ind. 
°ved int0 |j. , * were also donated to LSU by sanctuaries). He was 
trodUced to the I ^8er Stadium on August 25.2007. and was
?!clared Mike VI community on September 1. 2007. He was officially
*8er Stadium on h Ceremony held on September 14. 2007. He debuted in 
e evening of the Florida vs. LSU football game on Satur 
,P day. October 6.2007.
^fruction o
completed in A,e CUrr^Pt ager habitat began in November 2004 and was 
a g^s li8?' 20°,5’ habi^ incorporates natural substrates.
v d ^acts educarin„ *?c udes dements of LSUs renaissance architecture 
/ rd impasse, Visit0IS on subspecies of tigers. Mike’s
.’ | ®4uare feet (the total square footage of his enclosure 
including his night house is 15.105).
• Mike has a personal veterinarian from the LSU School of Veterinary Medi 
cine, Dr. David Baker, who oversees his overall healthcare and well-being
Besides Dr. Baker, there are numerous other specialists at the veterinary school 
available to assist with the specialized healthcare needs of Mike. Mike’s daily 
care is provided by two veterinary students. These students work with Mike 
for two years until they graduate from LSU.
• Mike eats 20 pounds daily, so weekly he eats 140 pounds of food. Mike’s food 
is a formulated zoo carnivore diet, the same commercial food used for most 
of the large cats at the zoo. It comes in 5 lb. logs and has the consistency 
of hamburger meat It consists of beef (two varieties), and all the necessary 
vitamins and minerals to maintain Mike’s ever growing needs. We also add a 
supplemental B vitamin once weekly, and Vitamin E capsules every night for 
healthy skin and hair coat and general well-being
• All medical procedures requiring anesthesia are done at the LSU School of 
Veterinary Medicine. Simple, routine medical procedures are performed in his
night house.
• It is a violation of federal law to sedate him for exhibition purposes like
football games.
• Two of LSUs Tiger mascots (Mike 1 and Mike III) lived 19 years, Mike IV 
lived 20 years 9 months and 18 days, and Mike V lived 17 years. The average
lifespan for a tiger in the wild is about 8-10 years. A tiger in captivity, like 
Mike VI, can live 14-18 years.
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Sherlock holmes
Sherlock Hohnes exhibit sits on display on Wednesday, Oct. 12, 2016 at the Hill Memorial Library.
Story • Katie Gagliano 
Photo • Michael Palmer 
Design • Ashton Breeding
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^stigatj?^/ nothing elementary about Hill Memorial Library’s exhibition, 
^search CoUe y ^ections from the Russell Mann Sherlock Holmes 
®ction phi?6 exh'bition explores the world of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s crime 
antMogy Onaenon, Sherlock Holmes, through a collection of derivative and 
retired Unive insPired by the original canon. The collection was donated by 
who stan-pd °f Louisiana at Lafayette journalism professor Russell Mann, 
, &lding the collection in the’90s.
flights a b coordinator Leah Wood Jewett said the exhibition 
Modern past/h U1 non_canonical works, including graphic novels, figurines, 
. SeiC e Versi°ns and conference materials.
tj°hnes illiuff °ns 'nclude enlarged reproductions of the original Sherlock 
Tinies: Rare r'0?S Sidney Paget and exploratory works such as “Sherlock 
Phonal library Collector" by Madeleine Stem, which constructs Holmes’ 
j, jy om references in the original canon, Jewett said
Search focuses entia* Code8es faculty tutor Kristopher Mecholsky, whose re- 
0 the origina] °n crime fiction, said adaptations allow fans to explore nuances 
a new lav^ bring their own imaginings to life. Each adaptation 
Jewe^ tOn°Ur understanding of Holmes, he said
J^nts to be] Said holmes exhibition provides a great opportunity for 
U ture appealVe 'nt0 dle library’s resources because of Holmes’ broad pop 
fa°Pu'ar crime^5 ** dle insPiration for a variety of fictional figures, and fans of 
staOrite ^aracte^33 Can credit ^°^mes 35 the inspiration for many of their 
nding culture I^’\xP'oring the history of Holmes is important for under- 
“We a ’shc said-
a°nt live in a vacuum,” Jewett said “I think it’s a mistake not to 
look at past accomplishments, and if you want to fully understand something, 
you need to look at it over the long view.”
Mecholsky said no literary figure has been adapted on him more 
than Holmes. Holmes’ appeal extends beyond the character himself and has 
influenced the personalities and problem-solving abilities of characters in shows 
like The Mentalist,” “Psych” and “House.” The popularity of Sherlock Holmes is 
truly astonishing, Mecholsky said. . .
Doyle’s eccentric detective first appeared in senal magazines in 1887. 
Despite the fact that film studios and television networks are struggling to draw 
viewers, there are three popular film and television versions of Sherlock Holmes 
drawing fans today, he said. i • • .
The reasons for Holmes longevity are difficult to pinpoint
Doyle mastered a new approach to the crime drama, bringing in 
modem scientific concepts and processes of deduction at a time when science 
fiction was just beginning to emerge as a distinct genre. Holmes’ confidence in 
his intelligence and mastery of modem advancements in science and technol­
ogy was, and still is. attractive to fans, Mecholsky said.
“Some of the locked room mysteries that came out right around the 
time that he was writing relied a lot on coincidence and chance and luck, and 
Holmes was one of the first characters where chance and luck had little to do 
with it,” Mecholsky said. “It was his astounding knowledge that he brought that 
really resOp^da]^'*kP HQlmes because of his blunt honesty, Mecholsky said 
Holmes was an unlikeable and unapproachable figure, but fans still flock to 
him because he didn’t care. Holmes’ focus was on solving the mystery, not 
pleasing others, Mecholsky said
Brothers Reed Stevens and Riley Stephens, LSU undergraduates and founders of Ambici- a company which specializes in the 




LSU 100 honors fastest-growing Tiger 
businesses/ specifically Ambici watches
rewing Q niversity’s 100 fastest growing businesses, including Tin Roof 
?Uer one roof^’ ^aising Cane’s Chicken Fingers and Investar Bank, gathered
0 event °n Oct at L’Auberge Casino Hotel for the sixth annual LSU 
businp?^ris “ event that recognizes the 100 fastest growing Tiger-
OniPany that ? ^very year, LSU 100 gives out the Summit Award to the
The £enerated foe highest revenue amount during the award period. 
ets tile 20u a'S0 recognizes the fastest-growing company and the win- 
n. The 201 JntUre Challenge.
QrLS’ President a ^ummit Award recipient was Bridger Logistics, LLC. Julio
Spence. CEO of Bridger Logistics, is a graduate of the LSU College 
^Pany of the ^ource International was announced as the fastest growing 
Aes 35 foe com ear’ ^“rfongt0 a news release. Bianca McWilliams Jackson 
of the I oL S Chief Operating Officer and is a chemical engineering 
Ch Broth? d College of Science.
oJ/^ge, were ” Stephens, the winners of the 2016 Venture
foi ? “'Winess f°r having the fastest-growing undergraduate-
Amb' ■ A a junior and freshman respectively, are the
Otfon Watches1CL Ambici is a product design company that sells luxury
The brothers said their idea was bom out of a passion for both fine 
watches and wooden craftsmanship, according to the company’s website. Reed 
said the brothers’ time at the University was proving to be a huge part of creat­
ing and running the business.
“We use the tools that I learned in Engineering classes, particularly 
CM 1020,” Reed said. “I use the program SolidWorks all the time for any type 
of design or anything like that That’s how we communicate with our manu­
facturers, that’s how we communicate with any type of a buyer, that’s how 
we show proof of design, all these types of things. Learning that program was 
pretty instrumental to making our products and communicating with overseas 
manufacturers.”
Riley said he has been learning coding through his computer science 
classesWith his knowledge, he can “do filings on our website where I have to 
go in and actually edit HTML code, and try to change things up for us.” Other 
programs, such the LSU Student Incubator, helped the Stephens brothers 
propel their business to where was that day.
Tve been taking a ton of business classes,” Reed said. “Some of those 
introduced us to the Student Incubator. They’ve helped out tremendously, 
and they’ve done a lot of things to help us with our business. Participating in 
the Venture Challenge forced us to create a working business model and get 
everything straight.”
Story • Scott Griswold 
Photo - Jordan Marcell 
Design • Chloe Bryars
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The Grand Ballroom at the Event Center of the L'Auberge Casino Hotel of Baton Rouge as it awaited the 
start of the sixth ever LSU 100 event on Oct. 13, 2016.
1OO black, Movement
Dressed to Impress
Story -Jakeyla Chavis 
Photo ■ Haskell Whittington 
Design ■ Madelyn Curtis
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Wunitv J^e 100 Black Movement has been a trend among the black com- 
poratin?!^0115 UBCU’s, first starting as 100 Black Men In Suits, then incor- 
poratag 100 Black Women In Dresses
Moveme B University students gathered together for the 100 Black 
Wa$ creat'dat ^ree^ Amphitheater at 4 pm. The movement 
students C 33 a Porm °f activism started by two Prairie View A&M University
but activis People look at activism as protesting and lobbying for an issue,
arejust a f" t3^e °n manV porms. Music, art, social media and photography 
ew other forms in which one can take an activist stance.
ican youn ' a c^en8e designed to promote awareness that African-Amer- 
I senior an/ men can unite to create a positive impact,” business management 
, 7vent coordinator Chase Warner said
I typicallv d 'S C^en8e serv£d to show a side of African Americans that is not 
Baylor accor<^ing to Junior Reginald Singletary, president of the
Individual jCntS 8atplered at the Greek Amphitheater dressed to impress, 
pben togeth^ ®’°UP Picturcs were taken of men and women first separately, 
Prairie View Tra Akican'American men from Stephen F. Austin,
iPhotos of ft | University of Houston and Lamar University also posted 
emselves in suits, united against the violent generalizations of them. 
^Mcp pr event is more prominent among HBCUs, LSU
^en HioreCS1 ent M°nturious Howard said that he and Warner felt it was 
necessary to host the event at a predominandy white institution. 
e want to share in the movement with our HBCU brothers and 
100 black suit challenge on
sisters and spark empowerment in not only people on this campus, but outside 
the campus as well,” Howard said
TV and film senior Oluwaseyi Bamgbola said there were representa­
tives from almost all black organizations on campus.
“The significance was to get black student leaders to come together 
and show solidarity about the image that is made of black youth in the coun­
try and to prove stereotypes wrong” Bamgbola said
Bamgbola said he feels die event served to create positive dialogue 
about black image and how far the black community has come.
African and African American studies freshman Zuwena Esterling said 
that although not as many people came out as she would have liked the event 
went well
“I think the significance of the event was to show people that we’re 
more than just college students, we’re activists in a sense and we actually care 
about what’s going on in our communities,’ she said
Interdisciplinary Studies senior and event photographer Mark Landry 
said he took on this project to support the black community, especially after 
the Alton Sterling shooting which occurred over the summer.
“I think these photos will bring positive images of black youth to the 
forefront,” Landry said
The 100 Black Men In Suits and 100 Black Women In Dresses 
hashtags were trending on social media platforms such as Twitter and Insta­
gram, since the start of the Fall semester.
Howard said that he hopes to contribute to the movement with 
these images and to influence greater awareness of to the success of black 
people rather than downfalls.
LSU TV/film studies senior Oluwaseyi Bamgbola sported a bright tie for the
Monday Oct. 17, 2Q16, in the LSU Greek Theatre.
Professor of Food and Bioprocess Engineering, Subramaniam Sathivel opens a door up to another lab on Oct.
14, 2016 at the LSU Food Processing and Engineering Lab.
Story -Lauren Heffker 





taking them ?IVersitY professor helped students prepare for the real world by 
Vation, bJSF 407qW t^eir 0Wn *3eer’ Subramaniam Sathivel teaches food preser- 
^thods, inch ri- ’ Vhich stu^ents learned the science behind fermentation 
Cream, yogurt Sc °rewing craft beer- Students also learned how to make ice
Sath H] P°Wder and other fermented snack products, 
theory 1Vp sa^ be tried to make the class as fun as possible, integrating 
ro°m lecture/f Cttion in ^is teach‘n& By enabling students to act out class­
key would jusd'S^d’ retainecl c^ass information more efficiently than 
tands-on,” Sath-St? material he said. “I want my students to learn 
doming rm te ve said- Its a key, because the class should also be fun. In the
Thoud (jng ^eories, and in the evening (students] are doing it" 
taught the breJi ihas taught at University for nine years, he’s only 
students were e i j ^°T t^ree’ Pbmanly upper-level students and graduate 
"ology graduate110^ ” course- "The demand for food science and tech- 
affiivel said S continuous; it doesn’t go |away], because we all need food,”
Food science senior Ian Moppert said in class, students learned about 
the industrial processes of food preservation, then the scaled-down version of 
what they could do. Prior to participating in the lab, Moppert realized he want­
ed to become a brewmaster, so Sathivel’s class was a helpful experience.“Being 
able to actually get the hands-on experience helps you learn the knowledge a 
little bit better, just because you have something to apply it to in your mind” 
Moppert said
Although home brewing sounds complicated Moppert said break­
ing the process down into individual steps made the lab easier to understand 
According to Sathivel and Moppert, food science is one of the University’s best- 
kept secrets and is underrated as a field of study and profession.
Moppert said his class size averages 15 to 16 students, making it one 
of the smaller areas of study offered at the University. Sathivel also taught food 
engineering systems for the LSU School of Nutrition and Food Sciences and is 
conducting research in probiotics and developing new processing technology 
to improve the shelf-life of food at the Ag Center.
Senior food science major Ian Moppert (left), Ph.D. student Emmanue Kyeren (cen­
ter), and Professor of Food Science and Bioprocess Engineering Subramaniam Sathivel 







Pursuing Genetic Research 
freshman Stam^^ biology graduate student Arnie Setdecowski, having 
fean convenie _°'ar Davis assist with her research was about more 
^servationisfc06 WaS a^°ut mentoring the next generation of female 
ecology and^C0Ws^ Davis — who will double major in natural resource
Peculations of ^la?emerJt Spanish, researched the genetic structure of
°ngleaf pine r ^h^an s sparrows. Bachman’s sparrows are usually found in 
bearing and r°rests’ °ut the species is at risk due to fire suppression, timber 
ASSoymentationofits habitat, Setdecowski said.
? Pockets oflo Pr°fessor Sabrina Taylor said the species is generally found 
31 north as then 6 ,.Pine ecosystems stretching from Florida to Texas and as 
fe the United a*0™35- Onty three percent of longleaf pine habitats remain
Se 1 ateS’She Saii 
I?°hem populat?WS^r t'lesis research focused on comparing the genetics of 
relative leVei °?S °* Bachman’s sparrows to historical populations to assess 
declined and th ° ®enetic variation. In recent years, population levels have 
PreservT * '°SS ?enetic variation, she said. 
3Use febreedin §enetic variation is critical to a species’ conservation be- 
ay'or saii gIeads t0 low survival rates and decreased reproductive success, 
siShtings frOrnef°Ws^ Davis compiled a database of specimen s and species
Project, Setdecow11^11!115 across the country. In addition to her main research 
a historic norths S ^S0 usec^ records to assess why the species experienced 
Once 01 [anF exPansion 100 years ago.
D1\Ja samnip11 a^’ ^en-fecowski and Davis performed genetic analyses 
/^ts to the C°Uected bom the toe pads of dried bird skins and compared 
U . request,ngenetiC structures of modem populations. Setdecowski said
ct*°ns samplei 8 S num'oer °f DNA samples from the various museum col- 
sPecirnens>fflS *he best source of remnant DNA samples from 
.sPecimens beca^ ^eaiS ^ew ^’’hsts preserved the soft tissue 
g Preservi„ J*Se 8enetic testing was uncommon at the time, instead dry-
SettiTco80?^^5^^
Ws said the research results would be used to assess how
best to maintain existing Bachman’s sparrow populations. With the results, 
managers could determine whether to devote their efforts to maintaining the 
longleaf pine habitats themselves or improving the genetic variation of the dif­
ferent population groups, she said.
Conservation efforts like these are critical because global biodiversity 
is drastically declining
“We’re at this critical moment in the history of life because we’re at 
this time when we’re losing so many species of plants and animals, fungus, and 
even bacteria, before, in some cases, we’re even able to identify them,” Settle­
cowski said.
Instilling the importance of conservation in the next generation is im­
portant because today’s students will soon be the stewards of the earth, Taylor 
said.
Davis said she first became interested in conservation work after 
reading Jane Goodall’s “Hope for Animals and Their World: How Endangered 
Species are being Rescued from the Brink.” Davis said she had intended to 
become a veterinarian, but the book inspired her to pursue conservation work 
in college.
Davis said she’s always found working with animals easier than hu­
mans. Growing up with dogs, Davis said assessing animals’ body language came 
easily, whereas humans often mask their real emotions.
Setdecowski said having Davis’ help in the lab was beneficial, but 
ensuring Davis learned from the experience and would be able to pursue her 
own interests in the future was her ultimate goal Having the support of driven 
female mentors as an undergraduate enhanced her undergraduate career and 
set her up for success, Setdecowski said.
Setdecowski hopes to provide the same experience to Davis and 
other female researchers. Seeing other women working actively in the lab is 
crucial for women’s success, Taylor said.
“You feel like you don’t belong to a group if you don’t see anybody 
like you involved in that group,” Taylor said.
Davis said jumping into research as an undergraduate helped her net­
work with graduates and faculty members, strengthened her laboratory skills 
and taught her to analyze data in ways that she may not learn in the classroom.
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LSU mass communications junior Joseph Swiger, an aspiring disc jockey and music producer, expresses excitement about his future plans
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Joseph on that beat
University student creates his own 
record label
LSU mass communications junior Joseph Swiger creates music with this music production controller.
nication studie ^niversitY student to music producer to disk jockey, commu-
Pr°ducing m,, sJlJniorJoseph Swiger can navigate it all Swiger said he started 
“SChbeCaUSe he believes ir “ universaL 
everyone can V here y°u go, doesn’t matter if people speak the same language, 
Pk With 6 m°vec\ by music,” he said,
.ytcyde, 9^ ™ 90s instrumental music, Swiger said he looks to The
ese g°als a Ve °nber' Kanye West and his parents for inspiration. “I made 
Swicrp^ anb right now I’m living them,” Swiger said.
“ta ftiend thC fDunber of DopeSet Collective, decided to start the label 
^t parties." "^man year of college to ‘make great music and host
^°UP for thefi™ Collective boasts four disc jockeys. The artists performed as a 
ri Tap. time on Nov. 12 for the Riddim and Brews concert at Bottle
^ith peonibb^Hg everyday to gain recognition, which is why I like work- 
in • SWer' the country," Swiger said.
Usical style fr0 S °^efocttonic dance and trap music distinguishes his 
m the other producers on his label Though Swiger said he will
Story • Raykael Morris 
Photo • Ryan McCarble 
Design • Chloe Bryars
make up to 100 beats during a typical day, he said he usually only likes 10 of 
them.
Swiger has worked with multiple artists, including Adam Dollar®, 
Kevin Miner and Zayne Taylor. “I literally just Soundcloud people and ask 
them if I can make a beat for them,” he said.
Swiger said connecting with artists from across the country has 
become easier because of technology. While maintaining a record label, Swiger 
also attends class and works for KLSU radio station. Despite having a lot on his 
plate, he said he works to always make school his first priority. “Anytime I have 
free time, this is what I’m doing” Swiger said, referring to his disc jockeying 
pastime.
Over the summer, Swiger went on a mini tour and performed at a 
series of festivals, including Pass die Good Festival and Independence Festival, 
using his musical passion as a form of stress relief “Some people exercise and 
go on jobs to relieve stress, but music is my free time,” he said.
Swiger said he plans to utilize his music abilities and his communi­
cation major collaboratively in the future. “Right now, I’m enjoying the roller 





For party cup artists Claire Hadlock and Kellin Bowen, decorating party cups 
is more than a trivial date function tradition.
At the University, party cups are most frequently used within the Greek com­
munity. They can be purchased at local party and Greek stores such as Parties Start Here 
and Balfour House. Taken to most Greek date functions party cups act as a memento 
from the event
At stores party cups are sold plain in a variety of colors and textures Custom­
ers typically pay to have their cups decorated or decorate them themselves
As the Greek community on campus continues to expand, the demand for 
party cup artists has also increased.
Hadlock, a mass communication freshman, is a member of Delta Delta Delta 
sorority and has been decorating party cups since her freshman year of high school Had­
lock said her classmates at her all-girl's alma mater would get party cups for their dates
For her freshman homecoming Hadlock painted her own party cups as a way 
to save money.
“When I got better with the paint pens and art, I figured out that I could 
make some money if I did other people’s too," Hadlock said. “So I started bringing them 
to school as water bottles to kind of advertise."
Since then, Hadlock’s hobby has become a small business. Her clients range 
from high school students to sorority women, for whom she creates custom cup designs
In addition to word of mouth, Hadlock gets information to her customers on 
her business Twitter and Tumblr, called “Claire’s Party Cups."
Sociology and English junior Audrey Martin, a member of Zeta Tau Alpha 
sorority, started decorating party cups her sophomore year of college.
“I have two majors, a job and a position on my sorority’s Executive Co 
so decorating party cups has helped me stay organized and structure my day rn°If0|jt 
flciently," Martin said. “I learned pretty quickly that I can’t finish all my orders W> 
sticking to a schedule."
Martin said painting party cups is a stress reliever. While she decorates- 
uses Netflix to monitor time spent on each cup. o(i«
She said the first cup out of the set usually takes around 45 minutes. 0 
episode of a TV show. The second cup can be finished within 25 minutes. jj
Before applying paint to any of the cups, Martin first sketches the 
pencil. Using her paint pens, Martin creates the requested design, adhering to the 
of the date function.
"For semi-formals and formals, I tend to take a more elegant aPProa5 |f}iris 
use swirls, script fonts and less colors," Martin said. “I love doing cups for GRUB 
Round Up Boys| and bus trips because they are themed, and I really have a cha” 
creative and customize the cups to reflect the costume." .
Bowen, a mass communication sophomore and member of Alpha 
ity, said decorating party cups taught her a lot about creativity and originality-
Using paint pens and spray glitter glue, Bowen has created designs *° 
such as "Louisiana Saturday Night," “Zeta Crown Formal" and “LSU Football 35 
high school homecomings and proms. ay®
"A lot of people probably don’t know that cups are a super easy and 
way to have a memorable, cute party favor," Bowen said. “I do all my party cup8 
and original I always take suggestions and ideas from the buyer too."
Story • Cynthea Corfah 
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Party cups decorated by Sociology and English junior, Audrey Martin, 
serve as party favors for Greek events.

Despite a bum ankle Leonard Fournette still 
managed to break records
Mio gave i. a t™ ankle, Leonard Foumette’s first game without the coach 
^hen Poum a s™°^ars^ip, Les Miles, was unlike anything he’s done before. 
'Me a statem^ ma(^e ^is retum in LSU’s 38-21 win against Ole Miss, he 
<y Sroussa J’0-,a sing'e'garne- program-high 284 rushing yards, eclipsing 
coach Ed against the Rebels. In his first game under
ankle sPrain □ Vrgeron’ Poumette was still recovering from a high and low 
a bone bruise, he revealed Saturday night.
^°uld call S'tting out f°r three weeks, Fournette said he gained weight and 
Pkys to Cat i1 LUnj°r fanning back Darrel Williams to relieve him every two 
nette said Tn nS °reat^‘ was telling Darrel ‘Come get in the game,’” Four- 
neVfir been a n r°n’ sci^ footed like college football’s best player. Tve 
Said “He’s dvn art ° a Player hhe Leonard to be honest with you,” Orgeron 
LVery°ne WannvnC ' believe he’s the best player in the country.” And to think, 
e didn't LSU’s junior tailback to sit out his junior season, he said But
«°?t his junio??eCte l°VeS football too much to follow the narrative of sitting 
Man, wl season, engraving his spot as a top selection in 2017s NFL Draft 
Said “It i j /ou ^at was one of the hardest things of my life,” Fournette 
have, bur me' esPeciahy when everybody wanted me to sit out I 
out (her? y°U reaUY *ove football it’s not about sitting out I love 
atching Dw K g11/5 hke Jamal Adams. When I was hurt on the sidelines 8 practice, I said q got t0 get better.”
a ted reco^ .ree, Weehs- Fournette watched on the sideline as LSU’s offense 
Second time ln foe Tigers two blowout wins. First against Missouri, 42-7, and 
against Southern Miss 45-10 - both of which LSU piled on a 
combined 601 yards of rushing offense. LSU’s proficiency on the ground made 
matters tougher for Fournette, who knew his skills could be showcased in the 
blowout victories. “It was very hard,” Fournette said. “Especially by the offense 
putting up so many points and knowing what I can do to contribute to help 
the team out”
While Fournette couldn’t practice or play with his teammates, he 
spent his free time in the gym working out and rehabbing the ankle he injured 
in LSU’s fall camp, and re-injured against Auburn Sept 24, he said Fournette 
also lended a hand to running back coach Jabbar Juluke as a self-converted 
running backs coach, aiding sophomore running back Derrius Guice lock 
down pass protection schemes and help prepare him for his starts.
Guice filled in Foumette’s role rushing for 486 yards and six 
touchdowns in the three games he started in place of Fournette — meriting 
comparisons between the two shifty and strong big-play, able-bodied tailbacks. 
And that made Fournette angry. “The only thing that made me mad was when 
people try to compare me and Guice,” Fournette said “Guice is a great back. 
With any team he would be doing the same thing he’s doing now. That’s my 
little brother. I hated that, and I don’t want any competition between us or 
nobody on the team I treat everybody equal and they treat me equal”
Through it all Fournette said he received a text message from his 
mother that told him to keep his faith and not worry about his injury. Next 
up for LSU is a bye week, which Fournette said should give him time to rest 
before LSU’s scheduled face-off against No.l Alabama Nov. 5. “Our confidence 
is high,” Fournette said
Story - Josh Thornton 
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The LSU Student Health Center, LSU Women’s Center, LSU 
Campus Life and Sexual Trauma Awareness and Response Center, or STAR, 
collaborated with various campus and community organizations to host the 
30th annual Take Back the Night candlelight vigil and march Sunday at the 
LSU Memorial Tower.
The event began lightheartedly with live music and time to enjoy re­
freshments and receive information from the tables about domestic and sexual 
violence prevention and assistance.
Taking a more serious tone, speakers raised awareness about pre­
ventative measures and solutions to reduce the rate of domestic and sexual 
violence. Speakers included representative from STAR, the Student Health Cen­
ter, Baton Rouge Police Department, “We’re Committed’ campaign. East Baton 
Rouge Parish Mayor-President Melvin L. “Kip” Holden, Student Government 
president Zack Faircloth and Office of Diversity Vice Provost Dereck Rovaris Sr.
Any victims who were comfortable with sharing their stories were 
invited to speak and several did. The victims made it a priority to emphasize 
that while preventing violence is important, perhaps the aftermath and healing 
process is more crucial. Victims spoke about their experiences with friends, 
peers and family members not taking their tragedies serious. They also brought 
awareness that domestic and sexual violence is not just an issue with women— 
men can be victims, too.
Both the victims and guest speakers encouraged everyone in the 
crowd to become active bystanders and take the initiative to speak out if any 
violence is witnessed.
Speakers read a list of names of those who lost their lives to homi­
cidal violence in Louisiana over the past year. Shortly after, the candlelight vigil 
began, with each candle representing an aspect of violence that continues to be 
an issue today. The vigil was followed by a mile-long march around campus 
and surrounding neighborhoods.
Ashton Vaughn, a computer science sophomore, attended the event 
after seeing a flier on Moodle about the event
“I wanted to show my support because it is a topic looked over a lot 
and people don’t take it as seriously as it needs to be," Vaughn said.
Kameryn Poullard is a child and family studies junior who attended
the event because it raised awareness for an issue she holds dear to her he 
She is also an intern for STAR and volunteers for the Iris Domestic Viokq
Center . . L
Tm a really strong advocate for women and children in crisis. r| 
lard said
Me’Elle Reed attended the event and said she has a friend , 
victim of sexual violence. She said coming to Take Back the Night infon18 
her on how to support her friend in her time of need y
“It was very informative, especially if you don’t know anything * . 
domestic violence and sexual abuse,” Reed said. “|It| gives you ways to h r| 
people if you know anybody that is going through it and to help advocatl
Domestic and sexual violence continue to be major public he^ 
problems in the United States. According to the National Coalition Ag^ 
Domestic Violence, on average, nearly 20 people per minute are physicaT 
abused by an intimate partner in the United States. This equals out to 01 
than 10 million men and women. One in five women and one in 71 .
the United States have been raped in their lifetime. About 19.3 milli°n 
and 5.1 million men in the U.S. have been stalked in their lifetime. I
In 2010, Louisiana ranked No. 4 in the nation fui iqum— 
micide of women. It is projected that over 5,000 adult women per year 
in Louisiana will experience domestic violence.
Violence on college campuses continues to be a rising concert1 
NCADV reported that women between the ages of 18 to 24 are most c° 
monly abused by an intimate partner.
These studies suggest there is a relationship between intimate r I 
violence and depression and suicidal behavior, according to NCADV-
Faircloth said that while 90 percent of the University is aware jit 
the "We’re Committed" campaign, the community must continue toj° 
movement to fix the problem of domestic and sexual violence on
For more information on the University's "We’re Committe°^| s 
paign. visit LSU.edu/werecommitted. For more statistical information a 
domestic violence across the nation, visit ncadv.org
*
Take back the Night
Stand up to prevent sexual violence
The 30th annual Take Back the Night event was held on Sunday, Oct. 23, 2016 at Memorial Tower.
Story • Natalie Anderson 
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Traveling the World
Inspiration through, teaching radiation
University medical physics PhD student Lydia Jagetic joined her pas­
sion for research teaching and travel over the summer in Ensenada, Mexico.
She almost skimmed past the opportunity in an ad called “Outreach 
in Mexico” in a graduate student newsletter.
“It was the very last thing so I almost completely overlooked it,* 
Jagetic said. “It was the day the application was due, but it all worked out”
Tve always been really interested in outreach and traveling and other 
cultures and things like that, so it was a perfect combination of everything that 
I love,” she said. “Once it caught my eye, I was sold on it’
Jagetic volunteered to teach a week-long intensive course for high 
school and college students in Mexico on the uses of radiation in medicine.
The course was organized by Clubes de Ciencia, a non-profit organi­
zation that aims to inspire and mentor the future generation of scientists and 
innovators in Mexico.
“It was an amazing experience, absolutely incredible,” Jagetic said.
The majority of her students spoke fluent English, except for one. 
Jagetic said she was worried about him understanding the lessons.
“But he stuck it out the whole week. We had a lot of walking from 
place to place and he was always the one next to me trying to ask me ques­
tions, struggling through broken English," Jagetic said.
She said the boy was constantly there and engaged The other class 
members were always there to help translate if there was something he really 
didn’t understand.
He ended up earning the highest score on the final exit exam
“It was really incredible. I couldn’t believe it,” she said. | 
The students were so inspiring It was a really wide range of a& 
backgrounds and base knowledge levels, so I was nervous going into it>1,1 
of them were so excited to learn and dedicated,” Jagetic said. 3
The course consisted of four days. Half of each day was spent 
lectures and the other half working on labs that correlated to what was 
in the classroom. On the last day, students had presentations with real-'*0 
scenarios.
She said her favorite moment of the trip happened after the nn 
presentations, taking pictures and saying goodbye to die students and
The parents and sister of one of her students came up and gaV® 
hug and kiss on the cheek The sister translated for her parents tojage0c 
her sister would come home everyday excited about what she had le^1,
“It was nice to hear that it wasn’t just them coming grudging1/- 
went home excited for them to be learning things and their families sa 
Jagetic said.
Jagetic wants to continue teaching abroad and experiencing n 
cultures in third world countries as she completes her Ph.D. .
Jagetic works in the lab of Wayne Newhauser in the DepartI11. 
Physics and Astronomy. After receiving her Master’s degree in medical PJ 
in 2013, she spent an academic year in Croatia as a Fulbright Fellow, t®* 
ing radiotherapy in developing countries.
Story ■ Allison Bruhl 
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Let that 808 drop
Campus Outreach, inspires spiritual growth.
nuinstre Down” by The Chainsmokers and Daya lived on
^anasrprlO ™i0 Since t^le summer- and Campus Outreach’s Austin Breaux 
*8 a to tie the song to Bible Tuesday, October 25.
held their am,Pus Outreach is a inter-denominational on-campus ministry that 
group tau event called 808, for the ninth time this Fall semester. The 
tome un-rkL students how to balance spiritual growth and the challenges that 
me with beingacollegestudent. & 6
ing flag f0 k ministry held various events throughout the school year includ- 
°PP°rmniHt tournaments, water balloon fights in the AgCenter and mission 
es over the summer to Tampa, China, South Africa and Thailand.
school w?pV eSe James and activities provided relief fam the monotony of the 
and helped students relax and have fun.
the Howe-I^P t|S ^utreac^ holds 808 every Tuesday night at 8:08 pan. in 
toinute of thT biding Everyone reports inside as soon as the the eighth 
^ansfonns' ° ™Uf beSins and forms teams of two or three. The room then 
App. lnt0 an arena of hyper-competitive trivia teams using the Kahoot!
ing who san*6 'IiVia encomPasses different subjects in pop culture, from nam- 
toost recent & * Certain sonS or what movie a particular quote was from. In the 
meetings, trivia proved more difficult than normal for some.
Were challen d Picture a celebrity was slowly revealed, and students 
and li r 3 ‘^encify die celebrity. Once trivia finished, the room setded 
tel’s message- t0 a rnem'3er °f Campus Outreach talk about this semes-
° • usic Matters, where the speaker shows how lyrics of popular 
songs can teach students significant truths about spiritiual growth. During this 
meeting University graduate Austin Breaux spoke about The Chainsmokers 
and Daya’s hit, “Don’t Let Me Down,” and how the message parallels living life 
in a spiritual matter.
Breaux said Campus Outreach tries to make connections to pop 
culture and current issues to make the message more accessible and hands-on.
“We don’t just want to tell people reading the Bible is important,” 
Breaux said. “We want to help them learn how to do it We don’t want it to be 
a classroom setting” Breaux, who attended Campus Outreach events while he 
was a student joined the staff after discovering his passion for the ministry and 
goals they share.
Campus Outreach strives to involve as many students as possible, ac­
cording to its mission statement Everybody is welcome regardless of faith, and 
all are encouraged to invite others. Mass Communication freshman Monica 
Growden made friends through the ministry and attended as many events as 
possible.
“I really like how friendly and nice everyone is,” Growden said “I also 
really enjoy the thought-provoking messages that the speakers give every week.”
Campus Outreach is a national organization with ministries in 
major cities across the world. The ministry at LSU is part of Campus Outreach 
Memphis. The Memphis ministries planned to unite at New Year’s Conference 
in Chattanooga from Dec. 27-31, where almost 2,000 students participate in 
sports tournaments, live concerts, and other events to help them grow spiritu­
ally.
Students Sather on Tuesday, Oct.25, 2016 at 808 in Howe Russell Hall.
Healthy or harmful?
LSU AgCenter researchs medical marijuana
The LSU AgCenter released more information on its plans for extensive re­
search on medical marijuana. The initial announcement in June of this year gave minor 
details, but the new release included a document containing the details for the project’s 
concept plan.
The AgCenter held a public forum Oct 28 to disclose details to the public 
and to potential investors and contractors, and answered questions from the audience 
and explained portions of the project concept
There were specific rules for the AgCenter’s involvement with the project 
which were disclosed in the project concept and the project would remain separate from 
the University.
According to the project concept the AgCenter planned to convert a ware­
house into a lab, production center and research facility to house the project under one 
roof This single-facility plan would reduce security risks and allow ease of access to the 
researchers and growers.
Because the project was separate from the University, the AgCenter worked 
on getting funding from private investors and contractors, adding to approximately $113 
million. Though all figures are estimates given in the project concept and are subject to 
change, as said in the AgCenter’s public forum.
The medical marijuana research project was to follow the rules laid out in the 
Neustrom Act, such as the legality of the production of medical marijuana to expire in 
2020, according to Bill Richardson, the VP for agriculture.
Because of the ability to grow and turn over marijuana plants in short 
amounts of time, the AgCenter was able to make rapid changes to the plants to g0 
certain medical and pharmaceutical specifications, according to Richardson.
The project was a strictly medical and pharmaceutical one — its pro®* 
were to be only in the form of pills, topicals, sprays. The AgCenter was not to pi0® 
product that was to be smoked, nor was it to produce edibles, with the exception' 
gummies for young patients.
In order to only use the medically beneficial chemicals in marijuana. 
Center had an extract chemist working on all of the extractions, according to R>°n
For increased safety and control, the AgCenter had direct oversight *n<* 
cant input into the entirety of the project
Security was of maximum importance to the AgCenter, so officials p*3® 
have high security inside and outside of the facility, as well as high security transp0 
to all dispensaries and a security system that was tied with the facility’s inventoty 0 
for close monitoring according to Richardson.
There would be no intermediate stops between the AgCenter facility » 
dispensaries, and it was not to cross state lines, Richardson said. ,
The rules concerning the distribution of medical marijuana were tight 
there was no advertising or merchandising allowed. In addition, doctors were no 
prescribe medical marijuana, but were instead to only give recommendations to P
All monetary transactions and donations were well-documented "1,1 
nal source of the money had to be known before the AgCenter accepted it |
Story • David Beerman 
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Vice President of Agriculture Bill Richardson serves as 




Dance Marathon at LSU entered its third annual fundraising compe­
tition, “Beat Bama Week,” with The University of Alabama Miracle Network 
Dance Marathon this year. The fundraising began October 30 and continued 
until 11:59 p.m. on Nov. 4. Total contributions were announced before the 
football game between LSU and The University of Alabama starts.
The proceeds from the University’s fundraiser benefitted Our Lady of 
the Lake Children’s Hospital, Baton Rouge’s local Children’s Miracle Network 
Hospital
“We fundraise all year long but this week in particular we do a 
competition between the two schools,” said Warren Travers, external director 
for Dance Marathon at LSU. “Throughout the week, we do different fundrais­
ing opportunities and just fun games throughout [Free Speech Plazal that the 
students can get involved in.”
The fundraising events Dance Marathon at LSU included students 
getting their fortunes read, a benefit concert at Barcadia, a proceed night at 
Walk-On’s and more.
In 2015, the first year of the fundraising competition. The University 
of Alabama Miracle Network Dance Marathon beat Dance Marathon at LSU. 
In 2016, LSU won with a collective total of $66,041.93 — $46,039.42 of which 
came from Dance Marathon at LSU.
“This year is kind of like a big rivalry because the record is tied one to 
one ... between the two dance marathons," Travers said.
Besides individual donations, the best ways for students to 
are to join Dance Marathon at LSU or attend the benefit concert at Barca® 
on Thursday night, Travers said.
To join Dance Marathon at LSU, visit www.dmatlsuorg and sei 
“Join.” The Big Event, a 262 hour-long fundraiser, for Dance Marathon at 
happens Mar. 24-25, and those interested in assisting can find more infor®4 
tion on Dance Marathon at LSU’s website.
Dance Marathon at LSU is an extension of Miracle Network D 
Marathon, which “is a movement benefitting Children’s Miracle Network 
pitals, a non-profit organization that raises funds and awareness for more 
170 pediatric hospitals across North America," according to the organizan0 
website. „
Miracle Network Dance Marathons have raised more than $y $ 
lion since their founding while Dance Marathon at LSU has fundraised 
than $280,000 for OLOL Children’s Hospital f p
“We challenge our participants to fundraise |a certain] amount o 
get one other friend to join |Dance Marathon at LSU|," Travers said. “Ev^/j 
thing we do, we try to steer it going back to being like a champion " el 
that’s like a champion for yourself or for the kids."
Story • CJ Carver
Photo ■ Reveille Photographer 




ESPN’s morning pre-game show, College Gameday, returned to 
campus on November 5 for its first-ever broadcast from the University’s Quad­
rangle.
ESPN’s College Football Live set up to broadcast from the Quad on 
Friday at 12:30 p.m„ to air College Gameday from 8-11 am. Saturday prior to 
LSU’s 7 p.m kickoff against Alabama
This marked the pre-game show’s 11th on-campus broadcast, and the 
Tigers’ 26th appearance on the show. In the past, the show has been broadcast 
from the PMAC, the Old Front Nine and most popularly, the Parade Grounds, 
according to University associate athletic director Michael Bonnette.
The last three College Gameday campus appearances, in 2009,2012 
and 2014, were hosted from the Parade Grounds. Saturday’s appearance was 
also originally scheduled to take place on the Parade Grounds, but a schedul­
ing conflict with an LSU Salutes’ Hall of Honor recognition ceremony led the 
University to reschedule the location.
The LSU Board of Supervisors established LSU Salutes in 1998 to 
honor distinguished University veterans, mandating an official University ob­
servance be held during the November home football game closest to Veterans 
Day.
Randy Gurie, executive director of the Cadets of the Ole War Skule, 
said the University decided the rowdy environment typically found at Colima 
Gameday wasn’t conducive to preserving the more sedate, respectful atmo- J 
sphere of the ceremony. The University didn’t want to disrespect the vete«4 
and honorees, he said.
Gurie said the ceremony has always received the support of Tiger j 
fans, and they’ve rarely experienced instances of tailgaters disrupting the cefj 
emony. The fans are respectful, and wait until the ceremony concludes to 
up their tailgates and begin partying for the day, he said
The ceremony included a 21-gun salute, a wreath laying a rendinj 
of the national anthem and the Cadets of the Ole War Skule’s annual asseig 
bly, a formal parade and review of the University’s cadets. The honorees 
recognized and later enjoyed lunch with their families at the PMAC before I 
being honored on the field during pre-game, Gurie said
Hall of Honor inductees were selected based on their contribut10^ 
to the University and local community, and their success in the military 1 
civilian sectors. Gurie said the formal observance reminded the University J 
munity of the school’s significant military history, while honoring alumni 
have made notable contributions both to the nation and the University. I
“It’s honoring those who have served and in some cases, those 
have died while serving making the ultimate sacrifice,” Gurie said
edged during LSU Salutes.
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The NCAA president Mark Emmen speaking at the LSU Sports Communication 
Summit at the Holiday Forum in the Journalism Building on LSU campus.
106 J
NCAA. President gives keynote address
P^fessiona^M^t0 a room Pac^ with journalism students and media 
has been r ^CAA President Mark Emmert said the 2016 presidential race 
T^d one lon8 sPorts event-
mally, next Tuesday, we’ll know the final score,” Emmert said. 
tion’s HoUid^n11 “ t'ie Manship School of Mass Communica- 
SUrtirnit, wh' y Forum as ParT °f the Sports Communication Summit The 
Signed to i^S° inc^u<^e<^ various sports journalists and former athletes, was 
Sordino» exPl°re the dynamic relationship between sports and the media, 
to a press release.
"The lim nmmert delivered the summit’s keynote address before speaking on 
gster Show,” recorded in the Holliday Forum.
style has start°den sPeec^ Emmert said the long-standing sports reporting 
business e t0 ta^e over newspapers reporting — even on topics such as
* education and politics. P
audience^ ?nner chancellor said a large part of that shift comes from 
sP°rts repomS ^esire t0 have topics and issues simplified. Emmert said the 
a Perfect com^ S^e ^ves reader a clear winner and loser, though it is not
“If Farison" Ue pointed to the issue in Syria as an example.
^ddle ofT adversaries competing’ Emmert said. ‘It’s like people in
1 Cerent siden ^^Tle c'Iange-ierseys’ “d then all of the sudden they play for 
ball star ah° mentioned the drama surrounding former LSU Basket- 
unmons, who recendy spoke out against the NCAA’s one-and- 
done rule.
Emmert emphasized that the rule is not part of the NCAA rulebook, 
but was put in place by the NBA On the air with Engster, he voiced his dislike 
for the rule.
“That rule is something tve made no secret about how much I 
personally dislike it,” Emmert said on the show. “It creates a farce of being a 
student athlete for far too many students.”
In his speech, Emmert said people often assume his job is similar to 
those of the NFL and NBA commissioners, though he said his responsibili­
ties were slightly larger. The NBA commissioner oversees 30 teams, while the 
NCAA has around 19,000.
At the same time, Emmert said he is not the one who creates the 
rules for the league. Instead, it is the heads of the schools and a committee 
within the NCAA
He addressed several issues involving the NCAA including concus­
sions, time commitments and paying college athletes. Emmert spent a large 
portion of his time pointing out the complex problems associated with paying 
student athletes.
“They don’t want to turn student athletes into paid employees,” 
Emmert said. “If Fm going to go out and hire someone to play football for me, 
why in the world would I hire a 17 year-old? Why wouldn’t I hire someone 
who just finished up his NFL career?”
Story • William Potter 
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Sign painted on the wall stating "East Stadium Dormitory."
Living on the 50 
University prepares to alter stadium dorms 
Ueck: South, to be demolished/ east repurposed
athletics di ^an^es 316 coming to Tiger Stadium. Emmett David, associate 
merit is rector f°r facilities and project development, said the athletics depart- 
the south^LU fQrward with “ environmental abatement project to clear out 
dorrns willLh ^aSt sta(dium dormitories. Once complete, the south stadium 
Mti-n,, e demolished and the east stadium dorms will be repurposed into
U Purpose office spaces, David said. E
get ‘t eith ^“doned space,” David said. “We’ve been under citation to 
°ut'Used ift °Sfj °r co’comphant’so the best thing is to demolish it It’s 
Port to the^6 ^niversity began accepting bids for the project Nov. 15. In a re- 
Project yOuisiana Board of Regents, the University estimated the abatement
Jcct would cost $430,000.
Conipletio said demolishing the south stadium dorms will begin after the 
^ezewavL0)/1 e abatement process. Concrete needs to be re-poured for the 
•he UniiJ ° °e ready f°r football fans for the first 2017 home game against 
n Vek*ty of Tennessee at Chattanooga 8
c°ncoUrse e dem°htion of the south stadium dorms will offer fans a wider 
f02,000 n ne^ t^le soutb stadium entrances. With a crowd of more than 
beusedt0 °S- ’^gdte space is an asset to ease crowds, he said, and can 
Vendors. ° er more entertainment opportunities to fans, such as bands or
^ent of increased concourse space is also important for security. In the 
gntning strike, the widened concourse provides more space for 
staff to vacate fans to a protected space under the stadium. David estimated 
Athletics staff will be able to fit 30,000-40,000 fans beneath the stands with the 
increased space, or evacuate patrons more quickly if necessary.
Ronnie Haliburton, associate athletics director for athletic facility 
management, said the dorms haven’t housed students since the 1980s. The 
space has been used for administrative, academic and research purposes in re­
cent years, but the space’s declining conditions no longer meets the University’s 
needs or standards.
“If it were a great place to live, I promise you we’d have students liv­
ing there, but it’s just not,” David said. “It’s not conducive for student housing”
David said he thinks the project will take 90 days total, but he’s 
budgeting 120 days for the project to ensure it’s finished by March 2017. 
Haliburton said the south stadium dorm demolition should be complete by 
mid-August.
The timeline for the repurposing of the east stadium dorms is more 
fluid, David said. The current plan is to remodel the first floor into offices, a 
meeting room and storage space for either gameday concessioners or athletics 
management, he said.
In the past five years, the athletics department has spent between $12 
million and $15 million — excluding the south stadium expansion — enhanc­
ing Tiger Stadium, including the addition of LED lights, plazas and improved 
gate systems, David said. The department is now shifting its attention to the 
stadium’s interior, he said.
The Athletics department is moving forward with an environmental abatement project to clear out the south and east
Story ■ Katie Gagliano 
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Painting On The Geaux
Bringing creativity to campus
LSU Campus Life brought paint, paper and paintbrushes to Free 
Speech Alley on November 15 to hold its final event of the semester — Paint­
ing on the Geaux
Campus Life is a student-run organization that brings the student 
body together through events put on by their six sub-organizations. The 
Student Activities Board sponsored Painting on the Geaux, where all students 
were welcome to show up and paint.
Student Activities Board Adviser Shaquille Lowe said students run the 
organization and choose what kind of events are set up for the student body to 
connect and work together on campus.
Anybody can join those committees,” Lowe said. “Only thing you 
have to do is have a 2.25 [GPA], You can join the committee, and then you can 
come up with the events.”
Painting on the Geaux was the last event of the fall semester, but , 
organization is still taking applications for Leadership LSU, where juniors R 
seniors learn about ways to be leaders in their last semesters of college life- j
Students can find more information about these events on the J 
myLSU homepage, TigerLink or the official website at lsu.edu/campuslife | 
Students Activities Board Staff hopes students can find enjoyment and con11 
in the events they sponsor.
‘We want to give back to the students,” Lowe said. “Next semes®! 
we have lots of events that we would love to see people at” ' ,1
Campus Life’s events throughout the Fall 2016 semester include 
.Homecoming festivities, a talent show, open mic nights, movie screening 0 
the Parade Grounds and multiple food drives.
no
Above: SAB members created templates for students who wish not to use blank 
canvases at the SAB's Painting on the Geaux session on Nov. 15, 2016 at Free 
Speech Circle just in front of the LSU Student Union.
Tj.fr- LSU student and SAB member Chloe Terry helped students collect their paint­
ing materials at the SAB's Painting on the Geaux session.
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Spruce Construction
Changes have come
Construction began November 7 on Spruce Hall — the University’s 
newest residence hall, set to be built in Hart Lot adjacent to Cypress Hall A 
contractor began installing construction fencing
LSU Residential Life asked that all vehicles move from the con­
struction zone in Hart Lot or risk being towed on a daily basis at the owner’s 
expense.
Vehicles were permitted to be moved into one of the several resi­
dential parking lots surrounding west campus residence halls and apartments, 
including resident lots across Aster Street from Cypress Hall and West Cam­
pus Apartments, resident zones surrounding WCA, resident zones between
WCA and Broussard Hall and the resident lot in front of Kirby Smith J
Cypress Hall is the College of Human Sciences & Education’s 
eco-friendly, on-campus undergraduate living facility that opened in Fal 
Residents of the CHSE Residential College included freshman and first 
students entering the School of Education, School of Kinesiology and $ 
of Social Work
After two years in the making Cypress Hall is a leader in end 
efficiency, complete with indoor-outdoor learning spaces, storm water I 
systems, interior bike storage rooms, energy-efficient mechanical system 
sustainable finishes and solar demonstration systems.
Construction equipment and heavy machinery on Nov. 7th, 2016 at Cypresss Hall on LSU campus.
Story • Allison Bruhl 




Communication studies sophomore Gage Howell practices gymnastics routines, 
parkour and capoeira in the Quad.
Quad Guy
Living life to the fullest
l °n thep^ students have seen him doing flips in the Quad jug­
ban name <^roundor just walking barefoot across campus, few know
^ed “the^111^1111^011 studies sophomore Gage Howell affectionately 
Petf°nnance7 a2 Quad-" is known for his gymnastics routines and capoeira 
Same, he>s ’ yyer learning his craft this school year at the Southern Miss 
4 ckly become a campus sensation.
u d°*n and h ™ ?ame’ Cowell laid out a tapestry on the Parade Ground, 
Jj^ell. y\ft S8an Juggling Another student, Adeolu, asked if he could join 
he jCW minutes, Adeolu did a “crazy-looking” flip, and Howell ^ted to learn. y 8 F
illSerted thpd” ,eTcame soulmates or best friends or whatever word could be 
^re’ Howell said.
$ven'd?leuU0 P^01™5 every Tuesday and Thursday in the Quad 
Orttl'ng anvwk ™well spends between one and three hours tricking per- 
"TV ere and ^ytime he feels the urge.
to irnproy6 tbe tb‘n8s that make me most happy,” Howell said “I 
an. Ve myself in every way possible to the greatest capacity that I 
nTf°rbirn^^*8 Performar>ces draw large crowds, Howell said his tricking is 
t e would be out there flipping whether he had an audience or
tk^enee; People come and join or say they aspire to have my level of
6 H rouH„ We ,said- "I think, for a lot of people, it breaks the monotony of 
and • Por mC ^loWS for a btde bit of ^edorTL"
aJ°y to what311^ S?udents’ Howell’s routine outbursts bring entertainment 
w°uld normally be a stressful school day.
International studies and English junior Annika Sabella is one of 
those students. She said on one occasion, she saw Howell jump off a building 
and whisper-shout “parkour.”
While tricking Howell plays music ranging from Led Zeppelin to 
Jersey Boys to Epica, a gypsy metal band He said he tends to lean more toward 
heavy rock, operatic and jazz music, but just last week, he played music from 
the “Tarzan” soundtrack
Before learning from Adeolu, Howell possessed little to no skills 
However, he toured Europe this past summer on a study abroad trip perform­
ing aerial silks with Physical Theater. He performed in France and spent three 
weeks at the Fringe Festival in Edinburgh, Scotland
Trying to teach himself mindfulness, Howell hasn’t worn shoes for 
more than a hour at a time for the past seven months. Going through his 
routine without paying attention, he realized he could barely remember what 
he had done just a few hours earlier and set out to change his attentiveness.
“What I do is striving to help people see that there are other perspec­
tives from which to view the world and to live a life beyond waking up in the 
morning going to school going to work and going to bed” Howell said “You 
can find a way to enjoy every single second of every day if you really want to.”
Along with tricking and juggling Howell also dabbles in music, hav­
ing played the guitar for 14 years. His music is influenced by his love for metal 
and classical genres, as well as Tim Burton movies.
Howell said he would love to perform his music or set up music and 
art festivals. He’s also interested in street performing and living the nomad life 
— anywhere he can influence a large amount of people.
“The side effect of all of this is I get to meet a ton of people, and all of 
them have something that I can learn,” Howell said
Story • Allie Cobb 
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Collections manager Steven Cardiff holds several flesh eating beetles and the carcass of a rodent in the basement of Foster Hall.
Story - Scott Griswold 
Photo • Ryan McCarble 
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Hungry Hungry beetles
LSU'g little-known, school of flesh-eating beetles
stys Muse ar£e,COl°ny flesh-eating beedes lives on campus in the Univer- 
^ement u atura^ Science. The colony is housed in a small closet in the 
the “hiding ~ a room dubbed ‘the Bug Room’ 
time there’ a room within a room here in the basement At any given 
there," said^^t* t̂enS fl10usan^s’ and they’re all just roaming free in 
the Univerx HH11 Car<^ A16 collections manager for birds and mammals at 
‘tysMuseum of Natural Science in charge of the Bug Room 
We do is D1 A i HeS serve a veiy specific purpose: to clean skeletons. “What 
flesh off fOr m skeletons — research skeletons — and the beedes eat all the 
n>ce clean rH a11” ^eave A16 b°nes,” Cardiff said. “And that’s what we want is 
°nes so we can study those."
Ous kintals rt”e^etons Cardiff mentioned are usually frozen carcasses of vari- 
?resented to th Varcasess fiave already been skinned and gutted before being 
°°om is beetles. All that remains of the animal when it gets to the Bug 
Skeletal tissue and bones. 8
Within matH^Hj ’ s^etons °f small rodents, mammals and birds are cleaned 
ertre horse ®UC Cardiff said the colony of beedes could clean an
P°Pulart jn enougfi dme. “Just depends on the size of the specimen and 
n density in the colony," said Cardiff
studied by nJ Peletons are cleaned and cataloged, they are ready to be 
specimens and P,jVersity According to Cardiff there are about 20,000 bird 
00,000 mammal and small rodent specimens currendy 
loged. The University has the third-largest college animal skeleton collection, 
behind only Michigan and Harvard.
The practice of letting a colony of beetles do the dirty work of clean­
ing skeletons started at the University during the 1950s, Cardiff said. Letting 
the animal skeleton sit in a dark room for about a week is much less labor- 
intensive and repulsive than other methods of cleaning specimens.
One less effective method of cleaning skeletons involves putting the 
skeleton into ajar of water and simply waiting for the tissue and muscle to rot 
off the bones. However, the hard part of the job is when it comes time to pour 
out the jar and pick through the rot for bones. Cardiff called that part of the 
process “absolutely vile."
“You can do a high volume of specimens, from very small to very 
large. So it’s a very efficient way of processing research specimens,” said Cardiff 
Many other institutions, such as The Smithsonian, use die same Bug Room­
technique as the University.
An unexpected difficulty in maintaining the Bug Room is population 
control Cardiff said. There can be long periods of time when the University 
does not need newly cleaned skeletons. Fortunately for the beedes, not all col­
leges have their own Bug Room. Other colleges, such as University of New Or­
leans and Tulane University, send their uncleaned specimens to the University. 
This unique opportunity gives the University a chance to help other colleges 
and keep its beedes fed.

Value Your Voice
Peaceful protects in the LSU Quad
ThursdayCrowd students formed a circle in the University’s quad 
h'ghest office0^" t0 Protest Donald Trump’s election to the nation’s 
NAACP at?snr°teSt WaS organized h>y the Black Student Union and the 
several stud president Destinee Merida said. The event featured 
alright led sPea^ers- a moment of silence and a chant of “We’re gonna be 
ard. y LSU Student Government director of policy Monturios How-
'iha said, “h Was ,me Howard that came to together to think about it,’ Me- 
and I i hterally us talking at the [African American Cultural Center],
>ke, We just have to do it’
event Was Wh° iS ds° President of NAACP at LSU, said the 
monstration to “show people that your life matters.’
dent, but mVT'd dle Protest wasn’t to say they did not accept Trump as presi-
, em°nstrate the value of everyone’s voice.
he’s definite]5 nOt t0 SaT dlat we don t accept Trump as our president because 
^e, You w V PresidenL was elected in,’ Howard said. “But at the same 
sh°uld be y^ \° s^ow die country that this is a place where everybody 
ences.’ ued *or who they are and not what you think they are, the differ-
Said it fehq-iT Sa*d t^le mood on campus following the election was “tense." 
H i PeoP'e were “afraid to even look at you’
nation, call S° disre&arded die idea that President Barack Obama divided
•j lnS diose who supported Trump’s ‘divisive rhetoric’ hypocrites, 
here's a diffen erstand you vote party lines and you’re a conservative, but 
People into n«nC»between voting party lines and voting social oppressive
LSUv’ H°wardsaid.’
SeVeral peQ ] ,ice Provost for Diversity Dereck Rovaris said he’s heard from 
P e om underrepresented communities since the election and that 
many are worried their work toward progress has been set back.
Rovaris said he thinks the rally will get people talking about these 
issues.
“There are at least 200 — maybe 250 out here — and it was a mixed 
group of black, brown, white, Asian, gay, straight, Muslim, Christian,” Rovaris 
said. “They’re going to get emboldened to do more work and work harder. 
That’s my hope. My fear is that there’s some other folks who’ve been embold­
ened, people who would say racist and homophobic and nasty things about 
others.”
Kinesiology freshman Taylor Thigpen attended the event and called 
it a peaceful way to speak out against the results of the election. She said it was 
a “realization that the nation is actually going in the wrong direction.”
Thigpen said she has kept up with the anti-Trump protests going on 
around the country, particularly those in Chicago and New York City.
“We’re realizing that the government isn’t for us,” Thigpen said. 
“That we don’t matter. It’s never what we want It’s what they want People are 
becoming more aware that their voice doesn’t matter.”
Sydney Epps, a higher education doctoral student read a poem she 
wrote around the time Obama was elected in 2008. While speaking to the 
crowd, she emphasized the role higher education plays in solving social issues.
She said the higher education system does not have enough minori­
ties, members of the LGBTQ community and women in administrative and 
teaching roles.
“We don’t have enough people of color within higher education, in 
the administration, in our classrooms,” Epps said. “And we don’t have enough 
LGBT people. We don’t have enough women to make waves. We need to 
have more grassroots constructions like this so that we can meet each other 
and we can figure out who’s on our side and who isn’t.”
Baton Rouge resident Sydney Kennerson speaks during the protest on November
10,2016 in the Quad.
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Tiger stadium security 
fights against break-ins 
The LGU Police Department has dealt with. sev- 
eral incidences of trespassing over the past
years
When Tiger Stadium is not hosting 102321 crazy tiger fans in the 
fall it sits quietly on the west side of campus. Being one of college football’s 
most attractive venues, it’s not immune to the occasional unlawfirl intruder. 
LSUPD has dealt with several incidences of trespassing over the past few years, 
according to LSUPD spokesperson Lt Kevin Scott The most recent incident 
occurred Jan. 3, when vandals entered Tiger Stadium and defaced the field. 
“Someone or some persons, more than one, entered the stadium overnight in 
the early morning hours, and accessed the field and possibly caused some dam­
age," Scott said.
A large tarp covered the stadium’s turf the following day. According 
to WBRZ. the vandals may have been inside the stadium as long as 65 min­
utes. 1116 LSU Athletic Department has complete control and custodianship of 
Tiger Stadium. Scott said LSUPD and the Athletic Department communicate 
on a daily basis to keep security as stable as possible. “Stadium security in itself 
is a continuous cycle of improvement, a constant thing a fluid thing because 
it’s such a popular target,' Scott said. In regards to the stadium's security and 
recent trespassing incident, the Athletic Department provided the following 
statement
The stadium is locked every day and only employees have access to 
the stadium. Gates are checked at the end of work everyday to make sure they 
are secure. Access into the stadium by the trespassers has not been determined. 
Investigation is still ongoing’ While football season may seem like the most 
obvious time for potential intruders, Scott said there isn’t a specific time when
120
similar incidents take place. “There’s no rhyme or reason on timing, 
said. One notable incident, however, did occur during the Tiger’s 20 m 
when two 18-year-old Alabama students were caught trespassing afer 
“scratched’’ the eye of the Tiger on the field’s turf :
Typically, it’s students from this school or another school y .9 
whether it’s someone pressured them or they felt it to be something n1^ 
said. For University students, Scott said there are potentially both adinuj^l 
and criminal penalties that could come with committing such a crirn^H 
penalties, criminally, can range from a summons for criminal trespass*^? J 
can be booked into Parish prison for that offense,' Scott said. “All the e 
to burglary depending on what you do once inside.’ Some security >lT1Pjc 
ments that have been implemented at the stadium in recent years inc u 
the external fencing system and card readers for gate access. Scott said 
11 University officials were set to discuss improvements to the exten° I 
measures. mH
He also said external circumstances play a big role in 
security advancements. 'Future improvements depend on a lot °^enV^3 
tai factors,' Scott said. 'Budgetary constraints, reasonable steps for reaf0^ 
risks, is really what it's all about” Even with the locked gates and hig11 Dj 
that surrounds Death Valley, there are actually no signs that read ’n° 
ing’ on the outside fence. Scott said, however, the potential criming J 
not worth seeing something one could potentially ask to see. “You W 
if you just ask. we might take you in there and take a peek," Scott sai
T inp. barriers rest outside of Tiger Stadium on Jan. 10, 2017, which remains
thoroughly sealed in light of the recent vandalization.
Padlocks seal the gates of Tiger Stadium on Jan. 10, 2017, as security hightens 
in response to the recent vandalization.
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T^e importance of locking the gates of Tiger Stadium on Jan. 10, 
' as security levels highten in response to the recent vandalization.
Committing to a mission.
The University’s plans to commemorate Martin Luther Kingjr. Day 
consisted of a plethora of events, ranging from a candlelight vigil Monday, 
hosted by the National Pan-Hellenic Council to a performing arts night Thurs­
day, at which BRCC, Southern, and LSU students showcased their talents.
Monturios Howard president of NAACP at LSU, said he believes 
that during MLK Day celebrations, we sometimes overlook some of Dr. King’s 
traits that are essential to understanding his character and what he stood for.
“We like to give these great, glamorous stories that [Martin Luther 
Kingjr.] was a man of peace ... but what we don’t talk about is his sense of 
urgency about change now and not later," Howard said
Howard said he believes celebrating history, serving others and the 
urgent push for change should transcend Jan. 20 into every other day of the
“You’re here for a moment and not here for a movement," Howard
Nevertheless, Howard said he enjoys MLK Day celebrations, and the 
University will have no shortage of those in the coming week.
A student committee of University and BRCC students, called the 
Dr. Martin Luther Kingjr. Commemorative Celebration committee, planned 
events to honor MLK Day as a day of serving others. Among these events is a 
Day of Service to take place on Jan. 16, which Howard said is a cornerstone of 
what Dr. King preached and did throughout his life.
To further serve the community, the University Food Pantry Drive 
commences at the beginning of the new year and continued until the end of 
the month.
Wes Heath, assistant director for Cross-Cultural Affairs, said the MLK 
celebration is so large at the University that having a student-run committee to 
plan these events is a big help.
“There’s so many events ... and having students that are committed 
to the mission of MLK really pulls these events together,” Heath said.
While members of the NAACP at LSU would be attending and 
porting the events to take place in the next week, Howard said he believes 
important not to take away from what the MLK committee planned J
“I don’t like to take away from what has already been here . we 
tend to try to put on a ton of events which conflict with each other.. ••s0] 
we do is just attempt to support that event that is already going on,” Ho^ 
said
During Black History Month, students participate in a variety j 
events hosted by the NAACP at LSU including the Image Awards, the 
Imani Scholarship Pageant and the Sankofa Poetry Night and Open *1 
Jasmine DeRiggs, chair of the MLK committee, said in an email . 
most looking forward to the rebirth of the Unity Reception, which she Cj 
nated where community leaders such as Baton Rouge Mayor-President^- 
Weston Broome, LSU President F. King Alexander and Southern Univet51™ 
President Ray L Helton will attend
The University also welcomed civil rights activist Shaun King '1 
keynote speaker on Tuesday, which DeRiggs said would be the biggest 
the week J
DeRiggs said it was not until she came to the University that sn, 
ized how important MLK Day is to her. J
"Before it was just a day off from school to honor a man who h 
much for the African American community," DeRiggs said H1S I 
alone is enough to give neonle hone that tomorrow is a step
done so r ,
bolism l p p p  tow—-, 
being better than what is happening or going on today.”
Howard said students who wanted to attend dicac 
lutely should no matter if they identify as a minority student or not
“If you want to participate, regardless of your skin, regardless oD] 
gender, you participate because you believe in a greater good of man 
Howard said "If you’re not a minority and you want to participate in 
things, you should do it and do it in good faith."
 t y-" hsOj
• tt  these activities i
East Baton Rouge Parish mayor Sharon Weston Broome embraces keynote speaker A.P. Tureaud Jr. at the 
MLK Unity Reception in The Club (formally known as the Faculty Club) on January 18, 2017.
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Inventors Fellows
Two LSU Professors recognized as National 
Academy of Inventors Fellows
LSU Boyd Professor of Chemistry and SEC Professor of the Year, 
Isiah Warner, and Professor of Equine Research Mandi Lopez were named Fel­
lows to the National Academy of Inventors. NAI Fellows is a high professional 
distinction accorded to academic inventors who have demonstrated a prolific 
spirit of innovation in creating or facilitating outstanding inventions that have 
made a tangible improvement on quality of life, economic development and 
the welfare of society.
Although the two professors are involved in different research, they 
share many commonalities. Lopez is the director of the Laboratory for Equine 
and Comparative Orthopedic Research in the LSU School of Veterinary Medi­
cine. She has more than 75 original scientific publications and is an associate 
editor of a national scientific journal, as well as a member of many public and 
private grant review boards. She has also been an active member of the LSU 
Faculty Senate for nearly a decade.
Lopez came to the University after going to school in Europe, Asia 
and California, and her European accent comes out sporadically. She said she 
was introduced to surgery in veterinarian school and was always committed 
to applying engineering principles to surgery. While working with orthopedic 
surgeons, Lopez said she realized they were struggling with finding a good way 
to hold tension when working with the anterior cruciate ligament The ACL is 
one of a pair of cruciate ligaments in the human knee.
Lopez said she has been working on two devices, the GraftGrab 
and Grab Ten, for 15 to 20 years and is continuing to work on them. Both 
inventions make it easier to secure tissue to bone, while tension is simultane­
ously adjusted, a feat which could not previously be accomplished. The devices 
could possibly be used in future bone and joint surgeries in both animals and 
humans, ultimately improving surgical outcomes that may make it possible to 
further advance techniques that stablize the knee.
“I always encourage people to have lifelong creativity and inters 
Lopez said. “Never underestimate yourself and what you can learn and m 
It requires effort, commitment and failures, but you keep going It’s the pe 
that pick up after failures that grow.”
Warner is the Phillip W. West Professor of Chemistry and 
Hughes Medical Institute Professor at LSU. His research aims to developi 
apply chemical, instrumental and mathematical measurements to solve in 
tant questions in chemistry. He is considered to be one of the world’s eXp 
in analytical applications of fluorescence spectroscopy.
Warner holds eight U.S. patents that specialize in spectroscopy ! 
include a variety of different research areas. His spectroscopy studies have 
become foundations for many leading manufacturers of commercially av 
fluorescence in analytical measurements. Similar to Lopez, Warner said , 
never dreamed of receiving such an honor and it was only possible beta 
the people that believed in him J
“My true love is working with students, whether it's at the g13^ 
level in my research group or at the undergraduate level inspiring studem 
get PIiDa" he said. Being from Bunkie, La., Warner said he had no idea 
PhD. was in college until his mentor told him he would receive one by
Teaching young people the sky is the limit and that their pote^ 
is only limited by their confidence and knowledge of what they can d° 
something he hopes to do for the rest of his life, he said. Warner and L°r 
were nominated by their peers for contributions in areas such as PatenT,j 
licensing innovative discovery and technology, and support and enhan . 
of innovation. ,
Both professors said they are completely humbled by their 
tion, and they plan to pay their knowledge forward by mentoring stud® i 
helping them pursue their dreams, as their own mentors did for them- |
Story ■ Hannah Venerella 
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Karate from the soul
You won’t find LSU Karate Club members waxing cars or painting 
fences. They don’t sweep legs or bark out what doesn’t exist in their dojo. Their 
practice goes far beyond the physical tasks they perform. The idea is not to 
master simple fighting techniques but to master self-discipline.
Founded in 1965, the Karate Club has entered its 52nd year of 
existence with optimism regarding expansion. The club meets Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 6 to 7 p.m in the Huey P. Long Fieldhouse. Club president 
and communication studies senior Nolton Richard said the group welcomes 
all students regardless of past karate experiences, and said the club is not dan­
gerous or violent
“Most people watch way too many movies. We don’t break bricks 
with our hands, we don’t beat the crap out of each other,” Richard said. “The 
master of our style, Gichin Funakoshi, said karate is all about creating humility. 
He believed karate was only meant to be used for serious defense.”
Much of the club’s origin, including the founder, has been lost to 
history. The club is believed to have began when students saw a karate club at 
another university and were inspired to start their own organization.
Under Sensei Ricky Pampo, the techniques practiced do not 
resemble those of a man looking to begin a fight Every punch or kick was 
preceded by a counter or a move away from an attacker. After each exercise, 
Pampo encouraged the students to relax and take a deep breath for the sake of 
both re-energizing and concentrating
Pampo graduated from the University in 1995, and has been with 
the club since 1993. Between his time serving as a personal trainer for NFL 
players and MMA fighters, he teaches University students and alumni the art of 
using karate to find self-actualization and become self-disciplined during a time 
in life where stressful choices and important responsibilities are plentiful
Much of class is devoted to practicing “katas." Kata is the Japanese 
word for form, and it is a series of movements and patterns simulating the art 
of self-defense against an attacker. The focus lies not so much in the move^ 
in the flow between them that allows someone to learn how to transition |
one move of self-defense to another.
The club enjoyed welcoming several newcomers at Tuesday nig 
meeting Of the 18 students in attendance, only 12 were in uniform, me 
six newcomers were present. As Pampo called out instructions for each m 
he would carefully reposition and adjust students if their feet were p0^^ 
wrong way or if they didn’t have their posture exactly correct, as self-dis0" 
requires perfection. , j
Computer science sophomore Raphaela Mettig discovered 
the student fair and was immediately intrigued. She had experience in ® . 
arts prior to coming to the University and said she greatly enjoys practicing 
.-.all: 
“We’re all friends here. Even though it’s a traditional dojo, wer 
friends and it’s a welcoming environment," Mettig said. This has becornej 
sanctuary. This is where I come to distract myself from everything goinS 
and not think about classes for a few hours a week.” I
On the last strike of each technique practiced, the club menace,1 
shout a “kiai,” a Japanese term for a short, ferocious yell delivered on a “ 
strike. Pampo encourages the members to not hold back when releasing 
kiai and use it to expend all their pent up energy.
“Break out that fighting spirit That’s where the fight is," Panap0 
“Once you break the other guy’s spirit then he can’t fight” , fl
After releasing their loudest kiais, the club members kneel an & 
breathe quietly to calm down and restore their energy. Pampo conclud 
meeting by letting the students know that this is the place to let go , 
worries or problems outside their dojo, a sacred place for healing the so 
Nobody will find any broken bricks in this dojo.
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A karate student demonstrates power in his stance at the 
Huey P Long Field House on Jan 25, 2017.
Sensei Ricky Pampo instructs students on proper karate 
technique at the meetings held twice a week.
Several members of the Delta Tau Chapter of Alpha Phi Sorority participate in the battleship tournament on Tuesday, Jan. 24, 2017, at the LSU U^j
Animal science freshmen Brynna Rydosz (left), Kayla Rydosz, Sarah Servat, and Joseph Zito (right) participate in the battleship tournament on Tuesday, 
2017, at the LSU UREC.
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UREC makes a splash, with intramural
battleship tournament
Tires^ most places around campus are quiet around 8 pan. on a 
excite^ t^le UREC’s indoor pool was anything but From the crowd’s 
shoutjI,entfOVer teams celebrating their victories to the crashing of water and 
g of team members, the pool was abuzz with the spirit of battleship.
Ngrams ^'antweH, UREC’s Assistant Director of Sport and Camp 
^C’sS’ a team lifeguards watched team after team duke it out in the 
t?^ reopened facility. “[The battleship tournament) was brought 
exPansio° ^earS ag°” Cantwell said. “Then when the pools went offline for our 
play.’ n refurbishment of the pool area, we really didn’t have a space to 
^natio >^le intramural sport which now has leagues at universities all over 
oPPonenf 1S. reminiscent of the childhood game where players try to sink their 
°n a board maJor difference is that the childhood version was played
and now it is played in the pool
sport is s m^es °f the game vary between hosting institutions because the
v>ded a ° new’ Cantwell said. At the University, teams of three or four are pro- 
°PPosi °e a Paddle board as their shield and two buckets to try and “sink” 
Slng ship. Successful teams win two out of three five-minute rounds.
“[If] the teams lasts the five minutes... we go to how much water is 
currently on the boat,” Cantwell said. “So there’s some competitive stuff to it 
and some strategic play that can take place.”
The tournament began with 13 teams, and over the course of two 
and a half hours, it dwindled down to two teams battling it out for the top 
spot Alpha Phi B and AKPsinkit Tensions ran high as the two teams went 
head-to-head. After the first round, Alpha Phi B, comprised of members of 
the Alpha Phi Sorority, found themselves needing one more victory to win. 
AKPsinkit put up a strong effort, but in the end, Abby Rochelle, Missy Ross, 
Meghan Prieto and Raelynn Lambert of team Alpha Phi B pulled out the win.
“I feel like I just won the Super Bowl,” said one of the girls on the 
winning team as she celebrated their victory. “I’m going to Disney World!”
The battleship tournament is not the only non-traditional sport in 
the UREC’s intramural league, Cantwell said. The UREC also offers a badmin­
ton tournament, a table tennis tournament and seated volleyball tournament, 
to name a few. “We want to offer those sports that really anyone can play,” 
Cantwell said.




Grouna and record breaking
to i?Vating and University has put major effort into
pr e Contpleted campus. Over the next two years, the projects slated 
I(knt of p] 1 break development records, according to Assistant Vice
■He . “We’re Lln^! ^csi8n and Construction Roger Husser.
said. reaking a lot of records and milestones in terms of develop- 
^°oti8e^on^^ ^xPansion become the largest development by 
othe-^’ty featu*1 Cai?Pus wben it begins to open to students later this spring 
things. V5 m60 new P°°b and a new. longer indoor track among 
to p I Iowev Pr°Ject is the University’s largest to date.
% H Tavl/’r? ,recor^ ^11 not stand for long Next fall the renovations 
falj The build■ wi^ he completed, making it the largest building on
lng has already begun opening and will be fully open in the 
c°tnN and ?CCt inc'uc^es a roughly 25 percent expansion of Patrick F. 
e$t Z eted, the re COmP'ete renovation of the old building Husser said. When 
I e'°Pnient ^°Vatec^ Patrick F. Taylor Hall will take the crown for the larg- 
big x, , In fan foouge on campus.
I c^°lson q ’ Patrick F. Taylor Hall will lose its crown to the com- 
eway Complex This development is the result of the first
private-public development partnership between the University and private 
firms, Husser said.
The project will include seven student apartment buildings and retail 
space located on 28 acres on Nicholson Drive between Skip Bertman Drive 
and West Chimes Street Also included in this development project is the con­
struction of Spruce Hall a new student residence hall being built in the Hart 
Lot adjacent to Cypress Hall
These projects are not the only ones the University is working on in 
the coming months. In addition to the continuous renovation and upkeep of 
class buildings and dormitories, a full scale model of the lower Mississippi is 
being constructed at the Water Campus located near the Mississippi Bridge, 
adjacent to downtown Baton Rouge. The building has been finished, but the 
model is still being constructed, Husser said.
There are also plans for a facility to be built for the Companion 
Animal Alliance, which runs the East Baton Rouge Parish Animal Control and 
Rescue Center The plan is to relocate the shelter located by the Baton Rouge 
airport to the new facility. There is no set date for construction to begin.
“We understand that they are getting close to their fundraising goals 
to begin construction,’ Husser said.
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Hydra-Guard Recharge
LSU AgCenter teams with founder to create th 
first all-natural sports drink
Joseph Tucker, founder/CEO of Hydra-Guard Solutions LLC, and 
the LSU AgCenter Food Incubator teamed up to develop and produce the first 
all-natural sports drink on the market “with all of the electrolytes consumers 
need, without all the sugars” - Hydra-Guard Recharge. Tucker said he came up 
with the idea while researching products for his previous invention, the Hydra- 
Guard hydrating mouth guard. While looking for substances to fill the hydrat­
ing pouch in the mouth guard, he stumbled across a new business opportunity.
Tve always kept my eye on what I’m drinking and what kinds of 
beverages are out there and what beverage is best for me,” Tucker said. “By 
listening to consumers and listening to the market, it told me that there was a 
void.” Though Americans are becoming more health-conscious, there has been 
little shift in the sports drink industry, Tucker said. Big names like Gatorade 
and Powerade set the precedent for how sports drinks were formulated. Con­
sumers began to accept that along with electrolytes came lots of sugar.
“Nothing had been created that was what people were looking for,” 
Tucker said. “Our product, Hydra-Guard Recharge, is a product that consumers 
have been silendy waiting for.” Tucker said he approached the food scientists at 
the LSU AgCenter Food Incubator on a mission to change the game. First on 
the chopping block was sugar. Electrolyte-enriched sports drinks are prone to a 
high sugar content to mask the bitter taste of electrolytes such as potassium A 
goal that was conventionally accomplished by calorie-laden sugar could instead 
be achieved using a “bitter blocker" composition patented by professor John W. 
Finley, meaning drat the sugar content of the drink could be cut by at least 75 
percent, reducing the calorie count of the beverage to 35 calories per botde.
Sugar content wasn’t the only issue Tucker had with the sports drink 
status quo. He also wanted to make a sports drink that was all natural - an­
other first for the sports drink industry. With these goals in mind. Tucker came 
to the LSU AgCenter Food Incubator to develop the product from an idea into 
a market-ready reality. “When [Tucker] came to us, he had very high standards,” 
said Gaye Sandoz, the director of the AgCenter Food Incubator. The drink 
itself was formulated by a team of food scientists consisting of Luis Espinoza, 
Gabriela Gutierrez and Ashley Gutierrez. It took the team a year to formulate 
four different flavors, all adhering to guidelines set by Tucker.
“He wanted to do it with very low sugar, so we had to use sweeten­
ers. But he only wanted natural sweeteners so we didn’t have many options," 
Gabriela Gutierrez said. “Also, when colors are natural they start fading over 
time. It takes a while because you must test a very fast shelflife on each color.”
However, Sandoz said developing a completely new product like this in | 
was very fast compared to the rest of the industry. “We made four flavors 
one year,” Sandoz said. “It would take another company at least five yea® 
do that” The drink formula was only part of the project After formula^1 
product the job of making the drink conducive to largescale productioil 
longed to Marvin L Moncada, a research and development food scientist 
the Incubator, who is also the Pilot Plant manager. ,
“My contribution to this product was to scale it up from one g* 
Ion to sixty gallons,” Moncada said “We had to do some modifications 1 
make sure it tasted as good as it did in the lab.” The production research 
development took another few weeks to ascertain details from the cooKi* 
temperature of the product to the types of plastic bottles that could be 
manufacturing such a product All that work ended with a product in i° 
caliber within the industry: an all-natural sports drink that contains fojhR 
the electrolyte content of other drinks while only having five grams of W 
and 35 calories per bottle. The drink also contains electrolytes from all 
major electrolyte sources and uses only all-natural flavors and colors, na^ 
one-of-a-kind in the sports drink market. 1
“We went down the list of what was important to the conSlAfl 
Tucker said “It was really a product developed by the consumers.” And 
sumers seem to love it too. Hydra-Guard Recharge sold out of its first n*** 
32,000 bottles and moved production out of the Food Incubator to a ser 
co-packager to accommodate the demand The drink can be found in * 
across southern Louisiana and beyond “We’ve surpassed the 200 Istom 
Tucker said “And that’s only been in the first two-and-a-hal£ three 
we’ve been in business.” Professional athletes are taking notice. New 
Saints wide receiver Brandin Cooks serves as a brand ambassador for iv 
Guard and has featured Hydra-Guard Recharge on his Instagram pag?- 
“We’re honored to have Brandin, at his caliber, representing 
pushing our products into the right hands,” Tucker said “He had loB® j| 
ferent beverages to choose from, and he went with us." Hy^ra'^uar(^nnljd 
sponsored events in the Baton Rouge community, such as the Baton . 
Reindeer Run. When looking towards the future, Hydra-Guard is Lfjl 
ahead Tucker said Tucker said he wants to scale up production and 
tion. Beyond that, the company is currently hiring as it looks to expanjl 
more markets and is looking for more sponsorships and brand ainbas
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distant Manager Food Incubator, Gabriela Crespo Guiterrez, displays the product on Wednesday, Jan. 11, 2017 in the LSU Ani­
mal and Food Sciences Laboratories building.
Going for the Gold
LGU student particaptes in. the Olympics
Tattooed on Lizzie Cui’s forearm are five interlaced rings. 
Cui, a sophomore and diver on LSU’s swimming and diving team, decided 
to get the tattoo after competing in the 2016 Rio games. To her, the tattoo 
represents everything she worked for, what she accomplished and everything 
she still has to look forward to.
“[The tattoo] is on my arm forever and I got it there so I can see it 
everyday,” Cui said. “Just because I’ve been to one Olympics doesn’t mean it is 
over.” Cui found out she had qualified for the Olympics just weeks before they 
started. She competed for New Zealand, the country she was bom and raised 
in and is the first diver since 1992 to qualify for New Zealand and only the 
second diver in LSU history to make it to the Olympics.
The Olympics only takes 130 divers, men and women, from all over 
the world. To get in the top 130, Cui had to compete in a series of internation­
al competitions. Most of her competitions are collegiate, however, the World - 
Championships and World Cup are at the top-most level
“The World Cup, which was in Rio last year, is where you have to 
place in one of the top spots,” Cui said. “There is only a certain amount of 
them. Everyone is trying to get that last spot to the Olympics.” At the World 
Cup, the scores aren’t announced immediately, so Cui had to wait to find out 
if she qualified for the Olympics. While Cui waited for the news, she went 
back to LSU for the summer to train with the hopes of qualifying regardless of 
the outcome.
“With such a small amount only being able to go to the Olympics I 
didn’t think that I would make it," Cui said “But I still trained like I was going 
to and it all fell in place.” Cui had originally prepared for the 2020 Olympics, 
so she was in complete shock when she learned the news of qualifying for the 
2016 Olympics.
“It’s still an incredible thing to think about," Cui said. “But now that 
I’ve actually gone, I realize that the athletes are just like me. They train just like 
me. They have the same goals as me.” Cui was relaxed, focused and collected 
when she arrived at the Olympic Village in Rio, but admits she was starstruck 
by all the athletes walking around.
“Now I feel that I really am worthy of going to the Olympics, 
Cui took her talents to the diving board on August 12th, her birthday. “ 
dove in the one meter and three meter springboard, which she also con 
in collegiately. That would be her only day of competition, but she is ai 
looking forward to the next Olympics and how she can take it further t 
time. For Cui it isn’t a question of making it to the Olympics anymore, 
rather how well she would perform in the following games.. After Cui < 
peted, she had a few weeks to watch other events at die Olympics and < 
Rio itself
“Next time I go," Cui said. “I’ll be much more mature in the s| 
and all the collegiate competition will make me even better. Hopefully 
an even better result the next time.” Cui’s coach, Doug Shaffer, feels his i 
sibility as a coach for all his athletes, is to help them achieve their goals < 
aspirations. Cui began to compete in swimming & diving when she was 
years old and it has become much more than just a sport to her. J
“Everyday I fall in love with diving even more,” Cui said. As Ct 
older and diving became second nature, she started to think about hoW 
could get better competition outside of New Zealand and was on the k 
for schools in the states. ]
Cui came to the United States last January and was admitted I 
in the middle of the school year. Cui spent most of her time traveling31 
competing than attending school and had to adjust to a new country.£ 
only was Cui competing on the collegiate level, she was trying to stay 
on the Olympics. Cui now trains with the goal in mind of making it t° 
12 or, ultimately medaling and placing in the top three. Luckily, Shaffer 
simple philosophy about Cui and his team: he just wants them to learn-
“Our sport is like a puzzle," Shaffer said. “You put this particuM 
of the puzzle together and you don’t get the end picture until you have 
pieces together. You have to have the vision of what the big picture is 8, 
look like and be willing to stay dedicated to putting the pieces together
154 fcj J

So Close, Yet so Car
UREC Renovation Get to Begin Opening 
to the Public in February
The University Recreation Complex expansion project that started 
in June 2013 finally came to a close, in late February, when die UREC opened 
the renovated space to the public.
“After several years of planning design and construction of the mul­
tiple improvements to the recreation facilities on campus, we are happy to say 
that the construction of the last and largest piece is nearly complete," said Assis­
tant Vice President of Planning Design and Construction on the UREC Project 
Roger Husser. “With the completion of the sports recreation fields on Gourrier 
Lane and the new parking facilities and tennis courts being completed over the 
last couple years, the expansion and renovation of the main recreation center 
is essentially complete with minor efforts remaining to equip it and open it for
“Our goal is to have a grand opening with the Student Government, 
and bring back old Student Government members, right at the end of April" 
Braden said. The project is predicted to be fully completed in Fall 2017.
The new facility boasts a number of new features and facilities, such 
as a renovated indoor pool plus an outdoor lap pool and lazy river in the shape 
of LSU. They also added three courts, two of which are multi-activity courts. 
designed to accommodate sports like indoor soccer and volleyball
The track has also been expanded. At completion, it will be e 
third of a mile in length and tun between the second and third floors, 
throughout workout spaces and around the renovated climbing wall
A boxing studio for boxing flmess classes has also been add# 
renovation project has not resulted in the removal of any popular fecu* 
“We’re getting everything and more," Braden said.
The facility will also feature retinal scanners at the entrances ' 
streamline the entry process for students.
Also coming soon from University Recreation is a UREC "Ex 
location on Nicholson Drive, near the new nutrition building This fee 
feature cardio equipment, and space for group workout sessions and di 
similar to a 24-hour fitness center though the location will not be ope* 
the clock This facility will not incur an increase in student fees.
‘It’ll be tight, but we think it’s the right decision to serve stud 
Braden said.
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The UREC operates during regular business hours on Tuesday, Jan. 17z 2017, while under construction.
.37
LSU thrower Nickolette Dunbar releases the shot on Wednesday, Jan. 18, 2017 in the Carl Maddox Fieldhouse.
Nickolette Dunbar
Making history
Putter on th^ man^ hreshmen student athletes, Nickolette Dunbar, a shot 
the fie]^ e LSU track and field team, is trying to make a name for herself on 
^ughter D^Wever’ her name already carries weight as a Tiger. Nickolette is the 
° former LSU football standout Karl Dunbar.
sacks in 38 WaS a ’hrce-year starter at defensive end and recorded 11 career 
® career games for the Tigers from 1986-89.
NFL with th sinced moved into coaching after a playing career in the
4e defen • e,^ew Orleans Saints and Arizona Cardinals. Dunbar is currently 
«’Ve l'ne coach at the University of Alabama
4e team > i er h™ on,* Nickolette said about her father. “I want his part of 
t0 do well”
mark DlcL°'ette believes her father’s coaching career is one of things that 
her so successful
k>o\v peon] • having me move around as a kid helped a lot with getting to 
Dick?'ette said. “It is an easier transition now.”
Pushed m Colette’s decision to come to LSU was her own, as she was never 
. t0 attend a certain school
^y uiom V helped me pick the places I would visit,” Nickolette said. 
°r $choTe Wlt^ me’Since my wasn’t able to. They weren’t pushing 
UP to me’ k My had told me I could go wherever I wanted to, that it was 
^°tgia, bmC^°'ette considered going to school at Penn Sure, Oregon and 
pn M mately her choice was LSU.
M- “wDNickolette. ^U “felt like home.”
Tck°lette t0°k my visit here this was the place I felt I fit in the most,” 
Well ana Jrea^ kkeh the people. I got along with Coach Derek Yush 
t thought he could take me to the next level where I want to be
^°lettZand kas been an assistant coach at LSU since 2007, recruited 
tai “Wh °^0Weh her throughout her high school career.
went there» en y°u evaluate someone like her you see there is a lot of raw 
vJ5 a ^phom Sai<k *®ut she had really great coaching along the way. She 
speed an^ juni°r when we first started watching her _ Raw talent 
u power wise she was untapped.’
Yush made it clear that Nickolette, while being one of the most 
physically talented throwers he has coached, needed to fine-tune her technique.
“I don’t think she was a real technical thrower in high school,” Yush 
said, “She got away with a lot of things that she can’t do if she wants to be at 
that next level But she is doing a great job of doing those new things, and now 
she is getting to a point where she is more comfortable doing those things.”
Her debut at Vanderbilt’s Commodore Invitational resulted in Dun­
bar’s name being placed in the LSU record books.
With her final throw of the evening Nickolette’s throw was mea­
sured at 51 feet, 4 inches which ranks seventh all-time for a female LSU shot 
P “I just wanted to go out there and compete because it was my first 
time competing in college,” Nickolette said. “I was really nervous, but excited 
about the outcome”
The following week at Auburn’s Indoor Invitational Dunbar threw 
for a new personal-best mark of 52 feet, 6 1/2 inches.
Yush took notice of this performance, and has high expectations for 
Nickolette.
Tori Bliss, the most decorated shot putter in LSU history, is more 
than familiar with Dunbar. The 2015 graduate is Nickolette’s training partner.
“It’s a great honor to have my name etched in the LSU track and 
field history books,” Bliss said. “It will be a little bit sad to see that go down, but 
to have someone like Nickolette, I see her putting in the work every day, and if 
she does break I know she deserves it”
Nickolette’s career is just beginning Yush hopes to see her become 
an All-American and earn a top two or three spot in an Southeastern Confer­
ence meet
“As a freshman, I would really like her to get to the NCAA meet” 
Yush said. “Be an All-American, and be top two or three at the SEC meet For 
her sophomore, junior and senior years, we have to be thinking about National 
Champion and more than a one-time SEC Champion.”
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Dr. Christopher^ Austin/Ad curat'q/of aB 
phibians and Reptiles at the. Lbuisiank/Wlusa® 
of Natural Scieife^fexhibits his assoifment^M 
of species in. the baseme»t-nf theTouisian^^H 
^Museum of Natural Science on"Tuesday
20#.
a joint res/1 aJurassic Park"-esque development in the field of phylogenetics, 
^nive 3- venture between faculty from Rutgers University-Newark and 
$Klty ^eloped a method for recovering and sequencing DNA from 
^ir Dl\j/J^Cafnens’some over 100 years old. As tissue samples of animals age, 
^e. ls degraded over time as it is broken down by light and tempera­
ments, leaviPr0<LSSes s^re<^ Preyious'y long chains of DNA into small frag- 
^uirej l0 Senecic c°de unreadable. Old genetic sequencing techniques 
t|>eanine s h'Sh m°lecular weight" genetic code in order to be useful 
M es Pre-dating the advent of genetics which weren’t preserved 
m mind, were essentially useless for genetic classification.
Vaults at a t?rrent animal samples are now stored in large liquid nitrogen 
exPerisivmPeratUre ^at Prevents deterioration, a technique previously 
f Os or be/ °r unthought of for tissue samples of animals collected in the 
f atural S°re Pr°fessor Christopher Austin, a curator at the LSU Museum 
• ^Phibia*”161106’ ^ad another issue with old sequencing techniques. Samples 
ln? the anim S.’ rePti'es and fish are kept "wet" This process involves preserv- 
^Uples in j.~S “sing a chemical called formalin, and then submerging the 
t6, mean' °* et^ano^ "Chis process is exceptional for the preservation of the 
/Preserve tP8 SamP'es can f°r hundreds of years, but the formalin used 
; e,animals wreaks havoc on DNA breaking it down into small hke time. 8
C/md the r,0 a<^Vent °f Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) techniques has 
Vs ^ing riieViOUS concepr °f old DNA being unusable on its head. NGS em- 
q/6 Pairs, in eSe Sma^ ^NA fragments, some in the region of only 150 to 200 
iJ&ies are / COrnPutational rebuilding of the genome. These small stretches 
^ng barV°^P^d t0 each other, thousands or millions of times, quickly
A nr e ori8inaj genome.
Process like this would have been completely inconceivable before
the advent of high speed computers, and has only recently become the method 
of choice for its speed and cost efficiency, putting genetics in the hands of 
universities and museums the world over. This has opened the doors for phylo- 
geneticists to use older samples, and properly classify animal samples previously 
deemed too deteriorated for classification.
Austin realized this same technique could be employed for samples 
of amphibians and reptiles preserved in formalin, meaning animal samples 
over a hundred years old — some extremely rare or even extinct — could have 
their genetic codes unlocked and properly classified on the tree of life for the 
first time in history.
“My former post-doc, Sara Ruane, and I thought we would try some 
relatively novel methods for extracting DNA using longer protocols,” Austin 
said. “But then using these Next-Generation Sequencing techniques we were 
able to actually sequence the DNA thousands of different chunks of DNA 
from a variety of snake specimens — some of which were over a hundred years 
old.”
Austin and Ruane extracted and sequenced the DNA of 13 historic 
or rare snake specimens from all over the world many of which had never 
been analyzed using modem genetic methodsThe LSU Museum of Natural 
Science possesses one of the largest collections of animal samples anywhere in 
the United States, many in this formalin-based wet sample form.
“LSU is really lucky, we’re one of a handful of university-based 
natural history museums,” Austin said. This characteristic puts LSU in the 
same league as institutions like Harvard and UC Berkeley. The idea came from 
Austin’s research in Papua New Guinea related to green-blooded reptiles, a 
genetic anomaly that Austin has received a National Science Foundation grant 
to study. The LSU Museum of Natural Science is located in Foster Half
Jurassic Park
LGU Professor goes back in time
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Third All-American safety Todd Harris reaches for the LSU hat on Wednesday, Feb. 1, 2Q17 at Plaquemine High School.
Third All-American safety Todd Harris commits to LSU live on ESPNU on Wednesday, Feb. 1, 2017 at Plaquemine High School-
Plaquemines Tiger
Ready to get to work': Todd Harris stays home,
signs with. LSU
Fe f°Ur-st^d didn’t involve any outside pressure.
^Lesdav offlcially signed to LSU in front of a packed gymnasium 
y at Plaquemine High School
?'^ecOrne 6 rise socia^ media and the interaction between fans and recruits 
|ritate schon]1VujVe t0 SOme ^*8^ schoolers, especiallywhen a recruit spurns an 
i) said h °ecause °f drey want to play out of state.
*^ree toV^0^ with his parents about where he would spend his
«> . °UJ years of school but the choice was ultimately his.
1st a,°nce and IT ' wantec^t0 8°’’ Harris said about signing with LSU. 
a/' Harris ”e time opportunity. I’m just ready to get to work and get to 
3yed Harrie°nSidered si?ning with Alabama, but the tradition of “DBU” 
An k°Stay w'th*n ^e state.
I iCS away fcL deciding factor for Harris was being able to play just 18
if, Wanted r™ hlS high ^hool “I was feeling Alabama a lot,” Harris said, “But 
3gUe” o stay close to home, and LSU is known for putting DB’s in the
fr°mAeriCOnSenSUS f°ur’Star recruit was heavily sought after, holding
Wr co °k3 ^Ute’ Georgia and others. Despite the change from 
"dth Miles to now head coach Ed Orgeron, Harris is ready to
W "Th /eW coaching staff
oF Ve gOt a neW Sta^ on deck.” Harris said. “Coach O is a great 
eneigy. I talked to him before I committed this morning He 
congratulated me on being a Tiger. I’m looking forward to new things and be­
ing very successful’
His commitment adds to a talented recruiting class that is currently 
ranked fifth by 247sports.com Defensive backs coach Corey Raymond also 
played a role in courting the 6-foot, 180-pound safety. Harris said he liked 
Raymond’s “straightforward approach.”
“It was basically, ‘Man, you gotta come in and put in that work,” 
Harris said. “I mean, that’s how it was. He wasn’t setting up my dreams. It was 
a business.” Harris said the coaching staff views him at safety and at the nickpl 
position. The Plaquemine native joins five-star safety JaCoby Stevens, four-star 
safety Grant Delpit and four-star cornerback Kary Vincent as defensive backs in 
the 2017 class.
“I feel very very good,” Harris said. “Just for the fact that I was at the 
Under Armour Game and we were all on the same team, we were cool before 
that, but our bond struck after that.”
“We got to hang out and get to know each other a little bit better, 
and i’d just love to play with these dudes at the next level” Being so close to 
LSU, Harris said he plans to work out at LSU and get to know his new team-
Story ■ Brandon Adam 
Photo • Kelly McDuff 




Sar.cJ,150 Student Health Center began its second spring 2017 group 
Nhipj e" *RelationshipGoals, Monday to help students with their rela-
[%n ^oc*a^ Worker Christen Cummins from the SHC said they 
I ’Q?'nar series t0 help students’ needs.
L^s," fne t^le common reasons students come in is for relationship 
TO1 skjji y^rnins said. “We are trying to address that need in part by educa- 
q useful in relationships.”
TO ted ovllrnniins said the seminar series covered four topics that were 
’*nti| Ap a ei^lt weehs. The first session began on Feb. 6 and will
i '•'althilv sessions include topics such as communication, how to
i%ts slh social media and dating and breakups and grief Cummins said 
phy and U^ents t0 ‘eam relationship skills and the difference between a 
I “nhealthy relationships.
Or a lot of times, people think they know how to handle a rela- 
r V°id it" p know how to communicate or they don’t think so and 
^act m k'Hmmins said. “I hope that students get some education on how 
In q "re healthily in their relationships and see better outcomes.” 
V also minS Sai^ they don’t focus on just the romantic type of relation- 
fMii °neS Solving family and friends. Educational skills about 
jy “It’s^ nOt ^ways taught to students, she said.
Ikij’st a$SlJUSt SOmething that often does not get taught.” Cummins said. 
3s are Co ^at people know how to do relationships weft A lot of these 
Htajjf^tttunication skills and an understanding about what is healthy 
B Mas t*lought this would be a useful thing to offer.” 
I communication sophomore Hannah Kleinpeter said she thinks 
students have more healthy than unhealthy relationships in college.
“It’s hard to generalize whether they are healthy or unhealthy, but I 
would say based on the people I know and my friends, there’s healthier rela­
tionships,” Kleinpeter said. “Not many people choose to be in serious relation­
ships in college, so if they do, hey generally work hard to make sure it’s a good 
relationship or founded on the right things. If they don’t, they break up. That’s 
just my experience. It’s been mosdy healthy for what I’ve seen.”
Unlike Kleinpeter, communication disorders junior Annie Finch said 
she thinks college students have more unhealthy relationships than healthy.
“When you’re in college, there’s so many elements like going out 
and school work,” Finch said. “In one of my unhealthy relationships, we fought 
because he wanted to do all these cool college dare-type things, but I didn’t, so 
we always clashed There are probably more unhealthy than healthy relation­
ships because students are also growing in college, and they aren’t stable or 
anything like when they’re older.”
Kleinpeter said these seminars offered by the SHC are valuable to 
students.
“I think this is very important for the university,” Kleinpeter said. “We 
learn a lot about safety, and I think it’s good to have something on relation­
ships because it’s so common for young people to get involved in. There’s not a 
lot of education on relationships and what’s healthy and what’s not. I think it’s 
a good asset to have at LSU.”
Finch said students should utilize the #RelationshipGoals seminar 
they can recognize what a healthy relationship is.
“Girls are kind of crazy and boys are kind of dumb, so these seminars 
probably help out and help them know what a real relationship is,” Finch said.
Story • Katherine Roberts 
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"The simple act of actively noticing"
Dig spin, repeat
These three words strung together sound simple, but in reality they 
describe months of hand-crafted work that eventually turned into sculptures 
and large-scale installations.
Fine arts graduate student Brittany Sievers’ thesis exhibition, "Dig 
Spin, Repeat’ occupied the Arts Council of Greater Baton Rouge’s Firehouse 
Gallery until Feb. 24.
Hinting at minimalism, the exhibition was drawn from social psy­
chologist Ellen Langer’s definition of mindfulness, or "the simple act of actively 
noticing’
Each installation and sculpture was made from either local clay Siev­
ers, dug and processed or yam from wool which she spun.
Sievers encouraged viewers to study the details of each sculpture and 
installation: the placement, materials and uniqueness that came from crafts­
manship.
Many awards adorn her resume, including the prestigious Interna­
tional Sculpture Center award in 2015 for her sculpture, "10,656 Palms.’ The 
inspiration for the sculpture came while working at an artist’s residency at 
the Watershed Center for the Ceramic Arts, which was geared toward food 
production and working with one’s hands, she said.
Artist-in-residence programs exist to invite artists for a time and 
space away from their usual environment They provide a time for reflection, 
research, presentation and production.
Sievers’ residency influenced her to dig and shape local clay. She later 
cut holes to hang each piece onto chicken wire like Christmas ornaments, she
said. J
The 12-foot sculpture’s ombre effect was created by under 
firing the clay with a kiln. The whole process took half a semester. .
A total of 423 students applied for the ISC award. It was then 
rowed down to seven honorable mentions and eighteen recipients,0
The ISC award allows students to receive publicity for then 
through traveling shows and the option to apply for an artist’s resided . 
sculpture was shown at the Mana Contemporary in Jersey City and in
Through this award, Sievers was chosen along with another 
for an artist’s residency in Switzerland where she would live and wort 
world-renowned sculptor Heinz Aeschlimann and his wife for six 'f,ea 
the spring 1
The residency offers young artists a free workshop for six w 
living and traveling costs covered, as well as fully equipped studios an , 
rooms. j
To wrap up her semester at the University, the graduate sn*" 
began working with a different material and placement, yam from w 
hangs to occupy the whole room, for her thesis exhibition. 1
"Yam has a lot of the properties that clay has that I was in^1 
Sievers said. "It’s nice to work with a different material and medium-
The exhibition featured a mixture of the two materials, an 
details encourage the audience to heighten their exploration of theft 
ings, she said.
Story • Hannah Venerella
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Creators of The Crawfish App, LSU civil engineering graduate and third year law student Ryan King and his wife, 
LSU alumna Laney King, are found outside the LSU Business Education Complex on Thursday Feb. 13, 2017.
The Crawfish App is available for download in the iPhone app store.
The Crawfish App
Third-year law student and wife creates very 
helpful Southern app
•ng a good rfi A Craw^s^ is known for bringing Louisianians together, but find- 
a Univers t^ ea\on t^e delicacy isn’t always common knowledge. Ryan King 
his Mfe La CiA.engineering graduate and current third-year law student, and 
hunt fOr e/ ^n& a graduate of the Flores MBA program, have made the 
°ne IcAu-eSt craw^sf' only a few swipes away. “We were driving around 
1 kind of ju0^ f°r crawfish’" Ryan said "After like an hour of calling people, 
should try it know’' cant believe nobody’s made an app for this. We 
edge, the c^i s engineering background and Laney’s business knowl- 
A'vfish A U tlaombined their skillsets in January 2013 to create The 
boiled crajfn.Ve Crawfish App allows users to filter their search for live or 
to downloadS °ase'd on Price- distance and reviews. The app is free for users 
poUnd A or Android device. “If you’re having a big boil with
Aft° ?aw^sb- 20 cents a pound makes a difference,” Ryan said 
having two h-b?Ur filing programmers, meeting with a designer,
«neased thpC 1C^ren and working full-time jobs, Ryan and Laney finally 
Phase one w^ °n 6’ 2M7' "^e had a few phases in mind’ Laney said 
35 Possible" tv a successful launch The next phase is making it as user-friendly 
Pek. Hie fe 6 COuP‘e said rhe reviews feature will be released within the 
“°ok and suhtUre require users to log in through the app or through Face- 
35 We'l as io 0131 rev*ews for vendors. Ratings of one to five stars are available, 
°ns to indicate each vendor’s crawfish sizes.
Both Ryan and Laney said they received positive feedback from 
vendors since the app’s release. They said the app started with 130 vendors 
and another 75 were interested in joining within the first week. The couple 
said they have received vendor requests from Houston, the East Texas area and 
Missouri. Currently, the Kings said they call the vendors in their database every 
Thursday to update the app with weekend prices. However, they said they are 
in the process of developing an interface to allow vendors the opportunity to 
log in and update their own prices more frequently.
Users also have the option to add vendor information to the app 
themselves. “The vendors are thrilled” Ryan said “We’re happy because it leads 
to a more competitive marketplace for the users. It’s really a win-win situation 
all-around” The couple said they want every vendor and restaurant to be on 
the app. They said farmers who have never sold crawfish to the public have 
become a part of the app because they think they offer the best prices.
Ryan and Laney said while the app is free, they hope to find sponsors 
and advertisers involved in The Crawfish App and use the advertising to make 
a profit. “Having this app out, and just the excitement it generates, I guess you 
kind of get a feel for an entrepreneur that starts their own business,” Ryan said 
“Just to wake up every morning and be pumped about what you’re going to 
do for the day — it’s so cool to have something you’re that excited about. It’s a 
thrill”
The Crawfish App was launched Monday, Feb. 6, 2017.
Story • Natalie Anderson 
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Art pieces hang on the wall in the new LGBTQ center 
on Wednesday, Feb. 22, 2017, in the Women's Center.
Students and staffs enjoy the new LGBTQ center on
Wednesday, Feb. 22, 2017, in the Women's Center.
Story • Dena Winegeart 
Photo • Chunfeng Lu 
Design • Marlie Lynch
Just be Yourself here
LQBTQ Resourse Room
ter li^ Nestled behind Barnes and Noble in the University Women’s Cen-
1 students have pushed to establish,
safe snar r e LGBTQ Resource Room which opened Feb. 22, acts as a
e stu^ents t0 come together, be themselves and seek support on 
^°lton assistant and coordinator of the LGBTQ Project Karie
stiidentj ®ere has long been a push to create a space for LGBTQ 
fice of ry°n «mpus, the resource room came together rather quickly. The Of- 
in the Mped to gather furniture, a TV and decorations for the room 
LSU Pre-0?1611 s ^enter established. The resource room was supported by the 
^diard R ^exan<^ers °®ce and the provost’s office, with Provost
oubek attending the ribbon-cutting ceremony.
said the r ^ea®’ assistant director of the Office of Multicultural Affairs, 
through d ms resources are minimal right now as the funding is primarily 
te history ti°nS’ 'nsi<^e’ students will find pride flags and a banner detailing 
the shelve 0 LGBTQ people in the United States. Soon, Heath said hehopes 
People Add*^ wi® books, movies and TV shows about LGBTQ 
Printing je^onally, Heath hopes the room will have a computer and free 
res°urce r^Urnmer Steib, director of the Women’s Center, said establishing the 
m is an important step in the direction of establishing an entire 
LGBTQ center, much like the African American Cultural Center or the Wom­
en’s Center, on campus. Steib notes that such places began as small rooms and 
grew into larger centers on campus as students needs were assessed.
Within the Women’s Center, Heath said there are a number of indi­
viduals who will be “safe space trained” by the end of this month.
Holton said that having a safe space for marginalized groups like 
LGBTQ students is important because it helps those students feel welcomed 
and valued.
“I think the term ‘safe space’ has been twisted to mean that you will 
be shut down if you are saying something that not everyone agrees with but 
what safe spaces really mean...is that everyone can relax and be themselves, no 
matter who they are,” Holton said.
Steib said she hopes to soon see a campus with more understanding 
and knowledge of LGBTQ issues.
“[I want to see more] knowledge among our campus community 
about these issues... and understanding what true inclusion looks like. Steib 
said. Tm hopeful that we can do those things and move the needle on some of 
those issues for the betterment of all of us.”
The LGBTQ Resource Room is open Monday through Thursday 
from 9 a.m to 9 pan. and Friday from 9 am to 5 pan.
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Sloan Fellowship
Assistant professor Mortfan Kelly Awarded 
$60,000
University Department of Biological Sciences assistant professor 
Morgan Kelly was one of 126 recipients of the 2017 Sloan Research Fellowship 
given by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation for her research and extensive work 
in the field of ocean sciences. Nate Williams, the communications manager of 
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation communications, said the awards are given to 
early career researchers in teaching positions at universities in the United States 
or Canada. The foundation awards $60,000 to the recipients to further their 
research endeavors.
"The goal of the Sloan Research Fellowship is to stimulate fundamen­
tal research by giving support to the brightest young minds working in science 
today and to give it in a particularly unencumbered way that allows researchers 
to direct funds in a way they think it is best used,’ Williams said. "The idea is 
to give a small amount of money in a key point of a young researcher’s career 
that will really make a difference and that will hopefully spur exciting new 
advances that will help advance the borders of human knowledge.”
The recipients are from one of eight scientific and technical fields — 
chemistry, computer science, economics, mathematics, computational and evo­
lutionary molecular biology, neuroscience, ocean sciences and physics. Williams 
said the foundation gave eight awards in Kelly’s field. Kelly, a marine biologist, 
studies how marine species adapt to their environments and how changes in 
their environments affect them. She said her research involves understanding 
how climate change and freshwater diversions might affect species in the Gulf 
of Mexico.
“In our research, we put oysters from different populations o J 
the environment to study how they react to various levels of salinity ** $ 
temperature," Kelly said in a press release. “We want to know whichJ’t’. 
populations can best adapt genetically to a changing environment. 
The research money she received will go toward research supplies an . 
ing the work she and her graduate students are doing Having this aw i 
just important to her but to the University as well, she said.
“It brings a lot more attention to our lab and our biology 
and our university because it helps to get national recognition for °ur i 
Kelly said. “When possible graduate students are coming to look at o 
ment, having national attention for the research in our department ne q 
recruit really excellent graduate students into our program."
Kelly said she will continue to apply for grants to fond the . 
she and her graduate students are doing Kelly said she has two resean-*'| 
tions she wants to address through her research.
“I really want to understand how oysters in the Gulf of 
ate changes in salinity and whether we can identify some strains of °1 
are basicity superstars for dealing with low salinity to help manage*5 
the effects of freshwater diversion,” Kelly said. “Second, I’m really 
how marine life tolerates changes in temperature. In our work with 
crustacean, this copepod, we’re trying to identify the genes that allo*, jjt 
tolerate heat stress. My second research career goal is to really try *° c 
those genes and figure out which genes they are.”
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Assistant professor Morgan Kelly at tjftirk ■ 
in her lab on Monday, March 6,3357 
the Life Sciences<$\nnex^H
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The Outtakes operates during regular business hours on
Wednesday March 3, 2017.
The Take 5 operates during regular business hours on
Wednesday March 3, 2017.
Equality for All Food
New SG resolution, to urge product regulation, in
Outtakes Take 5
^niv den,tS wh°’ve ever found frustration with the product difference 
tllanks to a S Qutta^es and Take 5 convenience stores may be in luck
Year serA reso^ution proposed by a University College Center for Fresh- 
?ntotheAKGrashofE a freshman UCFY senator, proposed a new resolu­
te Ptoducn • AAent Senate which passed to urge Dining Services to regulate 
itched. 'n °ot^1 convenience stores so products sold in both stores 
o??en 1 ®rst started working on this resolution, it stemmed from 
to ^at a 1 °Pen on Saturdays during game days because I
Pete’s r °n stu^ents- during the day, need something to eat or drink 
d. eally nowhere else on campus but right by [their] dorm," Grashoff 
Aed by^ATeSO'Ution t0 8et Outtakes and Take 5 open on Saturdays was 
C ^enate back during football season. During that same time, 
found ”e ^recluented Take 5 because he was a resident of Cypress 
pA availabl • Pr°ducts he was looking for were not available in Take 5 but 
to the A'0 Outtakes, forcing him to walk across campus or go off-cam- 
j “Kn $ °n highland Road.
8et ven, jWin6 that Outtakes and Take 5 are open past midnight, campus
* on pAf1^0113 at those times,” Grashoff said. “That’s why |LSUPD| are 
01 and always in their cars with the lights on because they know 
that people walking across campus can get injured easily or attacked.”
In an effort to reduce that risk, Grashoff s bill aims to regulate the 
products in both convenience stores to alleviate the need for students to travel 
across campus for certain products.
Grashoff notes that he would’ve liked for the bill to be more specific, 
referencing certain products as example like Advil or Band-Aids, but as he 
doesn’t have access to the product list, he satisfies this by using general terms 
like “medicinal” and “toiletries.”
“I don’t have access to what they buy or what they stock, I have only 
seen what they put out,” Grashoff said. The bill also focuses more so on the 
medicinal and toiletry-related items the stores cany, as opposed to the food 
items, Grashoff said.
Grashoff worked with assistant vice president of Auxiliary Services 
Margot Carroll to develop the resolution in his Student Senate committee, 
Student Auxiliary Services.
“I would like for [students] to be more vocal and reach out to their 
senators,” Grashoff said. “Whether it’s UCFY, [Center for Advising and Counsel­
ing), whatever it is... especially for UCFY, because there are a lot of issues with 
freshman that [they! don’t know what’s going on and whatever makes ... LSU 
better for them is my goal If they could reach out, maybe come to a Senate 
meeting or stop by the Senate office ... that would be super helpful”
Story ■ CJ Carver 
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Superheros
Not every hero wears a cape
Science professors often give lectures about the plethora of ways 
science can be used in real life. James Kakalios of the University of Minnesota 
instead applies his knowledge of science to a fictional world — the world of 
comic books.
Kakalios gave a lecture Mar. 11 as part of the Department of Physics 
and Astronomy’s lecture series throughout the semester. Kakalios stopped at the 
University on his way to the American Physical Society’s conference in New 
Orleans, where he would be giving a similar presentation.
Kakalios dressed like most esteemed professors usually do, besides 
his animated Fantastic Four tie. He proceeded to share some background in 
his career and his involvement with superheroes. In 2001, Kakalios created a 
freshman seminar course at the University of Minnesota called “Everything I 
Know About Physics I Learned From Reading Comic Books.’ Kakalios said 
he thought using an exciting method of applying information, such as comic 
books, would be a unique way to teach students scientific concepts in a more 
engaging manner.
“This is a real physics class that covers everything from Isaac Newton 
to the transistor, but there’s not an incline plane or pulley in sight," Kakalios 
said. “Rather all the examples come from superhero comic books, and as much 
as possible, those cases superheroes get their science right"
In May of2002, Kakalios wrote an article examining the science of 
a well-known comic, “The Amazing Spider-Man # 121," to coincide with the 
release of the first Spider-Man movie. The article was published the same day 
as the film’s release, and within three days Kakalios was receiving interview 
requests from CNN, BBC and the Associated Press.
Kakalios capitalized on his success by digging into the science J 
other superheroes. He continued conducting research studying subjects 
the science of the strength of Spider-Man’s web, the durability of the 
Four’s costumes and The Hash’s ability to pluck bullets out of the air 
running at super-speed. Kakalios said he was struck by how interested s 
tend to be in his research when they are usually quick to dismiss science8! 
relevance to everyday life. fl
“Many students don’t find their introductory physics classes re 
This is illustrated by the standard student’s complaint, When am I p L 
to use this in my real life?' Interestingly enough, whenever I use supfdp 
illustrate physical principles, students never wonder when they’re g<p J 
this in their real life," Kakalios said “Apparendy, they all have plans aftef q 
don that involve spandex and patrolling the city." , $
Kakalios has published two editions of The Physics of Super p 
as well as other works on scientific concepts relating to pop culture. He j 
mark on the comic book world by acting as a scientific consultant onc j 
book movies like Watchmen” and “Green Lantern." _fs
While Kakalios is a college professor, he believes the concep^ 
ence can be taught at a young age and that superheroes are a good m j 
relate those concepts to, he said.
“Science is really about asking questions. It’s not about kno'v\> 
the answers," Kakalios said That scientific way of thinking about 
can do it with comic books, you can do it with anything and there s 
age limit to when you can start doing that"
Story • Evan Saacks 
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University of Minnesota physics professor James Kakalios presents science 




Tik Tok...what we've all been, waiting for
^°ovin’ es^a the Creepies performed Thursday night in the PMAC for 
°lt°n Ro°n Grounds, an annual concert hosted by Student Government 
i 8e native Benjy Davis opened the show.
^°Ups P°n walking into the building the buzz was unmistakable as
fOr ° about their favorite songs and which singles they could recite 
t^le inane ainounts gutter and neon colored makeup did 
■ ^tely give away the main act, everyone was talking about Kesha. 
J',ereconst)aViS Was more tl'an a pleasing hold over, but both men and women 
f intly checking their phones wondering how much longer they had 
J?esba t° come on stage.
/P of her e "T’k Tok" singer holds a special place in all of our hearts. At the 
a ard Jr”* W^en we- today’s college students, were suffering through our 
in T Tes' s^e taught us to let loose, even if all that meant was dancing 
t sUhr bcdrooms.
J‘1 a fewVang many bits from her first album. 'Animal' while also work- 
her act tr°m ^er secon<^ album, “Warrior.” She also incorporated covers
tookS t,a W°n °Ver tbe crowtl witb 3 cover of “You Don’t Own Me.” 
J^sic th thle Words right out of [her] f-cking mouth” Not her typical kind 
Wa.1 We ^eW UP bgbting with our moms to keep on the radio, the 
% A.mesmerized from the second line.
Ite^ symbol of Hollywood abuse. Kesha’s legal battle has nearly 
career, and this song reminded us of her place as queen 
|L Sh en and t0 truly connect with her fans,
ft, ne^ discussed her lawsuit saying that while she is still unable to
Wh0 ■ S°ngS' sbe bas about 74 completed. Warning the crowd about 
■ WrQUSt Want t0 ste*d their happiness, she said that Doctor Luke “f-cked 
K “It mother f-cking woman."
■ Was so good to see her up there happy and thriving still having 
fun despite everything she’s been through,” biology freshman Matthew Hensar­
ling said.
Kesha quickly moved into her more gimmicky songs, bringing out 
dancers in T-rex masks for “Dinosaur” and whipping her hair to “Boots & 
Boys.” She proved years of lawsuits had not diminished her oddball spirit as 
she jumped on top of her shaggy haired boyfriend, who doubled as an onstage 
hype man, and ate at his neck during “Cannibal”
She sang her next chart topper, “Blow,” with much more soul than 
we ever heard from her in 2010, but when she introduced “Take It Off with a 
nondescript story about her first time in a strip club where everyone was “like 
so naked.” it felt as if she was simply waiting for her set to be finished
However, a shout-out to the LGBTQ community and her whipping 
out a phone to record the crowd chanting “Free Kesha,” showed she might not 
have been lying when she thanked the audience for “the best night [she] had in 
a long time.”
Kesha’s ability to truly connect to her fans on such a relatable level 
is what has always made her allure so natural. Even at her music’s most vapid 
peak, she embodied the type of attitude our favorite rebels have, without the 
untouchable cool girl vibe of Rihanna or the artistic stuffiness of Lady Gaga.
By the end of the show, mass communication sophomore Candice 
Sieks said her middle school self “was living” for a few short minutes again.
The beauty of Groovin’ booking Kesha at this time in her career is 
that her F-ck The World tour is for us — college students who have loved 
her since the first time we heard “TiK ToK” on the way to the orthodontist in 
middle school.
Early in her set, Kesha admitted that she never went to college, but 
no one cared She taught us all we needed to know about being who we are 
and she, being unapologetically herself gave us everything she has and is.
Story • Ryan Thaxton 
Photo ■ Whitney Williston
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19th Annual
Miss LSU Pageant
Alyssa Ceasar crowned Miss LGU-USA
Senior psychology student Alyssa Ceasar celebrates being the winner of the Miss
LSU-USA Pageant on Sunday, March 26, 2017, in the LSU Student Union.
Story • Evan Saacks 
Photo ■ Kelly McDuff 
Design • Taylor Gonsoulin
I crown Z,eta h°sted the 19th annual Miss LSU-USA pageant Mar. 26, 
| psychology senior Alyssa Ceasar Miss LSU-USA 2017. Delta Zeta 
I M a 6 eVent every Year 35 a Parity- Philanthropies supported by the chapter 
I ”le ^merge Center, St Lillian Academy and the Alzheimer’s Services 
decad . Pita^ •^rea- The pageant has grossed more than $400,000 over the past 
¥ ■ including $97,000 from just the 2016 pageant
I Pageant began with an opening statement from emcee Candice
I feldf nnettl a former NFL cheerleader and Miss Louisiana-USA 2015. The
I amjc contestants was comprised of 19 University students of varying ages 
f too]. .e ds study. After introducing themselves and their interests, they each 
| 075 moling in swimsuits and evening gowns while Bennett read their
I les life mottos to the audience.
I .TheJudges were five prominent figures in the Baton Rouge and LSU 
I >iet re Unity se^ected ty the pageant committee. One of the judges, LSUsports.
I SlItPri d er Dixon, had never been a pageant judge before, and was
* i lot of11/0 ^eam h°w much went into the show beyond just looks. “There’s 
Pfoce these girls do outside in their community and in the interview
I corr1perjtllat ^so ^tors into the winners,” Dixon said. “It’s not just the swimsuit 
I tions or the evening gowns. It’s the full-rounded young woman. That 
contestants applaud for the winner of the Miss LSU-USA Pageant Alyssa Ceasar on Sunday, March 26, 2017, in the LSU Student Union.The
really opened my eyes to what it’s all about in the pageant”
In addition to the judges’ scores, the pageant held an online vote in 
the weeks leading up to the event and took those scores into consideration. 
Before announcing Miss LSU-USA the awards for Most Photogenic, Miss 
Congeniality, Fan Favorite, Best Interview, Best Swimsuit and Best Evening 
Gown were given out After narrowing the field down to five finalists, Bennett 
announced the runners-up in reverse order with Ceaser being crowned Miss 
LSU-USA 2017. Ceaser nearly spent half an hour taking pictures with friends 
and family after receiving her crown and still could barely put into words what 
the achievement meant to her. “Pure shock. I am honestly speechless,” Ceaser 
said. She went on to explain the importance of pageants saying “they are em­
powering for women. It shows people that pageantry isn’t all just about who’s 
beautiful It’s about who’s beautiful on the inside as well.”
Ceasar is from Lake Charles and is the recruitment chair of Pi Beta 
Phi and the assistant director of Organizational Outreach for LSU Student 
Government She plans to use her platform to raise awareness for the dangers 
of drinking and driving after recently losing a friend to an accident She also 
plans on advocating for mental health awareness, and ending sexual violence 
on college campuses.
Junior mass communication Freshman children and family studies 
student Khaila Sloan introduces student Keighley Kelley answers her 
herself to the crowd at the Miss given question at the Miss LSU-USA 
LSU-USA Pageant on Sunday, Pageant on Sunday, March 26, 2017, in 




Purple and Gold Diamonds
LSU baseball head coach Paul Mainieri speaks to the team during practice on Wednesday, Feb. 8, 2017 at Alex Box Stadium.
Kioto • Chungfeng Lu, Augustus Stark 
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LSU junior infielder Greg Deichmann (7) swinge and hits a home run dur- LSU sophomore outfielder Brennan Breaux (6) makes a run on 
ing the Tigers' 9-0 win against Army on Saturday, Feb. 18, 2017 at Alex Box 25, 2017, during the Tigers' 14-0 win against Maryland at Alex 
Stadium.
LSU junior guard Jalyn Patterson 
(11) shoots a 3- point shot dur­
ing the Tigers 61-78 win against 
The University of Mississippi 
on Nov. 15, 2016 in the Pete 
■ Maravich Assembly Center.
* /
Men's basketball
LSU freshman guard Kieran Haywad (5) jump­
ing and shooting the ball during the Tigers 
61-78 win against The University of Missis­
sippi on Nov. 15, 2016 in the Pete Maravich 
Assembly Center.
Left: LSU sophrnore guard Antonio Blukeney (2) shoots a layup during the Tigers 
61-78 win againt The University of Mississippi on Nov. 15, 2016 in the Pete 
Maravich Assembly Center.
Women’s basketball
Hoops, they did it a^ain.
The Lady Timers father before going over film for their up­
coming match up on Friday Nov. 18, 2016 in the basketball 
practice facility. 1
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Design ■ Ashton Breeding
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LSU freshman center > 
Yasmine Bidikuindila (15) 
shoots a free throw during 
the Lady Tigers' 81-34 
win against LeMoyne-Ow- 
t en on November 6, 2016 J
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LSU Cross Country
On your mark, get set, GEAUX?
LSU Football
GEAUX TIGERS
Photo ■ Zoe Geauthreaux, Ryan McCarble 
Design • Taylor Gonsoulin
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Men's Golf
Coolest "club" on campus
Photo Jake Bonin. Javier Fernandez 
Design ■ Madelyn Curtis
Women's Golf
Swinging to the Green.
LSU sophmore gymnast 
Lexie Priessman grips to the 
bar during the Lady Tigers 
197.825-193.600 victory aver 
the Georgia Bulldogs on Friday, 
Jan. 6, 2017 in the Pete • - ■ 
Mar^vu^i Asc-en^ly Center. *
LSU all-arotinji sepior gym­
nast Sydney Ewing l^aps * 
through the ^jg»during*the I 
Tig«rs*19’7.375 -192(623
LSU junior gymnast 
Lauren Li poses dur­
ing the Lady Tigers 
197.825-193.600 victory 
over the Georgia Bulldogs, 
on Friday, Jan.-6, 2017 
in thfc Pete-Mara vich j
PM&Sly Center. f
The Lad^jA : • . I: iuring tl^^825-193 600 victory 
over the Georgia B ..I. go on Friday Tan. 6, 2017 in tire Pete
A , Marpvxh Asse
LSU freshman 
gymnast Kennedi 
Edney clings to the 
bar during the Lady 
Tigers 197.825- 
193.600 victory over 
the Georgia Bulldogs 
on Friday, Jan. 6, 




performs her t>n , 
routine during




L5U junior mid-fielder Debbie Hahn taking a free-kick during the 2-1 loss 
gainer Colgate University on Sunday, Aug. 28, 2016, at LSU Soccer Facilities.
Photo • Ryan McCarble, Michael 
Palmer 
Design ■ Chloe Bryars
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Softball
Bring it, Swing it
Photo • Kelly McDuff 






Hustle, Hit, Never Quit




In order to obtain the optimal hurdling technique, one must first H 
proper running techniques. It's important that the runner stays on *1 
his or her feet for the entirety of the race. I
Pole vaulting is unusual among track and field sports in that it requires a 
significant amount of specialized equipment in order to participate. Running 
speed, however, may be the most important skill required
The high jump is a track and field event in which coflPti’1 
jump unaided over a horizontal bar placed at measured heights 
dislodging it. In its modem most practised format, a bar > 
between two standards with a crash mat for
Photo • Beth Hall & Steve Franz 
Design • Ashton Breeding
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More kills than, an epsiode of Criminal Minds
Photo • Michael Palmer. Ryan McCarble, Mykiel Chambers 
Design • Chloe Bryars
Vollcybdl
LSU soph
’he L^. 2nore defensive specialist Katie Kampen (9) dives for the ball during LGU Lady Tigers prompts to defend the ball during the 3-1 loss against Texas 
’Sers 3-2 victory over the University of Georgia on Friday Nov. 11, A&M on Friday, Sept. 30, 2016.
2016.
£i°re 0Utside hitter/right side Toni Rodnguez (25) and sophomore LSU junior outside hitter Gina Tillis (12) spikes ball during 3-1 loss against 
F i~>'iVid Beyer (6) jump to block a spike during the Tigers' 3-1 exas
086 against the University of South Carolina.
LSU Sports Scoreboard
BASEBALL
vs. Army (9-0) WIN
vs. Air Force (10-3) WIN
vs. New Orleans (11-8) LOSS
vs. Hofstra (8-1) WIN
vs. Maryland (6-1) WIN
vs. Nicholls (3-2) WIN
vs. McNeese St. (5-4) LOSS
vs. Witchita St (12-5) WIN
vs. Louisiana College (13-0) WIN
vs. Georgia (22-9) WIN
vs. Southeastern LA (8-2) WIN
BASKETBALL 
(Men's)
vs. Houston (84-65) WIN 
vs. NC Central (70-66) WIN
vs. Texas Southern (88-80) WIN 
vs. Charleston (75-65) WIN
vs. Wake Forest (110-76) LOSS 
vs. Vanderbilt (96-89) LOSS
vs. Missouri (88-77) WIN 
vs. Mississippi St (95-78) LOSS 
vs. Texas A&M (92-62) LOSS 
vs. Alabama (81-66) LOSS
vs. Auburn (78-74) LOSS 
vs. Arkansas (99-856) LOSS
vs. Florida (106-71) LOSS
BASKETBALL 
(Women's)
iana Tech (77-73) WIN 
Forest (60-57) WIN
Rice (66-55) WIN 
UConn (76-53) LOSS
UTEP (78-45) WIN 
Kansas St (69-54) LOSS
NC State (59-58) WIN 
TCU (67-61) WIN
Tulane (69-51) WIN
Sam Houston St (89-41) WIN 
North Caroline (70-43) WIN 
Li tde Rock (69-49) WIN 
Alabama St (93-40) WIN 
Mississippi St (74-48) LOSS 
Florida (78-67) WIN 
vs. Florida (10-6) WIN
vs. Tulane (7-6) LOSS
vs. Texas A&M (7-4) WIN
vs. Grambling (13-2) WIN
vs. Arkansas (10-8) WIN
vs. UDLafayette (3-2) WIN
vs. Ole Miss (15-2) WIN
vs. Lamar (10-4) WIN
vs. Kentucky (10-2) LOSS
vs. Alabama (4-3) WIN
vs. South Alabama (7-6) LOSS
vs. South Carolina (7-6) WIN
vs. Auburn (9-1) WIN
SEC/Big 12 Challenge:
vs. Texas Tech (77-64) LOSS 
vs South Carolina (88-63) LOSS 
vs. Texas A&M (85-73) LOSS 
vs. Kentucky (92-85) LOSS 
vs. Arkansas (78-70) LOSS 
vs. Ole Miss (96-76) LOSS 
vs. Alabama (90-72) LOSS 
vs. Auburn (98-75) LOSS 
vs. Georgia (82-80) LOSS 
vs. Tennessee (92-82) WIN 
vs. Mississippi St (88-76) LOSS
SEC Tournament
vs. Mississippi St (79-52) LOSS 
vs. Arkansa (53-52) WIN 
vs. Missouri (80-71) WIN
vs. South Carolina (84-61) LOSS 
vs. Kentucky (55-42) LOSS 
vs. Texas A&M (54-52) LOSS 
vs. Arkansas (53-46) WIN 
vs. Tennessee (77-58) LOSS 
vs. Alabama (48-41) WIN 
vs. Ole Miss (62-51) WIN 
vs. Vanderbilt (70-68) LOSS 
vs. Texas A&M (67-63) WIN 
vs. Georgia (70-65) LOSS 
vs. Auburn (54-49) LOSS 
vs. Vanderbilt (64-58) WIN 
vs. Ole Miss (65-49) WIN 
vs. Mississippi St (78-61) LOSS 
vs. California (55-52) LOSS
BEACH VOLLEYBALL
vs. Florida (4-1) LOSS
vs. Florida Atlantic (3-2) LOSS
vs. Stetson(3-2) WIN
vs. UCLA (3-2) LOSS
vs. USC (4-1) LOSS
vs. Cal Poly (54)) WIN
vs. Long Beach (3-2) LOSS
vs. Tulane (5-0) WIN
vs. South Carolina (4-1) WIN
vs. Florida International (3-2) WIN
vs. North Florida (4-1) WIN
vs. TCU (3-2) WIN
vs. Arizona (4-1) WIN
vs. Georgia (3-2) WIN
vs. Jacksonville (5-0) WIN
vs. UAB (5-0) WIN 
CROSS COUNTRY
Rice Invitational (W) 114 pts (4th/14) 
Rice Invitational (M) 172 pts (8th/14) 
LSU Invitational (W) 45 pts (3rd/8) 
LSU Invitational (M) 45 pts (2nd/9) 
Texas A&M Invitational (M) 171 pts 
(6th/15)
Texas A&M Invitational (W) 214 pts 
(7th/17)
FOOTBALL
vs. Wisconsin (16-14) LOSS
vs. Jacksonville St (34-13) WIN
vs. Mississippi St (23-20) WIN
vs. Auburn (18-13) LOSS
vs. Missouri (42-7) WIN
vs. Southern Miss (45-10) WIN
vs. Ole Miss (38-21) WIN
vs. Alabama (10-0) LOSS
vs. Arkansas (38-10) WIN
vs. Florida (16-10) LOSS
GOLF
(Men's)
Carpet Capital Collegiate (Day 3) 852 
-(-12) 4th PLACE
Maui Jim Intercollegiate (day 3) 811 
(-41) 1st PLACE
David Toms Intercollegiate (day 2) 
853-(-11) 1st PLACE
The Golf Club of Georgia Collegiate 
(Day 3) 871-(+7)11th PLACE 
Kaanapali Collegiate Classic (Day 3) 
828-(-24) 3rd PLACE
The Prestige at PGA West (Day 3) 
852- (E) 1st PLACE
vs. Austin Peay (5-0) WIN g 
vs. Texas A&M (4-1) WIN ( 
vs. Houston Baptist (5-0) WIN 1
vs. Tulane (3-2) WIN
vs. Central Arkansas (5-0) WIN 
vs. ULM (5-0) WIN
vs. Georgia St (3-2) WIN I 
CCSA Tournament 1
vs. UAB (4-1) WIN
vs. Florida Atlantic (5-0) WIN
vs. Charleston (5-0) WIN I
vs. Georgia St (3-2) WIN -
vs. Florida International (3-2) 
NCAA Championships: I
vs. UCLA (3-0) LOSS I
vs. Long Beach St (3-2) WIN I 
vs. Hawaii (3-0) LOSS I
Crimson Classic (M) 400 pts 1 
(14th/24)
Crimson Classic (W) 421 pt5 1 
SEC Championships (W) 36614 
SEC Championships (M) 296 pi 
(llth/12) 
vs. Texas A&M (54-39) WIN
vs. Louisville (29-9) WIN I
.(.i
Louisiana Classics (Day 2)
3rd PLACE
Valspar Collegiate Invitation* J 
864- (+12) 14th PLACE ^0 
Tiger Classic (582-(+6) is1 r
SEC Championships: . gjb 
SEC Championship (Day " | 
3rd PLACE ■
vs. Alabama (3.5-1.5) LO>> ■
NCAA Championships'- (,|J 




Jfyner Fall Classic (Day 1) 579-
Si7*a^vitational(Day3)920’ 
Invitational (Day 3) 
tilth (14)
(+48)l^(^CoClassic(Day3)912- 







vs. (197.700-196.325) WIN 









^%tK?A,uthem (10-D WIN 
^•NewTp^sas (9-2) WIN 
(9-0) WIN 
J^'^kman (12-1) WIN 
^cfe8W3-0)WIN
J^no^^^WIN
U St- (4-3) WIN
LSU Tiger Golf Classic (Day 1) 60S
(+29)
LSU Tiger Golf Classic (Day 2) 909- 
(+45) 12th (15)
PING/ASU Invitational (Day 3) 891- 
(+27) tlO (14)
Spring Break Classic 583- (+7) 1st (2) 
SEC Championship (Day 1) 294- (+6) 
SEC Championship (Day 2) 586- 
(+10)
SEC Championship (Day 3) 873- (+9) 
8th (14)
NCAA Lubbock Regional (Day 3)
224- (+8) 
vs. Auburn (197.67S196.100) WIN
vs. Florida (198.150-196.600) WIN
vs. New Hampshire (197.87S 
195300) WIN
vs. SEC Championships (198.075)
1ST
vs. NCAA Lincoln Regional (197.450)
1ST
vs. NCAA Semifinals (1982750) 1st
PLACE
vs. NCAA Super Six (197.7375) 2nd
PLACE 
vs. Louisiana Tech (2-1) WIN 
vs. Omaha (7-0) WIN
vs. Tulsa (1-0) LOSS
vs. Southeast Missouri (7-3) WIN
vs. Nicholls (3-2) WIN
vs. ULM (9-1) WIN
vs. Mississippi St (7-2) WIN
vs. Alabama (1-0) WIN
vs. Ole Miss (3-2) LOSS
vs. Northwestern St (5-2) WIN
vs. Tennessee (1-0) WIN
vs. South Alabama (6-0) WIN
vs. Missouri (3-1) LOSS
SEC Tournament
vs. Missouri (6-5) WIN
vs. Tennessee (6-2) WIN
vs. Auburn (6-0) WIN
vs. Ole Miss (5-1) LOSS
SWIMMING 6 DIVING
vs. Vanderbilt (W) (200-61) WIN 
vs. Loyola (W) (53-18) WIN
vs. Loyola (M) (72-5) WIN 
vs. Auburn (W) (162-138) LOSS 
vs. Auburn (M) (153-147) LOSS 
vs. Tulane (W) (161-79) WIN
vs. Alabama (M) (161-138) LOSS 
vs. Alabama (W) (189-110) WIN
TENNIS (Men's)
vs. Santa Clara (4-3) LOSS
vs. North Florida (5-2) LOSS
vs. Tulane (4-2) LOSS
vs. Rice (4-0) LOSS
vs. Lamar (5-2) WIN
vs. South Carolina (4-3) LOSS
vs. Florida (4-3) LOSS
vs. Kentucky (5-2) LOSS
vs. Vanderbilt (4-3) WIN
vs. Alcorn St (7-0) WIN
vs. Alabama 6-1) LOSS
vs. Dartmouth (4-3) LOSS
TENNIS (Women's)
vs. Memphis (5-0) WIN
vs. North Florida (4-0) WIN
vs. South Florida (6-1) WIN
vs. Houston (4-1) WIN
vs. Tulane (4-3) LOSS
vs. Florida (7-0) LOSS
vs. South Carolina (4-2) WIN
vs. Arkansas (5-2) LOSS
vs. Missouri (4-3) WIN
vs. Alabama (4-3) WIN
vs. Auburn (4-3) WIN
vs. Texas A&M (4-2) WIN
TRACK 6 FELD
Auburn Invitational M(151) 
lst/W(1045) 3rd
Razorback Invitational M(48.5) 
5th/W(843) 3rd
SEC Championship (Day 2) M(42) 
8th/W(94) 2nd
VOLLEYBALL
vs. Eastern Kentucky (3-0) WIN
vs. UNC (3-1) WIN
vs.Duke (0-3) LOSS
vs. Conneticut (0-3) LOSS
vs. Virginia (2-3) LOSS
vs. Southern Miss (1-3) LOSS
vs. Seattle (3-1) WIN
vs. UCF (3-2) WIN
vs. Florida Adantic (3-1) WIN
vs. Baylor(0-3) LOSS
vs. Florida (0-3) LOSS
vs. Auburn (2-3) LOSS
vs. Arkansas (0-3) LOSS 
vs. Texas A&M (W) (193-103) LOSS
vs. Texas A&M (M) (173-127) LOSS
vs. Tulane (W) (254-97) WIN
vs. Houston (W) (242-111) WIN
vs. Rice (W) (218-129) WIN
SEC Championships (M) (641) 
9th/W(550) 8th
NCAA Championships (W) (14) 34th 
vs. Georgia (4-1) LOSS
vs. Texas A&M (5-2) LOSS 
vs. Arkansas (4-3) LOSS
vs. Ole Miss (4-3) WIN
vs. Jackson St (7-0) WIN
vs. Auburn (5-2) WIN
vs. Mississippi St (5-2) LOSS 
vs. Tennessee (4-3) LOSS 
vs. New Orleans (4-0) WIN
SEC Tournament
vs. Arkansas (4-2) LOSS 
vs. Ole Miss (4-0) LOSS
vs. Mississippi St (6-1) LOSS
vs. Kentucky (4-3) WIN
vs. Vanderbilt (4-0) LOSS
vs. Georgia (5-2) LOSS
vs. Tennessee (4-2) LOSS
SEC Tournament
vs. Texas A&M (4-3) WIN 
vs. Vanderbilt (4-2) LOSS
NCAA Championships:
vs. Tulsa (403) WIN
vs. California (4-0) LOSS
NCAA Championship (Day 2) M(30) 
6th/W(ll) 18th
SEC Championships (OUT) (Day 3)
M(57) 7th/W(100) 2nd 
vs. Texas A&M (1-3) LOSS
vs. Missouri (0-3) LOSS
vs. Ole Miss (3-2) WIN
vs. Georgia (3-0) WIN
vs. South Carolina (1-3) LOSS
vs. Mississippi (3-0) WIN
vs. Kentucky (0-3) LOSS
vs. Tennessee (1-3) LOSS






Glittering Girls of Geauxld
jf&L 183
dag |. The Golden Girls are a part of LSLTs Golden Band from Tigerland and first took the field in 1959. They represent the oldest and most established
ne On LSU’s campus. They are a dance team of 18 that perform at home football games, appearances, and other band performances. The team members 
on MaU^ition every year to earn their spots again on the team. Practices are Tuesday through Friday with the band, but the Golden Girls hold their own practices 
the hdl ^’S and TuesdaY nighte after band practice to perfect their halftime shows. Every game day they will practice with the band prior to marching down 
^ge^ jPerforrning the PMAC, entering the stadium, performing pregame, halftime performance, and then marching out of the stadium. Like the voice of the
Jim Hawthorne, always says, "Remember to keep your eyes on those glittering girls of geauxld.”
Tiqer Girls
Growl power
LSU’s Tiger Girls are a team of 20-24 girls that perform at LSU Men’s/Wom- 
en’s basketball and Friday night baseball games. As well as supporting these 
teams, they spend countless hours training to prepare for the UDA National 
Championship. The LSU Tiger Girls are a close-knit team that put their h 
and soul in every performance. The TGs are the epitome of hard work 
dedication. They embody what it means to be an LSU Tiger.
Tiger Girls at the UCA & UDA College Cheerleading and Dance Team National Championship
Design • Chloe Bryars
,SU Cheer
5Z 6, 7Z 8...
Cta*«l=. w th. mttot «*» » «t«hu» « j«« *y.







A product of LGU's Gumbo Yearbook/ Humans 
of LSU has ambitious reporters working daily 
to deliver the most diverse/ powerful/ hilarious 
and interesting stories of our very own studen1 
body. Inspired by Humans of New York/ Hum^ 
of LSU reaches all ends of campus and provide 
some unique blurbs and inspiring quotes mads 
by students ran^in^ from freshmen to 
post-graduates.
^Humans of LSU ^humansofLSU ^HumansOfLSU
|SS
Design • Taylor Gonsoulin and Marlie Lynch
Fall Humane Lead Reporter
Kelsey Bordelon
Kelsey is an International Studies 
graduate with a minor in French. She 
is a native of Mandeville, La. Kelsey 
enjoys photography and is always 
busy with babysitting. She plays the 
guitar and ukulele in her spare time.
Spring Humane Co-Reporter
Chelsea Chifici
Chelsea is a Spring 2017 graduate 
with a degree in English, focus of lit­
erature. She is a native of Gonzales, 
La and graduated from East Ascension 
High School. Chelsea runs her own 
photography business and enjoys blog­
ging and traveling the world. She's 
been to over 20 countries!
Spring Humans Co-Reporter
Haze Hamilton
Haze is a freshman majoring in digi­
tal advertising. She is a native of Ba­
ton Rouge, La. who graduated from the 
University Lab School. Haze's hobbies 
include reading, drawing, and music. 




People always try to pet him.
Ifs so frustrating. I have to snap at
people about twice a day. They'll 
lean over and start to pet him 
without asking. When I take his 
vest off/ it's fine - it's a different 
§tory. But when he has his vest onz 
he's working. Crazy memory? Ahz 
^ve only had him survived for about
month. He's chill/ but when I take
him out he's goofy."
S 191
HI got a 100 on my fluids exam. I 
was like woaaaaahhh. I usually get
F's and then suddenly I was likez 
'what happened?1"
"At Taco Bell once, I ordered 
a Baja freeze. They gave me the 
wrong size and they gave me a lai$ 
one for free. I left with two."


met when I wasn't looking for a rela­
tionship. It was Gt. Patrick's Day 2015 and it 
wos the first time I had gotten drunk in a long 
tl]ne. I went up to him and told him how excit- 
I was that I was going to be studying abroad 
in Spain. He told me how excited he was for 
ttte and I kept giving him hugs. By the end of 
*he parade, I had snatched his phone from him 
added my number to his contact list. I woke 
hours later, hungover; I had a text from him 
hoping I was okay. He has my heart. In two 
Weeks it's going to be our 2 year anniversary."
195
"My parents met at the Lockett 
bus stop when my Dad offered to 
carry my Mom's books. Sometime 
I send selfies to my family sitting
at the bus stop saying ‘future hub­




My best memory at LGU? I sud­
denly have no memories. Uh... if 
I can't think of something can you
just make something up for me?"
199
"I want to say, shoutout to all of 
our inspiring, courageous, diverse/ 
and beautiful women on LSU's cam' 
pus today. Happy international 
women's day. We should always b£ 
lifting each other up and fight for 
our rights regarding so many thin$ 
that are relevant in today's society 
like equal pay and representation 





1IY1 in law school. I have no idea 
what kind of lawyer I want to be. 
At first/ I thought I knew but now I 
W't. My major was marine biology 
^d I'm doing the opposite! The field 
^search I wanted to doz I can't/ be- 
Ause it involves scuba diving and I 
We seizures so.. I can't. I want to 
And a way to protect what I like. 
Maybe I can do something in the 
later on with water regulations.
J Want to do a semester in Argenti­
na. I graduate next May.11
"I'vC spent my whole childhoc 
on this campus. People always as' 
me why I didn’t £o somewhere ne1 
for college/ but to be honest, I don 
think I could love anywhere else




experience here at LGU has been, awesome. I 
c°frte. from Gaudia Arabia and I've been here for 4 years. 
I have experienced so many different cultures. I wasn't 
Meeting this kind of diversity. It's awesome to see how 
Wople love differently. I just learned about American foot­
ball four years ago and I'm such a fan now. I honestly 
freed a lot of time to explain what's inside ... To be 
honest, I don't take political stances but I think the travel 
bfru is bad for international students. I think that people 
from Muslim countries need to come here to see how dif­
ferent religions work and how people can be nice to you, 
even if they aren't from your religion. But, I think it 
^Ofr't stay like this for long. Ultimately, it's really impor- 
fefrt for other people from outside countries to come here 
^d help. It's important for the UG especially because the 
has the best colleges because of the international di- 
Versity. But, in every place there is bad and good. Every­
where. Even here - there's bad people and good people. 
&frt, what's important is that the good people dominate 
be good. To be honest, I was scared when Trump won. 
the majority of people here at LGU are good people 
and I'm happy about that."
Ar 2077
"The craziest thing I’ve experi' 
enced in Chicago would have to b£ 
the amount of strangers that just 
come up and talk to you. It's dif' 
ferent than LGU. People are more 
reserved here. I still do that - ya 
knowz walk up to people and talk-
That's how I met you!11


"Dang. I have all these weird thoughts all 
tb.e time. Actually, I was on a walk earlier and 
thought about spiderwebs. Go, we see these spi­
derwebs in a chapel or an old place. Ya know, 
they're huge and they cover the whole ceiling 
^tid they're beautiful. We admire them and we 
Aspect them and don't touch them. Then, we're 
01i- a road like a public place or a nature walk - 
a common path, really, and there's a tiny baby 
spider web and we swat it and walk through 
tt- We think about it, that's how they kill and 
and then there's these other spiders and we 
keep knocking down their habitat. They're al- 
ways building their home again and again. It's 
a part of life. You'll always get uprooted, ya 
know. But, it's sad. We keep knocking down 
rkege poOr little spider webs but we admire the 
^gnificent ones and they just get to chill and
have the best life, undisturbed."
"Life sucks; but, I'm still choosing




As an engineering student, the 
blatant disregard for science and 
math in the Oval Office is 
disturbing to me."
"America just keeps ^rowin^ 
in influence and population and w& 
encounter people from all different 
walks of life. Soz I think it's impor 
tant to look at things with eyes unz 
clouded by hatez and remember tha1 




1 first started doing this because I 
hke playing the ukulele. Butz I start­
ed playing and people would come 
up to me and say thank you and 
stuff. They'd say I make their day 
better. 5oz I'm doing a public ser­
vice in a way. Ya knowz whatever, 
^eace will win. Fear will lose. Jesus 
loves you.11
"Kerrel is the weirdest £uy in 
the group. Call him Take with a K






Best wishes in the next steps 
toward your careers. It has been 





























































Theta was founded in 1870 
at DePauw University, as the 
first Greek letter fraternity for 
women. Delta Kappa is one of 
the largest Theta chapters in 
the country and was estab­
lished in 1963.
Theta sisters are 
active in all aspects of the 
LSU community. Mem­
bers participate in activities 
including LSU Ambassadors, 
Dance Marathon, Panhellenic 
Executive Board, Order of 
Omega. Rho Lambda GBOD, 
student media and numerous 
academic organizations.
Members support 
Theta’s national philanthropy, 
Court Appointed Special Advo­
cates, with events throughout 
the school year. Every spring 
Theta holds their annual 
“CASA Carnival" fundraiser. 
Friends and family come out 
to enjoy delicious carnival 
food, live music, silent auction, 
and carnival inspired activi­
ties including a dunk tank. All 
proceeds benefit the Capital 
Area CASA Association.
To celebrate Theta’s 
National Day of Service, the 
Delta Kappa chapter also hosts 
an annual KATs and Dogs 
event for the LSU community. 
LSU students come out to 
enjoy free snacks, school sup­
plies, and play with puppies for 
midterm study relief




The 2016 Orientation team that served incoming students over the summer.
Our mission as LSU Ambassadors is to aid and represent 
•University by recruiting orienting advising and serving students 
& parents, conducting ourselves as role models, and presenting 
•ositive impression of LSU. We will strive to become the best 
hviduals possible and to inspire others to achieve. We will hold 
Selves to the highest standards in our efforts to become open- 
nded leaders, effective communicators, and considerate team
^hly Seasoned Ambassadors Parker Vaughn and Tanis Tolbert 
showing off their new yellow polos at Polo Ceremony
P y The LSU Ambassadors constitute a unique organiza­
tion of student leaders chosen to aid the University’s orientation 
and recruitment programs, encourage pnde andspirit in the LSU 
community, and provide diligent service to the LSU campus LSU 
Ambassadors assist students throughout their time spent under the 
• r orientation to graduation.
Am
bassadors
Th,. 2016-2017 Executive Council that works to plan recruiting, service, orientation and 
-.ocial events for the general membership of the organization.
Design • Chloe Bryars
The Epsilon chapter of Kappa Delta at LSU was the first field trip. These events are always geared towards inspiring confi' 
sorority on LSU's campus, opening it's doors in 1909. With an dence in Girl Scouts.
open motto of “Ta Kala Diokomen," an Latin phrase meaning “Let In addition to Girl Scouts, for the past 25 years Kapp3 i
us strive for that which is honorable, beautiful, and highest," the Delta has participated in the St. Peter's Day parade, selling j3®1”
Kappa Delta's at LSU surely seek to live each day by these words. balaya to raise money for the local non-profit organization PreveO*
But not only do the women of the Epsilon chapter personally strive Child Abuse Louisiana. The Epsilon chapter is one of the sole J
for this, they also use this open motto to help others achieve the providers to the Louisiana division of Prevent Child Abuse. Havi™
confidence and true friendship they find in these words. donated $87,000 this past year, Kappa Delta has been able to k««
Every semester the Kappa Delta's host three to four Girl the Louisiana division afloat. As we continue to grow, we conti®
Scout events as part of their philanthropy. The Girl Scout event is to strive for the ideals and values our founders left for us. 1
either help at Epsilon's house or the chapter takes the troops on a
Kappa Delta
2Sii
Design ■ Chloe Bryars
Celebrating 150th Anniversary of 
Greek Life at LSU!
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity was established in 1867 as the first Greek letter organization. Since that time, 
hundreds of students have found their home in fraternities and sororities at LSU. It is with great pride that we 
celebrate the 150th anniversary of Greek Life at LSU!
The Greek community added 2,155 new members during the 2015-2016 academic year for a total of 5,398 fra­
ternity and sorority members, constituting 2239% percent of the undergraduate population at LSU. 29.06 percent 
of LSUs female undergraduates are members of sororities, and 14.51 percent of LSU’s male undergraduates are 
members of fraternities.
The Interfratemity Council hosted 19 chapters, the Panhellenic Council hosted 13 chapters and the National 











National Pan-Hellenic Exec Board
Interfraternity Exec Board
Design • Taylor Gonsoulin
Greek Board of Directors
EMPOWER Weekend
GBOD organized its annual all-Greek philanthropic effort for Greek Week 2016. In the fall GBOD Fundraising committee members coordinated efforts to raise 
money for this project through chapter hosted letter writing parties. After spending the Fall semester raising $156,000 to fund the project through letter writing 
and corporate sponsorships, one thousand Greek students came together to build two Habitat for Humanity homes for the Causey family and tire Carey family 
from April 2-9,2016. The GBOD funded homes were presented to the families on the afternoon of Saturday, April 9,2016.
Songfest was hosted on April 17,2016 in the PMAC. Thirty chapters were paired to create 11 ensemble groups. Each group performed a choreographed danc< 
routine for five judges. The judges’ scores were combined with four bonus point opportunities: T-shirt sales, ticket sales, a banner competition and a newly adde< 
social media contest. The highest point totals determined the first, second, and third place winners. There was also recognition for judges’ awards, including Bes 
Male Performance, Best Costume and Crowd Appeal
Greek Week
Step Up or Step Aside First-Place Winners: Pi Beta Phi
SongFest First Place Wirmers: Delta Gamma, 
Phi Gamma Delta (FIJI), & Delta Chi
Order of Omega
Outstanding Scholarship: Zeta Phi Beta, 01 
Omega, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Si^ma Alpha celebrating their Bid Day, Fall 2016. Our theme was Sweet Home Si$ma Alpha!





Phi Mu - Founded on the core ideals of love,
honor, and truth
Phi Mu Alpha Eta was founded at LSU in 1934. Since then, it has 
grown to be one of the biggest Phi Mu Chapters in the nation with over 330 
active members. This year’s pledge class alone added 97 new members that 
came from every comer of Louisiana and 6 other states! Phi Mu is a sister­
hood founded on the core ideals of love, honor, and truth. Alpha Eta strives to 
uphold these principles in everything it does from sisterhood to philanthropy. 
It is our mission to hold members to a higher standard and mold them into 
the best versions of themselves. Most importantly, we strive to make Phi Mu a 





LSU Student Media 
and Advertisments
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Tiger TV - Roaring News
Since its start in 1988, LSU’s student-ran television station. Tiger TV, 
has grown to include an almost $1 million state of the art television studio that 
produces original programming for live shows 4 days each week.
Tiger TV and its production equipment facilitates with the Manship 
School of Mass Communication and is known to be one of the most presti­
gious and modem student television studios in the country.
Tiger TV broadcasts live news, sports and entertainment program­
ming each week via livestream. LSUNow.com, its social media platforms and! 
rebroadcasts on local cable channel 19, WBTR.
Employing approximately 60 students each semester. Tiger TV gives 
students the opportunity to get hands-on experience in the newsroom and tl* 
skills to work as station managers, camera operators, programmers, and newM 
entertainment and sports reporters, on-air personalities, directors and product
Designs • Ashton Breeding
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Daily Reveille
Crossing t'g and dotting i's in Tiger History
Members of The Daily Reveille began laying out the weeks paper on 
Tuesday March 7, 2017, in Hodges Hall.
LEGACY Magazine is a semesterly publication which 
focuses on giving the LSU student body a voice. They also publish 
regularly online. They work on long-form journalism and photo 
stories. This year, Legacy staff members created stories focusing 
on fashion, music, art, religion, politics and the LGBTQ commu­
nity. The fall issue focused on inclusiveness while the spring issue 
focused on community. LEGACY’S mission is to provide stories 
about students, made for students, by students.





The Advertising and Marketing department of LSU 
Student Media includes Advertising Sales Account Executives, 
Marketing Managers, and Graphic Designers.
This department is a key player in generating adver­
tising revenue for the Office of Student Media. Students work 
together to develop and maintain relationships with business 
partners who utilize Student Media’s products and services.
Students also build internal advertising campaigns 
to promote Student Media’s products to the LSU Commu­
nity. Students gain real-world experience in sales, account 
management, event planning market research, and graphic 
design.





Taylor is a junior kinesiology pre- 
occupational therapy major with 
a minor in psychology. She started 
working with the Gumbo in 2015 as 
the Art Director and is currently the 
Co-Editor in Chief alongside Marlie. 
Taylor focuses mainly on all graphic 
design and spread layouts for the 
Gumbo, running all staff meetings, 




Marlie is a sophomore majoring 
in English with a focus of creative 
writing She started working with 
the Gumbo as a Page Designer in 
2015 and is now Co-Editor in chief 
along with Taylor. Marlie’s focus for 
the Gumbo is editing all text for 
every story, efficiently communicat­
ing with various LSU departments, 
and coordinating all staff payroll and 
financial aspects of the book.
Top Row (Left to Right): Karsyn Young Ashton Breeding Berkley Parent, and Chloe Bryars 
Bottom Row (Left to Right): Madelyn Curtis, Marlie Lynch, Taylor Gonsoulin, and Kelsey Bordelon
Photo • LSU Gumbo Yearbook 
Design ■ Taylor Gonsoulin and Marlie Lynch
Pa£e Designer 
Ashton Breeding 
Ashton, freshman, is a landscape architecture major from Slidell 
La who graduated from North Shore High School Her interests 
include photgraphy, design, plants, and grilled cheese. It is said, 
by Ashton, that she makes ’the best grilled cheese you could ever 
eat’ Her yearbook experience includes two years as a page de­
signer and one year as co-editor in chief for her high school staff
Marketing Director
Berkley Parent
Berkley, freshman, is an information systems decision sciences 
major from Prairieville, La who graduated from Dutchtown
High School She is involved in Greek Life on campus as a 
member of the Phi Mu sorority, and is very active in Christ the 
King Catholic Church as well as Dance Marathon.
Pa£e Designer
Chloe Bryars 
Chloe, freshman, is a kinesiology major with a focus of pre-med 
from Slidell La who graduated from John Pope II High School 
Her yearbook experience in high school inspired her interest in 
LSLFs yearbook Chloe enjoys being goofy, reading books, being 
active, and "dancing or jamming to any music thats on.
Pa£e Designer 
Karsyn Youn£
Karsyn, freshman, is a mass communication major with a focus 
in political science who graduated from Grady High School and 
traveled all the way from Adanta, Ga. to come to LSU. Flying 
back and forth is easy for her because she gets free tickets with 
Delta Airlines. Karsyn’s experience with yearbook goes back to 
her freshman year of high school She was also junior and senior 
editor of her high school staff for the last two years.
f 9 MOTION1 ft Labjjvjm 
luVSystems
Motion Lab Systems, Inc.
15045 Old Hammond Hwy. | Baton Rouge, LA 70816
Tel: 1-225-272-7364 | Fax: 1-225-272-7336
www.motion-labs.com
Williams Land Company, L.L.C.
Congratulations
to the LSU Class of 2017!
Charles S. Williams, President
228 St. Charles Avenue, Suite 1323 




Given the opportunity, we will do whatever it takes to earn your business. RoadRunner Towing is proud to meet the hauling, 
towing and vehicle recovery service needs of the people of East and West Baton Rouge and surrounding parishes, along with 
the State of Louisiana, in a safe and timely manner and to provide our customers with the most positive experience possible. Our 
hauling and towing fleet and equipment are checked prior to starting the day. If you are looking for quality and reliable hauling, 
vehicle recovery and towing services around Baton Rouge, LA, then you have found the right company.
I/Ve Proudly Support the LSU Graduating Class of 2017!
(225)356-3061 (225)749-3943
RoadRunner East RoadRunner West
9101 Veterans Memorial Blvd. 45+ YEARS OF SERVICE 4021 La Hwy 1 South
Baton Rouge, LA Port Allen, LA
Given the opportunity, we will do whatever it takes to earn your business. RoadRunner Towing is proud to meet the hauling, 
towing and vehicle recovery service needs of the people of East and West Baton Rouge and surrounding parishes, along with 
the State of Louisiana, in a safe and timely manner and to provide our customers with the most positive experience possible. Our 
hauling and towing fleet and equipment are checked prior to starting the day. If you are looking for quality and reliable hauling, 
vehicle recovery and towing services around Baton Rouge, LA, then you have found the right company.
We Proudly Support the LSU Graduating Class of 2017!
(225)356-3061 (225)749-3943
RoadRunner East vcado nr ocoi/rrc RoadRunner West
9101 Veterans Memorial Blvd. 45+ YEARS OF SERVICE 4021 La Hwy 1 South
Baton Rouge, LA Port Allen, LA
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EMR levators
EMR Elevators has proudly supported 
the students, faculty, and staff at LSU 
for the last five years.
We specialize in the maintenance, 
repair, and modernization of elevators 
and escalators, and are proud to be 
Louisiana owned and operated.
From Alexandria to Lafayette and 
Baton Rouge to Grand Isle, EMR Ele­
vators is there to make sure your eleva­
tors are running smoothly and safely.
Look us up at www.emrelevators.com 
or give us a call at 1-844-729-2909. 
Wed be happy to discuss tailoring an 
elevator maintenance plan for your 
building.
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RED STICK ARMATURE WORKS
24/7 to eliminate downtime.
RED STICK ARMATURE WORKS
24/7 to solve electric motor problems.
24/7 to serve our customers, and ensure their success.




Tel: 256.355.7081 | Fax: 256.351.9145
1111 Cedar Lake Road, SE | Decatur, Alabama 35603
Email: info@csialabama.com
www.csialabama.com
We Proudly Support the 2017 LSU Graduating Class!
Engineering and fabrication experience and capabilities, plus a wide range of materials and finishes provide a single source for your metalwork 
needs. This gives our customers a single source responsibility for the complicated ornamental portions of a project.
We routinely handle projects large and small from an individual gazebo to rail systems for an entire building complex. We also handle single 
projects that include a wide variety of different elements such as rails, monumental stairs, wall cladding, light fixtures, column covers and more.
Located in Cut Off, Louisiana, Cajun Pecan House bakes fresh daily to insure E 
that you receive the highest quality most delicous cakes, pies, and candies.
I 800
432 
We have much more than pecans! Cakes, Candies, Cookies, Florist, Gifts, a 5 a © 
Home Decor, King Cakes, Pies, Tarts and more. Come on down and visit.n www.cajunpecanhouse.com r 11*G
We Proudly Support the 2017 LSU Graduates!
ANNADEAN
Made in New Orleans 
annadean.com db
fg|gq Iliana Quality. Service. Delivered.
QU I ANA ER
roud to Call Louisiana Home •
Aquiana Springs Water has deep roots in Louisiana going back decades. Aquiana 
Springs has been delivering Premium Artesian Bottled Water to Louisiana*' ■ 
Industries, Homes, and Offices for years. As we have built our company, our focus 
has been providing excellent customer service—with a Personal Touch. You’ll like 
the convenience of our delivery service and you’ll love the care and attention you’ll 
get from our dedicated Route Pros and Customer Advocates, (and fellow LSU fans) 
at Aquiana Springs Water.
Geaux Tigers!
Contact us today for information about our Home, Office or Industry water delivery.
Call 504-210-0502 or visit us online at www.aquianasprings.com
f= BATON ROUGE 926-2665 www.coolbr.com
AIR CONDITIONING
and HEATING
THE QUICKEST SERVICE IN TOWN!
Over 40yrs of Experience Serving all of Baton Rouge. We sell high efficiency Trane Heating & Air 
Conditioning units. Financing plans are available. We accept VISA, MasterCard and Discover.
CALL US TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR INDUSTRY LEADING SERVICE AGREEMENT.
BRECHEEN













A LOCALLY OWNED 




PO BOX 4134 BATON ROUGE, 70821 






A Professional Surveying And Land Information Company
Congratulations 
Class of 2017!
2325 Weymouth Drive | Baton Rouge, LA 70809 
P: (225) 361-08991 www.theserenitycenterla.com
6730 Exchequer Drive • Baton Rouge, La 70809
Phone: 225.752.0995 • Fax: 225.752.0997
Email: patterson@landsource.com
3©3
New and Associates is a company focused on customer 
service in the heating, air conditioning, and process markets. 
We sell and service all of the products we represent. We are 
a professional technical organization with an experienced 
staff, engineers, and technicians. We have been servicing 
the commercial and industrial markets in Louisiana and 
Mississippi for over 25 years.
WE PROUDLY SUPPORT THE 
LSU GRADUATES OF 2017!
504.833.2700 | www.newandassociates.com 
3020 20th Street | Metairie, LA 70002
MID SOUTH EXTRUSION
polyethylene films
Mid South Extrusion is committed to providing high 
quality, custom films and bags to meet the needs 
of strategic markets and customers in the flexible 
packaging industry. We are committed to developing and 
strengthening customer relationships by understanding 
their needs and offering creative solutions with superior 
service. We dedicate ourselves to achieving the highest 
QUALITY standards relative to research, product 
development, manufacturing, sales and transportation.
Congratulations LSU Graduates!
www.midsouthextrusion.com
2015 Jackson Street, Monroe LA 71202 
800-256-7239 / 318-322-7239 / 318-325-7524 fax








Miles B. Williams, P.E., President, BSCE '83, Adjunct Faculty
ST. LANDRY LUMBER
COMPANY, LTD.
Proudly Supports the LSU 
Graduating Class of 2017!
Lumber | Building Materials 
Millwork | Hunting/Fishing | Tools
207 N. Railroad Ave. | Opelousas, La. 70570 





Decorator Depot is a full service window covering 
company, serving all your home improvement and 
commercial project needs.
Proud Fabricators and Installers of the Mechanical 
Shades located at the Stadium Club in Tiger Stadium.
GEAUX TIGERS!!
10915 Perkins Rd Ste A | Baton Rouge, LA 70810
225-291-7068 | www.decoratordepot.info ooo
Process Refrigeration Systems, Inc.
Your Source for
Reliable Industrial Regrigeration Systems
Our commitment to 
efficiency, reliability, and improving 
system operations allows us to offer 
your company solutions that will 
give you the competitive edge.
Contact P.R.S., Inc
9356 Ashland Road 




or visit us at the web
Congratulations
to D.D. Breaux and the Gymnastics 
team for a job well done!
Mary Olive Pierson, LSU Graduate,
1966 and 1970
— — ft ECONOMYp- |B| BR|CK
L—i LJ—J ■■ SALES INC.
NEW • USED • ANTIQUE • FIREPLACE • ANGLES • STUCCO • MORTAR • WALL TILES
“Proudly Building Ascension One Brick At A Time'
For Over 50 Years
Face Brick • Fire Brick • Common Brick
• Used Brick • Decorative Vents • Dampers 
Wall Ties • Silicone • Flue Lining • Waterproofing 
Galvanized Angles • Stucco • Sand & Mortar Mix
FREE ESTIMATES
505 N. Edenborne • Gonzales 
ecobrick@eatel.net






ONE GENERATION AT A TIME
SIDEWINDER PUMPS INC PROUDLY 
SUPPORTS LSU SPORTS AND 
ACADEMICS-GEAUX TIGERS
“ST GM cable contractors, inc.
^SS ZZ www.gmcable.com
American Ingenuity, LLC is a professional engineering firm operating 
in the industrial sector. Our specialties include mechanical, civil, and 
structural engineering. We are right sized to offer extra technical capacity 
to other organizations as well as fill the consulting role on specific 
projects. Our focus is your focus: the quality, the schedule, and the money.
We Congratulate the 2017 Graduates of LSU!
38099 Post Office Road #111 Prairieville | LA 70769
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Culligan IsJater of Southeast Lfl
Sott/ed U/ater and Idater Fi/tration 
Residential, Commercial, Industrial 







WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS TO INDUSTRY
WILLIAM (BILL) DOW | PRESIDENT
8961 BUZBEE DRIVE | BATON ROUGE, LA. 70809
(225) 753-2940
NOW RECRUITING LSU GRADUATES!
Covering All Your SCADA/Automation Needs
337.365.2493 <Fa//Safe
failsafecontrols.com ' Controls.
“Proudly serving the gas & oil industry since 2006”





Ambient Air Monitoring Services
6310 Westwind Avenue Tel. & Fax: (225) 752-9212






























































































































































































































































































Cheavious Jr, Alexis----- 234
Cheng Reuben--------- 234
Cherrier, Corinna------- 234


























































































Davis, Theodore AuIjAul 19 
Davisson, Christina___236
De Guzman, Marlou34, 236 
De Leon, Teresa_____236























































































































































































































































Han, Sung Woo-------- 243
Handy, Chandler------- 243






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Rovaris, Dereck J_____ 41




































































































































































































































































































































As I sit here in my little office, B19 in the 
basement of Hodges Hall, I compose and design my very 
last page of the 2016-2017 Gumbo Yearbook. With tear- 
filled eyes and an overwhelmed heart, I admire being 
surrounded by the company of many dusty, memory- 
filled yearbooks that have been published as far back 
as 1940. Looking back on one of my most challenging 
years as a college student, I recognize the many this and 
barriers that my Co-Editor and I have faced and have 
fearlessly conquered. I had to learn how to be a boss, use 
compassion and professionalism, manage the time and 
productivity of my staff collaborate with my Co-Editor, 
as well as run the entire production of a college year­
book, all at the age of 20 years old during my junior year 
at LSU.
First of all, I not only want, but NEED to thank 
my Co-Editor, Marlie Lynch. Marlie, you have gotten 
me through some of the toughest times that this job 
has to offer and you have cheered me on even when I 
doubted myself as a successful leader. You were always 
there to pick up my slack and provide support when 
I needed it—-all while you and your own family were 
going through such a difficult time after being so deeply 
affected by die 2016 flood. You are the perfect comple­
mentary person to someone like me, and I could not 
have asked for a better Co-Editor and friend to hold on 
to throughout this entire process. Thank you for being such a wonderful and 
talented individual; thank you for being die other half of this tag-team; and 
thank you for being my friend. I could not have done any of this without you!
Next, 1 would like to personally thank all of my staff that have come 
and gone throughout this school year Chloe, Ashton, Karsyn, Kelsey, Berkley, 
Madelyn, Haze, and Chelsea. Thank you for your devotion and dedication to 
this 16-17 yearbook Marlie and I had such a great foundation throughout the 
year, despite the bumps and bruises we each ended up with at the end. It was 
a wild ride! But even more than that, it was the best ride I could have chosen 
to get on. Thank you all for loving yearbook as much as Marlie and I do, and 
thank you for all of your help and hard work Please remember to continue do­
ing what you love, despite your major or occupational goal you want to reach 
This yearbook would not have been successfully produced without a staff that 
truly cares—and for that, I thank you
To my wonderful advisor in Student Media, the one and only Steve 
Buttry: I so deeply appreciated everything you did for Marlie and I. LSU 
Student Media will never be the same without you and I am honored to have 
known you and to have worked alongside you You are deeply missed and will 
forever hold a place in my heart To my "therapist" Jann Goetzmann: thank 
you for your ears! You always had the answers, and for that I am forever grate­
ful Thank you for your support and help with every question I had!
I would also like to thank my parents for always answering the end­
less ringing on their side of the phone line. You two are a tag-team that I could 
only dream of becoming a part of one day. I could not have handled the stress 
or what seemed like the weight of the world on my shoulders without your 
continued support and love for me. Thank you for always telling me that I can 
do it Well Mom and Dad...1 did it!
Lasdy, I would like to thank God for blessing me with the opportuni­
ty to lead such an amazing staff and for the ability to learn from my mistakes.
Without this chance, I would not have gained the leadership skills and expen- 
ence I now have under my belt These lessons will carry me through life and 
have provided me with a solid foundation to continue my career as a confident 
Occupational Therapist and a hopeful business owner one day. Thank you for 
my coundess blessings and for enabling me to do what I love.
The spine of this yearbook is as strong as my backbone. It has been 
through just as much as I have, yet it still sits shining and embossed as if it 
hasn’t deflected any bullets from this year at all; its scars are undetectable, and 
it is perfect These problems encompassed a great flood, frustrating technical 
difficulties that were beyond my control or understanding late nights editing 
all 320 pages, a hurting heart for losing Steve Buttry, handling hard-to-work- 
with individuals, and much, much more.
This yearbook means so much to me and is one of my biggest ac­
complishments. The literal blood, sweat and tears that went into the produc­
tion of this book proves my love for Student Media and for LSU. I am proud 
to say that I was the Co-Editor of the LSU 2016-2017 Gumbo Yearbook and 
am excited, humbled, and honored to be next year’s Co-Editor once again. Get 
ready, LSU 2018! This girl knows exacdy what she’s doing!
Taylor Gonsoulin,
Co-Editor-In-Chief 2016-2017
From the Editors' Desk..
Marlie Lynch
I just ate something sweet to hopefully prevent myself from fall­
ing into a puddle of tears while writing this. That partially-melted, Hershey’s 
almond chocolate bar can’t amount to the bitter-sweet emotions Fm left with 
after such a rollercoaster of a year.
I have to begin with thanking my fabulous Co-Editor, smiling just to 
he left of this, Taylor Gonsoulin. It has been a pleasure to know you these past 
two years, from when we were both little college yearbook rookies until now, 
adhere we are on the verge of publshing Gumbo 2016-2017 as editors! It’s safe 
» say, we’ve been through so much this year, but the fact that I am writing 
this, on one of the last pages in our book, makes every up and down worth it I 
tould not have done any of this without you Thanks for being my backbone, 
|r picking up my slack, and for being there where I struggled the most I hope 
» continue to tackle spontaneous yearbook issues with you for as long as I 
^alk the campus of LSU.
Secondly, I want to recognize our staff - Chloe, Karsyn. Ashton, Berk­
ey, Madelyn, Kelsey, Chelsea and Haze, thank you for bearing with us for our 
list year in charge! I have thoroughly enjoyed working with all of you talented 
adies. Thanks for your creativity, communication, sweet varying personalities 
•nd ideas, and especially for your advanced work ethic and productivity. With­
out you all, none of this would be here!
There are also the people backstage to thank, including all of Student 
^edia. Jann Goetzmann, thanks for being so efficient with emails and helping 
« to understand anything and everything so much better. Steve Buttry. thank 
fou for believing in us when we were scared, little college yearbook rookies, 
-astly. John Friscia, thanks for stepping up and jumping right into things to 
’lake our lives as busy college students with Student Media jobs as easy as pos- 
ible.
I can’t leave my strong foundation of a family out A big thanks to 
Dad, who told me I CAN make changes and I can be "the boss’ no matter 
how small and quiet Fve been my entire life. And for Mom, who gave me the 
sass I need to even out the calm exterior. For my whole family and my friends, 
who support me through everything I do! I wouldn’t be me without you guys.
A very special thank you to Bess Melancon, also known as the ”BESS” 
teacher ever - You are the epitome of what a teacher should be. You have 
inspired my life in so many ways and I thank you for leading me down the 
right path in every aspect of my future. Also, for answering my desperate phone 
calls when I wasn’t quite sure what I was doing as far as yearbooks go„ They’re 
"kind of a big deal”
Lastly, I want to thank God for answering all of my stess-filled prayers 
this year and for carrying me when things got too heavy. By your grace and 
blessings, this yearbook is being built In fact K-Love is blaring in our ears as 
we finish up this book today!
When life got extremely tough in 2016, when my family became 
dispersed and temporarily removed from our homes during the ’Great’ Flood, 
this yearbook was one of the only things that remained constant in tact It got 
my mind off of the negative, and it was always something to look forward to. 
(Not going to cry._hopefully].
I am extremely grateful for LSU Student Media, room B19, my little 
home on campus.
I encourage everyone reading this to push through it push through 
anything that seems like it can hold you back, because when it comes down to 
it nothing can. Life is a crazy mess at times, but keep the faith. It’s all worth it!
This yearbook, to me, is proof of that The hardworking students, the 
phenomenal sports teams, the administration and staff, the HUMANS of LSU, 
all make up this beautiful campus we cross paths on everyday. Without you all, 







Established in 1900, the Gumbo has been the official yearbook of Louisiana State University for over 110 years. It has recorded every academic 
year at LSU except 1918-19, when wartime pressures halted its production. A amgazine version, called Gumbo Magazine, covered the 1992-93 and 1993-94 
school years because revenues were insufficient for a hardbound book A student referendum increasing the yearbook fee brought back the hardbound ver­
sion in 1995. In addition to formal portraits of graduates, the Gumbo contains snapshots of students and members of the LSU community while highlight­
ing on- and off-campus organizations and events.
This 117th edition of the Gumbo was created in its entirety by a staff of full-time students at LSU and published by the Office of Student Media 
under the Manship School of Mass Communication. The 2017 yearbook chronicles LSU and its happenings from August 2016 through July 2017 in 320 
full-color pages.
Layouts were designed by Karsyn Young Chloe Bryars, Ashton Breeding Taylor Gonsoulin, and Marlie Lynch. The 2017 yearbook was created 
on Dell desktop computesr and Mac laptops using Adobe InDesign CC, Illustrator CC, and Photoshop CC. Our advertising and marketing was directed by 
Berkley Parent
Portraits of graduating students were taken by Candid Campus Photo, Inc. photographers on campus. All other content was provided by writers 
and photographers of the Gumbo and The Daily Reveille, LSUs student-produced daily newspaper.
The typefaces used are as follows: Cover and divider tides are set in Tabasco Twin; headlines are set in Pergamon; subheadlines and photo caption; 
are set in Sundsvall; body copy and attributions are set in Bamberg-XLight.
The designs featured on the cover, tide page, and section dividers were created by Madelyn Curtis, Taylor Gonsoulin, and Marlie Lynch. The desigi 
of the Table of Contents was created by Sydni Blanchard.
The 2017 Gumbo was printed by Balfour Publishing using four-color CMYK processes on 100-pound gloss white paper.
Top, outisde, and inside page margins are four picas wide. Bottom page margins are seven picas wide.
Students were identified by major and classification as of the time of page production.
All copies of the 2017 Gumbo were sold at a price of $40.
Editorial content does not necessarily reflect the views of Louisiana State University or the LSU Gumbo staff
Certain photo are not attributed due to lack of resources which provide photography credits - these photos are not credited to the LSU Gumbo.
Please address inquiries to Gumbo, B-29 Hodhes Hall, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA, 70802; or e-mail editor@lsugumbo.com. 
Printed in Dallas, Texas.
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